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Abstract
This thesis engages with debates on humanitarian governance and refugee camps as hybrid
spaces. It explores whether the notion of humanitarian governance also manifests in the area
beyond the camp. Whilst humanitarian mandates and financial resources may hamper
humanitarian actors from engaging with non-camp populations, this thesis explores to what
extent and in what ways prolonged humanitarian presence and aid to refugees may shape
everyday life of populations outside the camp, colloquially referred to as host communities.
Home to protracted Nyarugusu refugee camp, Kasulu district in Tanzania was chosen as a case.
The outcomes are based on an ethnographic study in the camp’s surrounding communities
Makere ward and Nyarugusu village, and Kasulu district town serving as a base for
humanitarian organisations. Based on a spatial analysis, this thesis concludes that prolonged
humanitarian aid gives rise to a ‘humanitarian spill-over’. The spill-over implies that
humanitarian actors govern social, cultural, economic and political life of a population beyond
humanitarian concern. As such, humanitarian actors conduct the conduct of host communities,
which may give rise to acts of self-regulation among this population. In Kasulu district, the
spill-over was hybrid in nature and subject to a constant negotiation and renegotiation among
humanitarian organisations, authorities, and host communities. Consequently, the host
communities experienced a swing between humanitarian potential and inclusion, and
humanitarian abandonment and exclusion, further enforcing a negotiation of the spill-over.
Theoretically, the findings illustrate that (hybrid) humanitarian governance materialises beyond
the camp. The findings imply a less refugee-centred analysis of camps as hybrid spaces and an
increased understanding of a Foucauldian notion of self-regulation in the analysis of
humanitarian governance.
Humanitarian Governance – Governmentality – Hybrid Spaces – Host Communities –
Protracted Refugee Camps – Humanitarian Aid
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1. Introduction
“Its setting was no different than its neighbour’s; situated alongside a dusty road with red soil,
white water buckets for handwashing in front, furnished with wooden benches, plastic chairs,
the smell of peppers mixed with charcoal... For some reason, however, this hoteli was thé place
to be for humanitarian aid employees working in neighbouring Nyarugusu refugee camp, all
easily recognisable with agency-branded t-shirts, caps, jackets, badges and the 4x4s parked in
front of the hoteli. Today I was in the hoteli, enjoying a late lunch with my translator. There
were only two middle-aged men from the village and us until a white 4x4 arrived and a
Tanzanian man and a woman – working for an international organisation that focuses on child
protection in the refugee camps – entered the hoteli. Just as we did, they ordered some rice and
beans, and just like the villagers and us, they were served by a boy with an estimated age of 1214 years. After the two workers finished their lunch, I saw the male aid worker talking shortly
to one of the owners of the hoteli. After the aid workers washed their hands, the man returned
for payment, took the owner aside, and spoke again with her. As soon as the aid workers left,
the woman turned to the two villagers and started narrating vividly what happened: “The man
working for *the organisation* asked me: “Is this – pointing out to the boy – your kid?” I said
no, he is a boy I took from the village to come and help me. The man replied and asked me what
his age was. So, I said: “he is a grown-up.” After washing hands and payment, he told me the
boy should be in school and asked me whether it was a Burundian or a Tanzanian kid. So, I
answered again he was from the village and that he had already completed class 7! In response,
the man told me that from now on the government will hold the UN accountable for all the
street children. If it is a refugee kid they will take the child to the camp and if the child is
Tanzanian, they will ask why the kid is not in school. He warned me to be careful from now on,
as it could get me into trouble!”
– Field notes1
The events described in the vignette above, took place in a small village close to Nyarugusu
refugee camp. Since the camp opened in 1996, it has been home to more than 60.000 Congolese
refugees, of which many have lived in the camp since its inception. After the 2015 political
crisis in Burundi, the camp expanded to include 65.000 Burundian refugees (UNHCR, 2017a).
Nyarugusu refugee camp is situated in Kasulu district, Kigoma region, North-Western
Tanzania. This border region has been facing refugee influxes from Rwanda, Burundi, and the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) for decades (Landau, 2008; Berry, 2008).2 These refugee
influxes have been coupled with the arrival of a significant number of organisations and many
aid workers, operating in the refugee camps since the start of the influxes (Landau, 2008).
Informed by refugee law, humanitarian mandates, principles and standards, as well as
increasing professionalisation and donor demands, such organisations focus(ed) on delivering
effective and professional aid to refugees that live in confined camp spaces. The non-camp
population living in the region in which the camps are situated – colloquially referred to as host
communities – may face similar needs as refugees but are more often than not excluded from
the official refugee response (Chambers, 1986). As such, it has been argued host populations
come “second, if at all” (Chambers, 1986, p. 246; Mogire, 2011, p. 23). This situation is not
unique to the Tanzanian case where the government has a strict encampment policy. Rather it
is found in many other refugee situations in the world as the humanitarian architecture – it’s
stringent mandates and financial resources – does not leave room to engage with those that do
1
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Kasulu district is situated in Kigoma region, which borders Burundi and, across Lake Tanganyika, the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC). Besides Kasulu district, Kibondo district (in Kigoma region) and Ngara district in
Kagera region have been facing refugee influxes.
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not ‘qualify’ for humanitarian aid. This, as it traditionally focuses on the provision of aid in
times of crises, such as conflicts or natural disasters.
This thesis however, will demonstrate that although host communities are not of primary
concern for these organisations, prolonged humanitarian aid, both presence and programmes,
shapes life outside the camp. It argues that humanitarian governance in the camp over time
expands from the refugee camp to the wider region. Accordingly, it shapes social, cultural,
economic, and political life in the area and as such governs the conduct of the host communities,
a phenomenon that I call a ‘humanitarian spill-over’. In the case of Kasulu district, the spillover was subject to a constant negotiation and renegotiation among humanitarian organisations,
authorities, and host communities. Consequently, the host communities experienced a swing
between humanitarian potential and inclusion, and humanitarian abandonment and exclusion.
Governance in this view is the act of ‘governing’ defined by Barnett (2013) as the
“increasingly organized and internationalized attempt to save the lives, enhance the welfare,
and reduce the suffering of the world’s most vulnerable populations” (p. 379). The notion of
governance is embedded within Foucault’s concept of governmentality, which is defined as the
“conduct of conduct” (Dean, 2010, p. 17). The conduct of conduct shapes and produces forms
of thought, rationalities, and practices. The ‘conduct of conduct’ may lead to or incite acts of
self-regulation.
Researchers and policy-makers often refer to non-camp populations as host communities.
Although I use to term for reasons of conceptual clarity, I want to briefly problematise the term
for three reasons: 1) it is a top-down humanitarian/refugee-centred term; 2) the term is not clear
as to whom it exactly refers to (e.g. hosting refugees in camps or within communities); 3) the
term downplays heterogeneity of the ‘host population’ and people’s potential linkages to the
camp or home country. I use the concept in this thesis to refer to the population living in Kasulu
district, and in the specific case of this thesis to refer to the population in Makere ward and
Nyarugusu village living in the surroundings of Nyarugusu refugee camp, and to the population
in Kasulu town hosting the majority of aid organisations.
The vignette above provides but one example of how the humanitarian operation may
shape social life outside the camp and does not exclusively focus on humanitarian aid in a
confined camp space. In the case above, refugee(s) (children) were found outside the camp,
expanding the humanitarian mandate of protection as well as social norms on child labour
beyond the camp. Linked to this, this thesis shows the refugee camp was not a static given, but
refugees and organisations moved beyond its ‘borders’, as such expanding ‘the camp’ as a space
of humanitarian concern. This research illustrates this expansion is found in the organisation of
the humanitarian operation (chapter 4), its symbolic meaning (chapter 5), and in the (political)
negotiation of aid in the area (chapter 6).
Academic relevance and problem statement
This research seeks to engage with existing debates on humanitarian governance as defined by
Barnett (2013). When states are unable or unwilling to take care of a population, humanitarian
actors may start taking care of these people. This provides humanitarian organisations with the
‘power to’ intervene in the name of humanity and the ‘power over’ a certain population. This
notion has often been applied to (protracted) humanitarian responses in refugee camps. This
research seeks to contribute to the notion of humanitarian governance in three ways: Firstly, it
argues that over time humanitarian governance may expand beyond the camp and rise beyond
the aid-giver/aid-receiver relation. As such, it starts governing the conduct of the non-camp
population. Secondly, this thesis advocates for increased awareness of Foucault’s notion of
governmentality and the related acts of self-regulation in the analysis of humanitarian
governance. Thirdly, this thesis argues for an increased understanding of the production of
hybrid humanitarian governance both in and outside refugee camps.
5

Relating to the notion of humanitarian governance, this thesis seeks to engage with debates on
blurring camp boundaries. For a long time, researchers philosophically approached the ‘refugee
camp’ as a ‘space of exception’ (Agamben, 1998). In the space of exception, the sovereign
hosting state excludes refugees from social and legal life in society but still includes them by
making laws around this exclusion as well as by allowing them to live a ‘bare life’ in their
territories (inclusive exclusion produced by a state of exception). This ‘state of exception’ gave
rise to the idea of refugees living in “ ‘zones of indistinction’ between inclusion and exclusion”
(Oesch, 2017, p. 110). Relating to this view, authors such as Agier (2010) argued humanitarian
organisations in refugee camps deploy ‘exceptional’ humanitarian spaces. In these confined
“extraterritorial space[s] of exception’” (Oesch, 2017, p. 110), the world’s most vulnerable and
excluded populations live under the protection and management of humanitarian organisations
(Agamben 1998; Agier, 2011; Bauman, 2004). Over the past years, researchers argued against
this top-down connotation and empirically demonstrated refugees are not merely ‘governed’,
but actively negotiate, and manage their lives within and beyond the camp space (Agier, 2010;
Feldman, 2016; Fresia & Von Känel, 2015; Hyndman, 2000; Bakewell, 2000; Jansen, 2014;
Malkki, 1995). More recently, researchers have argued camps are hybrid spaces (Janmyr &
Knudsen, 2016). Here both agency and control coexist. Oesch (2017) added upon this notion
by arguing refugees do not live between inclusion and exclusion, but in “ambiguous zones of
indistinction” (2017). In this zone, they are simultaneously included and excluded in a variety
of ways. In line with this view, this thesis explores how such ‘zones of indistinction’ over time
expand, simultaneously including and excluding the host communities.
Over time, academic and policy research focused much on the relations between aid
receivers and aid providers, and the (unintended) effects and influences of humanitarian aid.
There are however, only a few examples that move beyond the aid-beneficiary dichotomy and
review the effects of humanitarian presence in the region in which it operates. Merkx (2002)
for instance shows how the humanitarian system in Northern Uganda invested in infrastructures
within and surrounding the refugee camps to the benefit of the refugee-hosting district. Büscher
and Vlassenroot (2010) demonstrated how – more indirectly – the need for accommodating all
aid workers in Goma, Eastern DRC, resulted in a spatial transformation of the city which shaped
power and authority structures. In other situations, humanitarian organisations did include host
communities in their response or subcontracted those with a mandate to do so. In these cases,
the host communities were granted access to the camp hospital, or development agencies were
asked to enter the field (Merkx, 2002; Berry, 2008). An example in this regard is the ‘Delivering
as One’ United Nations (UN) programme, which aims to combine all UN activities in a country,
ranging from relief to development (United Nations, 2017). In less direct ways, Smirl (2015)
found how spatial and material aspects of aid – SUVs and compounds – shape everyday
practices of both the way in which aid is given as well as how aid is perceived by intended and
unintended receivers. In her conclusions, she raises the need for more research on the effects
and the influence of these spatial and material aspects of aid. Overall, while research has been
done that considers both the unintended and indirect effects of humanitarian aid, it has not been
much. This thesis seeks to further explore this and seeks to demonstrate how humanitarian aid
influences life of ‘unintended users’. In line with Smirl, it also analyses how spatialities and
materialities shape the perception of host communities and authorities.
Moreover, researchers have been studying the relations between refugees and
humanitarian agencies and the effects of humanitarian responses (Harrell-Bond, 1986; Turner,
2001; Kagan, 2011; Agier, 2011). Additionally, research focused on the relations between
refugees and host communities (Whitaker, 1999; 2002) as well as the ecological, economic,
environmental, governmental, or social consequences of the totality of the humanitarian influx
– refugees and organisations alike. Cases showed the inherent growth of the population, the
concentration of many people in one place and the restricted availability of land, increased the
6

risks of land degradation, environmental issues, outbreaks of diseases and overstretched
services. On the other hand, the increase of the population also resulted in increased business
opportunities, increasing consumer and producer markets, and employment opportunities
(Harrell-Bond, 1986; Chambers, 1986; Whitaker, 1999; 2002; Alix-Garcia & Saah, 2009;
Berry, 2008; Landau, 2008, Taylor et al., 2016; Vemuru et al., 2016). This thesis seeks to
contribute to existing research on so-called ‘host communities’ by proposing to study the
material and immaterial, direct and indirect effects and influence of humanitarian aid on the
lives of people that are not directly targeted by the response. Additionally, and as Landau (2008)
already demonstrated, states actively and tactically use, manage and negotiate humanitarian aid.
In line with this, this thesis empirically demonstrates how host communities simultaneously
negotiate humanitarian aid.
Additionally, this thesis builds upon research on the dynamics and effects of refugee
influxes in North-Western Tanzania (Waters, 1988; 1999; Malkki, 1995; Whitaker, 1999; 2002;
Huisman, 2002; Chaulia, 2003; Berry, 2008; Alix-Garcia & Saah, 2009; Landau, 2001; 2003;
2004; 2008; Turner, 2001; 2006; Morel, 2009; Milner, 2013). While Landau (2001) argued it
was still too preliminary to make any “decisive statements about the long-term effects of the
humanitarian influx” (Landau, 2001, p. 12-13) on the “localized transformation of
governmental practices” (Landau, 2001, p. 13), this thesis aims to take into account these longterm dimensions. In addition, this thesis will use, compare, and contrast previous findings and
where applicable will add a new dimension with its focus on long-term humanitarianism and
the notion of humanitarian governance.
Finally, and more practically, this thesis may provide policy-makers and humanitarian
workers with insights on how their presence and responses may shape daily lives of people that
live in the region in which they operate. In the end, humanitarian organisations aim to alleviate
people’s suffering the best they can. To realise this, they very much focus on the
professionalisation and effectiveness of their response. This however, may blind them to what
is produced by and outside the ‘humanitarian space’ in which they operate. Hence, this thesis
aims to provide a better understanding of the unintended consequences of humanitarian aid.
Finally, the thesis may contribute to a wider debate of how humanitarian organisations that
work in protracted crises may operate within the local order, given their mandates.
It is important to highlight this thesis is not an analysis of ‘good’ or ‘bad’ practices of
humanitarian aid. Rather, it aims to contribute to a fruitful discussion on practices of
humanitarian actors that may have unintended outcomes. The importance of an exploration of
potential governance and governmentalities by humanitarian actors beyond the refugee camp is
threefold and gives rise to questions surrounding tacit power, dependency, and authority. First,
if humanitarian action unintendedly and tacitly starts governing life outside the camp, and as
such shapes the behaviour of actors outside the camp, the question arises to what extent aid is,
and can be held accountable for its actions. In other words, what is the voice of the host
communities in this regard and does prolonged humanitarian aid give rise to forms of tacit
coercion and power? Moreover, humanitarian aid is historically seen as a short-term act that
aims to assist people that are affected by crises. Many of today’s displacement situations
however are protracted and as such, this gives rise to prolonged aid presence on the ground.
Nyarugusu refugee camp in Kasulu district is no exception in this regard. If the long-term
presence of aid shapes social, cultural, political, and economic life outside the camp, life outside
the camp may have become interwoven with humanitarian aid. In such cases, questions arise
relating to the extent to which life in the area is built around humanitarian presence and has
potentially become dependent upon its presence. More so, what happens if humanitarian actors
do leave the area? Additionally, and finally, the spill-over gives rise to questions surrounding
legitimacy of the state in the area. Spill-overs may potentially impede state legitimacy, give rise
to hybridisation and/or a sneaking transferral of power. As such, to what extent do aid actors
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unintendedly transform the area and the conduct of its residents and what does this imply for
the legitimacy of the state in the area?
The above-mentioned theoretical niches and concerns give rise to the following research
question and sub-questions:
To what extent and in what ways does humanitarian aid to refugees in Nyarugusu refugee camp
shape everyday lives of the (host) population in Kasulu district, Tanzania?
1. How does humanitarian programming in Nyarugusu refugee camp shape life of the host
communities living in the surroundings of the camp?
2. How does humanitarian presence outside the camp shape life of the host communities
in Kasulu district?
3. How are humanitarian effects and influences conceived and perceived by humanitarian
organisations, the host communities, and governmental actors, and how do these actors
respond to these effects and influences?
4. What do these findings reveal about the nature of the spill-over and how do findings
relate to humanitarian governance?
Humanitarian Aid
In the main research question, I refer to ‘humanitarian aid’. While the history and principles of
humanitarian aid are presented in chapter two, in this thesis I refer to the concept ‘humanitarian
aid’ as the totality of both humanitarian programming and presence. With humanitarian
programmes, I refer to humanitarian activities both in and outside Nyarugusu refugee camp.
With humanitarian presence, I refer to daily practices and movements of the aid community,
both in formal and informal settings. Moreover, it refers to the facilitation of the humanitarian
operation such as working and living places of aid workers.
Humanitarian Organisations
Generally, humanitarian organisations are organisations that provide life-saving assistance to
those in need.3 In this thesis, these include organisations that provide aid to refugees in
Nyarugusu refugee camp.4 A distinction is made between intergovernmental organisations
(IGOs) such as the UN agencies as well as international nongovernmental organisations
(INGOs) and local nongovernmental organisations (LNGOs). In the case of LNGOs, these were
often national organisations from Tanzania.
Case selection Kasulu district
Kasulu district, home to approximately 700.000 Tanzanian residents, hosts around 140.000
officially registered refugees in Nyarugusu refugee camp making 1 out of 5 people living in the
district, to be ‘people of concern’ for humanitarian organisations (Citypopulation, 2017;
UNHCR, 2017b). Kasulu district was selected as a case study for a variety of reasons. Firstly,
the continued presence of humanitarian organisations – though varying significantly in scale
and capacity – may have resulted in a potential institutionalisation of humanitarian presence.
Secondly, the refugee influx has unfolded in an area where the population itself has not directly
been hit by a humanitarian emergency, hence not necessarily requiring for ‘emergency’
3

See chapter 2 for more information on the background and diffuse nature of organisations and actors providing
life-saving assistance.
4
With the exception of World Vision that used to provide aid in Nyarugusu refugee camp and still does so in
Kibondo district.
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humanitarian aid as such. This is different from other cases, where displaced populations reside
in areas where they share limited services with host communities. These host populations may
face stretched services themselves and as such may qualify for humanitarian aid, as is the case
in Ethiopia where people face recurring droughts (UNOCHA, 2017). Thirdly, by the end of the
1990s, Tanzania introduced an encampment policy, forcing refugees to live in confined camp
spaces. Contrary to cases of open settlement such as in Uganda where aid targets both refugees
and host communities, the encampment policy lowers the need to look after non-camp
populations and may easily result into a situation where the local population is left out of the
official humanitarian response. Finally, the district has been facing refugee flows moving back
and forth. The 2015 Burundian refugee influx may provide insight into who – humanitarian
organisations, governments, or the residents of Kasulu area – is taking up what responsibility
and how the residents respond to the new influx of refugees and the increasing number of aid
workers. Additionally, it may spark memories of past influxes and give rise to institutionalised
‘normalities’.
Structure of this thesis
In order to come to a good understanding of the main question of this research, this thesis is
structured as follows. Chapter 2 will feature a literature review of the main theoretical concepts
and frameworks that inform this research. The chapter first discusses Foucault’s concept of
governmentality and the notion of humanitarian governance. The second part of this chapter
dives into actor-oriented approaches. It will highlight calls of Oesch (2017), Janmyr and
Knudsen (2016), and Fresia and Von Känel (2015) to approach the refugee camp as a hybrid
space. Thirdly, this chapter discusses Lefebvre’s Production of Space (1991) and Smirl’s spatial
approach to analyse humanitarian aid. Chapter 3 will introduce the research approach and
methods used to explore the main research question. Moreover, it introduces the research and
the ways in which rapport was built. It reflects upon my position as a researcher and introduces
the limitations of this study. Thereafter, chapter 4-6 present and discuss empirical data. The
chapters are ‘roughly’ linked to the conceived, perceived, and lived space in line with the spatial
approaches of Lefebvre (1991) and Smirl (2015). It is important to note however, that dividing
space in ‘three’ is somewhat artificial as space is holistic. Based on the analysis of the conceived
space, chapter 4 discusses how humanitarian programming in the camp gave rise to social and
spatial ordering processes in and outside the camp. It will illustrate these ordering processes
produced zones of inclusions and exclusions. Based on the analysis of perceived and auxiliary
spaces, chapter 5 discusses how the material facilitation of humanitarian presence (Smirl, 2015)
– compounds, cars, and camps – symbolise entitlement areas. It explains these entitlement areas
symbolise a power to transform as well as a power to divide and as such become an everyday
negotiable option to host communities and government authorities. Chapter 6 discusses how
humanitarian aid shapes political life in the area and functions as an intermediary in the
provision of social services by the Tanzanian government to its citizens in the district. The
chapter discusses how host communities and their local leaders engage in strategic acts of
accommodation and resistance to strategise humanitarian presence and the role of Tanzanian
authorities. Thereafter, it discusses the humanitarian responses vis-à-vis these strategic acts and
the ways of operating in the area. Finally, it discusses the ways of working with the Tanzanian
state and the intended and unintended dynamics this provoked. At last, the conclusion will
present the main findings of the thesis and discuss theoretical implications and avenues for
future research.
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2. Theoretical Framework
Introduction
With the question to what extent and in what ways humanitarian aid to refugees shapes
everyday life of non-refugees, or so-called host communities, in Kasulu district, this research
aims to explore how ‘aid’ either intentionally or unintentionally ‘directs’, ‘steers’, ‘designs’,
‘influences’ and ‘modifies’ life in the area in which humanitarian actors operate.1 Doing so, this
research seeks to contribute to existing notions of humanitarian governance (Barnett, 2013) and
the ways in which rationales underpinning governance processes relate to a Foucauldian notion
of governmentality that may shape the ‘conduct’ of the host communities. With this, it seeks to
explore whether and how governance and governmentality processes over time transcend from
the refugee camp to the wider region in which the camp is situated and shapes social, economic,
and political life, which is what I call the humanitarian spill-over.
In order to understand governance and governmentality processes in Kasulu district, this
chapter first dives into the notion of governmentality as explained by Foucault. Thereafter, it
will provide a central stage to the notion of humanitarian governance. In line with the reciprocal
nature of Foucault’s governmentality concept and with authors that empirically demonstrate
how ‘aid receivers’ are active strategising agents that “dig aid” (Jansen, 2016) and are not
merely ‘governed’, the third section will introduce actor-oriented approaches. This thesis will
demonstrate such an approach enables an improvement in our understanding and the analysis
of local governing dynamics at play. The last section of this chapter will introduce a spatial
approach informed by Lefebvre (1991) and Smirl (2015) in order to study the social
construction of space and governing processes at play in Kasulu district.
Governmentality
Foucault sees governmentality as the “conduct of conduct” (Dean, 2010, p. 17) produced by
“the reciprocal constitution of power techniques and forms of knowledge” (Lemke, 2001, p.
191).2 This conduct of conduct is often explained as the ways in which behaviours and actions
of individuals or groups are directed, guided, or changed by different forms of thought,
rationalities, and practices of a multiplicity of actors through a variety of techniques (Dean,
2010). Deriving upon Foucault’s earlier work and as Lemke (2000) also denotes, the
interrelated concept’s power and knowledge are important in this regard. Whereas power may
be deployed as, or result in a form of domination and control, Foucault does not see power only
as such. Power primarily produces subtler influencing acts that shape forms of thought,
rationalities, and practices, acts that may produce emancipatory ends. The underlying force of
power is knowledge and power itself likewise produces knowledge. Knowledge involves
(historically produced) theoretical and practical understandings of how one sees the world.
Knowledge is centred in discourses that are “the general domain of all statements, sometimes
as an individualizable group of statements, and sometimes as a regulated practice that accounts
for a number of statements” (Foucault, 1972, p. 80). Discourses inform people’s ideas, beliefs,
actions and practices, and are at the core of the ‘construction’ of social knowledge and

Those verbs are based on definitions of the verb ‘to shape’ from Merriam-Webster (2017) and Oxford
Dictionaries (2017) and synonymously refer to the original Greek meaning of ‘Governance’ (Kubernân), which
etymologically meant ‘to navigate’ or ‘to steer’, and was later metaphorically used by Plato to describe ways in
which humans govern (Kjaer, 2004).
2
Foucault denotes processes by and beyond state actors. Doing so, Foucault draws from a notion of government
that was dominant up to the 18th century. Here, government did not only relate to politics, but to the fields of
philosophy, religion, medicines and pedagogy (Lemke, 2000).
1
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meaning.3 While the production of knowledge and social relations are ongoing processes, over
time the reciprocal interaction of actors may result in dominant discourses which may become
institutionalised, and define people’s actions, forms of thought and behaviours. In line with
Foucault, these dominant discourses produce power.
Discourses, however, are not static and may change. According to Foucault, power or
governmentality is “never in anybody’s hands (…) [it is] exercised through a net-like
organization. And not only do individuals circulate between its threads; they are always in the
position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power” (Foucault, 1980, p. 98).
Hence, individuals are not merely 'governed’, but also engage in ‘governing acts’. Despite the
production of power relations, the powerful only exists because there is – and therefore it always
faces – a counterforce, for example by means of resistance (Heller, 1996).
According to Lemke, Foucault distinguishes three forms of power that together (in)form
the broad definition of power and governmentality (and hence may overlap). The first form is
what he calls “power as strategic games” (Lemke, 2000, p. 5) which means “structuring the
possible field of action of others” (Lemke, 2000, p. 5). This structuring is deployed in many
ways, for example by giving ideological advice, or advice based on rational arguments. This
form of power is not necessarily a form of dominance against someone’s will, as it may be an
act aimed at and/or resulting in ‘empowerment’ of the other. Some ‘advice’ may inspire the
other to such an extent that it may result into acts of self-care and self-governance or regulation
(which is what Foucault calls processes of subjectification) (Lemke, 2000; Dean, 2010). Sagy
(2008) in this respect wrote for example how the UN Refugee agency’s (or so-called UNHCR,
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) peace education ‘inspired’ refugees to
self-regulate their individual behaviour to promote peaceful cohabitation in the camp.4
Examples of such forms of power in this thesis relate to agencies that provide seminars to
residents of the host communities (or refugees), or more indirectly aid workers that give advice
to the local population on how to conduct business, or introduce social norms ‘advising’ them
it is better to not employ children. Other (actor-oriented) examples in this thesis include
residents that demanded, or advised (their leaders to demand) agencies to provide
compensation, which contributed to a search for alternative solutions among the agencies, hence
leading to an act of self-regulation within the agencies.
The second ‘form of power’, is power as government (governmental technologies or acts
of governance). Oy “refers to more or less systematized, regulated and reflected modes of power
(a “technology”) that go beyond the spontaneous exercise of power over others, following a
specific form of reasoning (a “rationality”) which defines the telos of action or the adequate
means to achieve it” (Lemke, 2000, p. 5). This form of power may result in positive outcomes
that ‘responsibilises’ the other (linked to power as strategic games) but simultaneously may
facilitate and enforce a certain rule of domination prohibiting (irrational) objection (power as
domination). A clear example in relation to humanitarian aid is the set-up of clusters or sectors
in the refugee camp that are monitored by technical experts that have knowledge on how to
deploy technical actions. In line with humanitarian law, standards and policies, organisations
have rules and regulations that inform their actions (in fact acts of self-regulation of the
agencies), and demand measurements, assessments and categorisations of who needs what
amount and form of assistance. This makes organisations “decide the physical layout of the
camp” (Turner, 2006, p. 760). This technical information can be seen as adding to the
‘knowledge’ of humanitarian organisations about the people they assist.
3

This notion can be linked to Berger and Luckmann (1966) who state that knowledge is socially constructed and
inform everyday realities, thoughts and reciprocal interactions between different actors.
4
Sagy (2008) furthermore argues that by doing so UNHCR shifted its responsibility to refugees. According to him
this made refugees to accept the situation in the camp and to see any problematic situation as a consequence of
their own behaviours.
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The third form of power is domination, which is a fixed hierarchical, asymmetrical power
relation that is difficult to change as the “subordinated persons have little room for manoeuvre”
(Lemke, 2000, p. 5). Although this form of power is often linked to military dominance, an
example in relation to humanitarian aid is the cutting of food rations to ‘facilitate’ repatriation
of refugees (Barnett, 2013). According to Lemke, Foucault sees this domination not as a state
of power in itself, but as the result of governmental technologies that accounted “for the
systematization stabilization and regulation of power relationships” (Lemke, 2000, p. 6), that
may help to shape this state of domination. Linking to the cutting of food rations; if the UN did
not have the power over these food distributions and clearly demarcated who got what based
on their ‘knowledge’ of characteristics of the refugee population, its ‘strategy’ would have been
less effective. Several authors see these techniques of governmentality as leading to both caring
and controlling practices of humanitarian agencies, notably materialised in camp spaces (Agier,
2011; Barnett et al., 2016)
The notion of governmentality and its links to humanitarian governance will be used in
this thesis to analyse the rationales of humanitarian aid and the ways in which these over time
shape social, cultural, economic, and political life in the area and govern the conduct of the host
communities. In addition, and given the notion of Foucault that individuals are not ‘merely’
governed but act as a ‘counterforce’, it will analyse the rationales that emerged within the host
communities (s) leading them to deploy a ‘counterforce’ and reciprocally govern the ‘conduct’
of humanitarian actors in the area.
Humanitarian governance
Although I already highlighted some features of how humanitarian aid may relate to
governmentality practices, over the past years, an increasing number of scholars have started
referring to ‘governing’ processes of aid actors as a form of humanitarian governance and
government. Whereas Barnett (2013) mainly links to governance processes in technical, and
practical ways, other authors critically reflect upon the theoretical emergency ‘logic’ of
humanitarian action to operate in the state of exception. This state of exception is declared by
the sovereign (hosting) state. Refugee camps in this view are extra-legal places where the law
of the nation-state is ‘temporarily’ suspended and refugees do not qualify as citizens under the
law of the hosting state, and as such are excluded from political life. Taking care of refugees,
humanitarian actors ‘re-include’ these populations, and, as some authors argue, deploy spaces
of exception (Pandolfi, 2003; Agier, 2010). When the crisis or emergency situation becomes
protracted, authors argue humanitarian actors (unintendedly) manoeuvre in the position of
‘surrogate’ or ‘parallel’ state notably in refugee camps (Turner, 2001; Slaughter & Crisp, 2009;
Kagan, 2011), which links to a structure that Agier defines as ‘humanitarian government’
(Agier, 2010; 2011). This research aims to engage with the debate on governing processes by
humanitarian actors and likewise aims to provide a renewed analysis of governmentality
processes at play. Therefore, it is key to introduce the concept of humanitarian governance.
Firstly, it dives into the origins of humanitarian aid that led to the current ‘humanitarian order’.
It will further inform the reader on key humanitarian principles that provide the basis for many
humanitarian discourses. Hereafter, it will be reviewed how humanitarian governance processes
come into play and the potential consequences that may arise from it.
The genealogy of compassion beyond borders
Compassion for the ‘vulnerable’ other is not “a recent invention” (Fassin, 2012, p. 5) of western
‘modern’ society. However, a movement of compassion that crosses borders to actively search
for, and reach out to the distant ‘vulnerable’ other, is more recent and embedded within5 an
5

Or inspired by, referring to an increasing number of individuals crossing borders to ‘do some good’.
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international humanitarian order that aims to “prevent and alleviate the suffering wherever it
may be found, to protect life and health and to ensure respect for human being” (ICRC, 1996,
p. 2). The genealogy of this new order finds its origins in the 18th century along the rise of
western enlightenment thinking and evangelical Christianity. Embedded within these
movements, philosophical thinking regarding morality and respect for humankind emerged,
identifying all humans as born equal. However, while all born equal, not all humans were
considered to be successfully developed equally. Hence, their humanity “had to be created”
(Barnett, 2013, p. 385) and accordingly, the concept ‘human’ transformed into “a category of
universal solidarity” (Barnett, 2013, p. 385).
Along the tracks of philosophical morality and the industrial revolution – which made it
technologically possible to communicate with and travel to ‘distant’ others – the 19th century
marked a shift from a sense of compassion within to a compassion across borders. Following
the prevailing public discourse that all man were equal, the what Fassin (2012) calls
‘Humanitarian Reason’ emerged: if individuals and ‘the international community’ could know
and travel to the ‘distant vulnerable other’, one should likewise show humanity and compassion
for this other. Being seen as human but not as developed equally, the remnant, poor, vulnerable
or uncivilised ‘other’ could be assisted by teaching them the ‘right’ knowledge and religion,
guiding them to make a transition to ‘modern’ political life. This was believed to help ‘the
other’ to develop their ultimate humanity and was supposed to mark a shift in people’s life
(Barnett, 2013).
It was until the 20th century however, when compassion and humanity became
institutionalised into what Barnett calls a “global architecture of care” (in Barnett et al., 2016,
p. 3). Vulnerable groups were divided into various categories, studies focused increasingly on
the causes of human suffering, both the UN and humanitarian organisations were founded, wars
were framed as – and resulted in – humanitarian crises and principles such as the ‘Responsibility
to Protect’ (R2P) were introduced (Barnett et al., 2016; Fassin, 2012). Over the past years,
arrange of actors such as states, international (governmental) organisations, local and
international non-governmental organisations (LNGOs/INGOs), enterprises, human rights
activists and non-governmental individuals, have claimed to conduct “and use[d] the label of
“humanitarianism” ” (Agier, 2010, p. 34) in the name of humanity. 6 With the rise of these
global operations that aimed to ‘uplift’ and ‘steer’ the world’s ‘remnants’, the number of
scholars that started – and continue – to review these organised efforts and activities in the light
of theories of governance, arose as well. Inspired by Foucault and others, authors applied the
notion of (humanitarian) governance and governmentality to development activities (Ferguson,
1994; Abrahamsen, 2004; Li, 2007; Chandler, 2014); peacebuilding activities or military
interventions conducted in the name of humanity (Autesserre, 2014; Veit, 2010; 2011,
Bliesemann de Guevara; 2012); security operations (Duffield, 2007), and humanitarian
emergency relief operations (to name a few: Agier, 2006; 2011; Kagan, 2011; Turner, 2001;
2006; McConnachie, 2014; Fresia & Von Känel, 2015; Ilcan & Rygiel, 2015; Sharples, 2016).
In this thesis, however, the focus will be on the latter, diffuse as it is in nature. Before turning
into a review of its governing nature, I will first briefly introduce the main characteristics of
humanitarian relief operations.
The humanitarian system
Humanitarianism as we know it today dates from Henri Dunant’s witness of the battlefield of
Solferino (1859) which paved the way for a cross-national humanitarian system that is guided
by humanitarian principles. Organisations with a humanitarian mandate engage in humanitarian
6

While recognising this notion of humanitarianism is contested and (state) actors often conduct humanitarianism
following geopolitical interest, in this piece I will not focus on the discussion of what constitutes a ‘real’
humanitarian.
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action, which is assistance to people in times of emergencies such as conflict and (natural)
disasters (ICRC, 1996). Traditionally, humanitarian action is guided by four principles:
1) The humanitarian imperative: “the desire to prevent and alleviate suffering wherever it may
be found, to protect life and health and to ensure respect for the human being” (ICRC, 1996, p.
2);
2) Neutrality: do not take side, or engage in, conflict;
3) Impartiality: non-discriminatory in nature. Aid is to be delivered based on need and urgency
alone and not on the basis of nationality, race, religion, political opinions, class, or gender;
3) Independent: “humanitarian action must be autonomous from the political, economic,
military or other objectives that any actor may hold with regard to areas where humanitarian
action is being implemented” (UNOCHA, 2012, p. 1).
Within the humanitarian community, there is a debate to what extent humanitarian aid
can, may and should relate to development assistance. Development traditionally focuses on
poverty reduction, which pure humanitarian actors do not see this as their task. Others however,
argue that there is a need to help ‘rebuild’ societies in the direct aftermath of an emergency (the
rehabilitation phase), or that by raising the living standards within a society, one may provide
a more resilient infrastructure when future emergencies strike. Counter-arguments refer to a
risk for the independent nature of humanitarian action as rehabilitation and development
involve partnerships with state actors or power holders while humanitarian aid, notably in
conflict zones, seeks to work independently. In addition, scholars and practitioners point to a
potential reduction in the speed of operation and deployment of principled aid, when new or
other emergencies arise (as Richards (2005) described, war and peace are often nonlinear social
projects) (Harmer & Macrae, 2004). Whereas some organisations strictly adhere to either a
developmental or a humanitarian mandate, quite a number of organisations are so-called multimandate organisations. The variety of actors that are inspired, guided by different schools of
thought and that operate following different modi operandi, results into a complex humanitarian
arena (Hilhorst & Jansen, 2010; Apthorpe, 2011). Whereas humanitarian and developmental
teams within such organisations often operate in relative isolation and are funded by different
donors (that – of which chapter 6 shows the practical example – traditionally mark a strict
difference between humanitarian and development assistance), some multi-mandates may
engage in developmental activities. It goes beyond the scope of this thesis to further dive into
this discussion here, but it is important to have briefly introduced it, as this discussion is at the
core for why humanitarian organisations in places such as Kasulu district do, or do not, engage
with (poor) host communities. Just as in many other places, people in Kasulu district, however,
did not seem to make or know the exact difference (enforced by the dispersed nature of different
organisations), which was one of the reasons why their expectations of the agencies were and
had been, different.
Biopower and humanitarian government – A mutually constitutive relationship
The Westphalian order is built on the notion that one is subject to the (sovereign) power of the
modern nation-state, where states and citizens engage in a so-called ‘social contract’. This
social contract refers to “processes by which everyone in a political community, either explicitly
or tacitly, consents to state authority thereby limiting some of her or his freedoms, in exchange
for the state’s protection of their universal human rights and security and for the adequate
provision of public goods and services. This agreement calls for individuals to comply with the
state’s laws, rules, and practices in pursuit of broader common goals, such as security or
protection, and basic services. The validity and legitimacy of a social contract may be gauged
by the extent to which it creates and maintains an equilibrium between society’s expectations
and obligations and those of state authorities and institutions, all amidst a context of constant
flux” (UNDP, 2016, p. 9). The “political equilibrium” (p. 8) may be skewed, notably in so16

called conflict-affected areas, fragile states or developing countries. Although Tanzania is a
democratic republic, I critically approach a potential application of a western conceptualisation
of a social contract in non-Western states. The concept does not fully qualify to explain local
realities in areas and countries where dynamics are and/or have been different and that may
experience a more hybrid variant of the ‘social contract’. Confirming this critique, this thesis
shows humanitarian organisations in Kasulu district start become an intermediary in the
provision of social services and – to a lesser extent – the facilitation of security.
In the Westphalian order, the state has the ultimate power to provide people with political
rights and possibilities. Hence, it can decide whether one is to be included within a system of
developing an ‘ultimate humanity’ or whether one is to be excluded. Foucault and Agamben
mark a difference in how states conduct this power in relation to its citizens. To Foucault, ‘full’
life means that humans are a priori object and condition of the biopower of the state. The state
may use its ‘sovereign power’ and ‘threat’ to ‘exclude’ as a means to push one to fulfil ‘normal’
productive life (e.g. put one in prison if one does not act according to the norm). Agamben
makes a distinction between the biological, naked or ‘bare’ life with no rights, and ‘uplifted’
life with political rights.7 In Agamben’s view, the state has the final power to ‘give’ and ‘take’
life and one is ‘subject’ to the power of the state (Agamben, 1998; Hoogers, 2004). Whereas
Foucault argues ‘included’ political (self-regulated) subjects are at the core of its power, in
Agamben’s view the exception is essential to the sovereignty of the state, which is a form of
(necessary) inclusive exclusion. It goes beyond the scope of this research to further dive into
the difference here, but it is essential to mention that in both views, biopolitics (Agamben) or
biopower (Foucault) introduce a ‘norm’ that produces inclusions and exclusions (whether
within society or across borders). In order to ‘govern’, the state exercises and enforces power
over its population through the creation of administrative and territorial boundaries, and the
production of certain “norms, hierarchies and statistical analyses” (Marks, 2006, p. 333) that
mark who fits and falls within, and who does not fit and fall outside its realm of protection. The
included enjoy political rights, while the excluded do not and become ‘redundant’. As
modernity and the modern state have its outcast, this view holds that there will be people that
do not fall under this protection, what Agier (2011) calls the ‘undesirables’ or Bauman (2004)
calls ‘wasted lives’.
As a global movement of “international solidarity” (Agier, 2011, p. 178), humanitarian,
development and human rights organisations travel the world to advocate for the rights and to
take care of the ‘undesirables’ (Agier, 2011). When emergencies strike and the state is not
willing or ‘adequately’ able to (fully) take care of (a part) its population, outside assistance is
demanded and/or proposed and a “set of organizations, networks, agents, and financial
resources (…) institutes its own spaces of exception for a given time” (Agier, 2010, p. 39).8
Ideally, humanitarian organisations set up a response in varying degrees of cooperation with all
relevant (state/governmental) actors. These actors provide organisations with the necessary
‘power to’ intervene in the name of humanity and enter an area in order to care for a specific
group of people in a given space. By doing so, they ‘temporarily’ add upon, or ‘take over’ the
role of the state. In the case of displacement situations and notably camp spaces, it is argued
organisations operate in the ‘state of exception’. As such, it is argued refugees live in ‘extraterritorial’ ‘zones of indistinction’ (Agamben, 1998). Though not recognised as civilians but
Agamben’s distinction is embedded within Aristotle’s distinction between zoē and bios. Zoē is the purely
biological and naked life and bios qualified life, where one is the a priori object of power (Hoogers, 2004).
8
Officially, states should demand outside assistance before external actors – including humanitarian agencies –
are legally allowed to enter the country (an exception to this rule is the R2P principle). Outside humanitarian
assistance is ideally negotiated and legitimised by the state or other relevant power-holders, as well as the people
organisations aim to assist (Harvey, 2009). While official legitimisation and acceptance by power-holders is seen
as an essential condition to operate, particularly in conflict zones, legitimisation and acceptance of assisted ones
is not always possible or achieved when rapid responses are needed in chaotic contexts (Barnett, 2013).
7
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experiencing an inclusive exclusion produced by the sovereign hosting state, they are likewise
‘included’ by humanitarian organisations that operate in a state and produce a space of
exception to protect and assist refugees (Agier, 2010). Given the scale, recurring nature and
protractedness of many humanitarian crises – notably with respect to protracted displacement
situations and confinement of refugees in refugee camps – some authors state that humanitarian
organisations act as a surrogate or parallel government for the vulnerable and undesirables of
this world (Turner, 2001; Slaughter & Crisp, 2009; Kagan, 2011; Agier, 2010; 2011). In this
sense, the protracted state of exception may normalise the humanitarian exception and its
“administration (…) in the name of [a] higher moral principle” (Fassin, 2007, p. 151)9.
Relating to this, scholars argue the increasingly internationally organised, systematic way
of working, the focus of technical expertise arranged via clusters and sectors, and the
institutionalisation of their work in frameworks of humanitarian law, rules, norms and
handbooks10, make humanitarian organisations to conduct humanitarian governance. Barnett
defines the concept as the “increasingly organized and internationalized attempt to save the
lives, enhance the welfare, and reduce the suffering of the world’s most vulnerable populations”
(Barnett, 2013, p. 379). Governance is associated with power and rule. Given their reputation
as protectors of those that face outrages and abuses of power that should act in apolitical, neutral
and independent ways, humanitarian organisations are often seen as actors that operate “in a
“power free” zone” (Barnett et al., 2016, p. 3). However, the acts of assistance and the ways in
which these are organised reveal characteristics of governing acts. Hence, rather than arguing
what potential power-holders ‘are’ (or are claimed to be), it is important to look at what they
‘do’ and how potential power ‘works’ (Lemke, 2000) and – in line with this thesis – how it may
expand beyond the camp and start governing lives of non-camp populations.
Categorisation and technocratic governance
As the ‘humanitarian exception’ intends11 to care for those that fall ‘outside’ of the protection
of the state (not those that fall within), this demands a proper, professional administration of
who qualifies for becoming a ‘beneficiary’ and who does not. Hence, organisations screen,
categorise and control who is eligible to what form and amount (ideally based upon indicators
of vulnerability) of (life-saving) assistance. Although organisations have different modi
operandi, competition among them can be fierce and the humanitarian system is diffuse,
together they form a network that is linked through standards, measures of effectiveness and
stringent upward accountability demands. Adding upon these “act[s] of self-regulation”
(Barnett, 2013, p. 388), organisations increasingly coordinate who will take care of ‘what and
where’, via knowledgeable and technical experts whose rule is almost automatically legitimised
as they ‘just know’. This is organised in various pre-set standardised clusters and sectors. The
perceived improvement and professionalisation of ways of working however, may legitimise
the rule of a non-elected technocratic government with temporary exceptional sovereign tasks.
Not mandated to guarantee political rights, this technocratic government provides people with
basic bio-political means to survive (Agier, 2010; 2011; Ilcan & Rygiel, 2015; Barnett, 2013).
Acting as an ‘exceptional government’ that performs a technocratic function but likewise
produces certain thoughts, rationalities and practices (e.g. promoting hand washing in the
camp), they hence engage in what Foucault denotes as governmentality. Doing so, they have a

Fassin focuses on humanitarian government as the “administration of human collectivities in the name of a higher
moral principle that sees the preservation of life and the alleviation of suffering as the highest value of action”
(Fassin, 2007, p. 151).
10
Examples include the Sphere handbook and the Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS).
11
Often following their own principles (assisting the most vulnerable), earmarked donor money and the state in
which they operate.
9
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power to demarcate who falls under its realm and who falls outside in times of emergencies. 12
While not appearing political at first sight, they are inherently political by deciding13 who will
get assistance, producing a ‘power over’ the people that are targeted by the intervention. While
in the short run the effects of this ‘technocratic government’ that engages in technocratic
governing acts may not directly result into problematic issues, this thesis will show that the
longer the situation endures, the more complexities a temporary exceptional regime may face
The ultimate space where humanitarian organisations manage “spaces and populations
apart” (Agier, 2011, p. 4), are refugee and displacement camps. Here, people no longer fall
under the protection of their state but under humanitarian organisations14, that – often for many
years – act as an exceptional, surrogate/parallel state. Initially meant to perform state functions
as a ‘temporary’ exception, above the ‘law’ of normality, the exception becomes the normal
through its protractedness. According to various authors, exceptional protracted forms of
governance are problematic as they represent a democratic deficit, a lack of accountability to
‘beneficiaries’ and a blurring relation of caring humanitarian actors that enforce governmental
policies of confinement (Agier, 2010; Agamben, 1998). Taking this one step further, Agier
(2011) argues organisations may act as force multipliers by working together with the police of
the refugee hosting state to patrol confined camp spaces.15 In line with these blurring
governmental-humanitarian relations and as this thesis demonstrates, humanitarian governance
may not be directly deployed by humanitarian organisations. In relation to peacekeeping
operations, Veit (2010) in this respect argues that agencies in the DRC engaged in an ‘indirect
rule’ by working through local intermediaries or ‘middlemen’ to reach and ‘influence’ local
actors. Andersen (2012) argued the relation – and presented partnership – between
peacebuilding operations and the role of the state was characterised by a ‘tacit trusteeship’,
where peacebuilding actors engaged in a form of international control but likewise aimed to
empower the state to not undermine the legitimacy of both the state and the peacebuilding
actors. As this way of working was unrecognised, the order was ‘tacit’ and remained
unaccountable (Andersen, 2012; Jansen, 2017).
Through its categorisation, organisations decide who falls under its sphere of interest and
who does not. In Kasulu district, the refugees lived in a confined camp space following
Tanzania’s encampment policy. This, as well as humanitarian mandates, resulted in a clear
distinction between the refugees in the refugee camp and the non-refugees outside, the latter
often referred to by humanitarians as the ‘host communities’. This inside-outside demarcation
was done following a clear territorial boundary between camp and non-camp, and enforced by
programming in the camp focused on refugees. Hence, whereas refugees lived ‘excluded’ from
society, the camp itself produced exceptional boundaries that resulted in the “reinclusion of
excluded populations” (Duffield, 2007, p. 33), to the exception of the ‘host communities’ that
were ‘excluded’. Alternatively, in some exceptional situations, the residents of the host
communities were allowed to enter the camp and enjoy health services when having the right
documentation, because they were ‘denoted’ as host communities. With this, being part of the
‘host community’ became a special category of inclusion and exclusion, dependent upon the

12

A clear example in this regard, is head counting and the (often linked) distribution food ration card in refugee
camps as a technique of governance (once you miss the count you are ‘out’) (Hyndman, 2000).
13
Ibidem.
14
In varying degrees of cooperation with the hosting state.
15
Some scholars propose to study the concept of (humanitarian) governance as a structured totality since a range
of actors work ‘in’ and ‘on’ conflict and disasters in the name of humanitarianism (Agier, 2010; 2011, Barnett,
2013). Examples include humanitarian actors that heal the wounds left by humanitarian military intervention or
humanitarian actors that work together with the police of a refugee hosting states to patrol confined camp spaces.
Hence when “there is a hand that strikes [there is] a hand that heals” (Agier, 2011, p. 200), and humanitarian actors
may work as force multipliers.
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care of the organisations when the state failed to provide essential services while turning back
to the government when organisations had no option to include.
Techniques of humanitarian governance and it's (un)intended consequences
Barnett (2013) argues humanitarians “rule through rules, bureaucracies, bodies of knowledge,
standards, indicators, and other metrics that are designed to standardize response and increase
efficiency” (p. 390) and – linked to Foucault’s three interrelated forms of power – distinguishes
three techniques and consequences of humanitarian governance. Firstly, after the categorisation
of a certain group of people and the establishment of a technocratic rule, experts represent the
army of objective, apolitical technical bureaucrats that are willing to share their knowledge,
inspire and responsibilise others. Their presence is almost automatically legitimised, as they
‘just’ know. With the focus on technical expertise, ‘local’ knowledge and experiences are at
risk to be downgraded and ‘overpowered’ by bureaucracies. With this, the humanitarian regime
decides what skills and knowledge are valued and who qualifies for becoming an expert. This
produces an inherently unequal relationship between those with resources (whether skills,
knowledge, expertise or food) and those without. As ‘giver’ often possesses the resources that
others lack it may produce a hierarchical order (Barnett et al., 2016; Fassin, 2007; Hilhorst,
2007). Duffield (2007) – studying the practices of peace interventions – also observes how the
act of helping and ‘bettering’ people may not close, but enlarge the gap between ‘developed’
and ‘undeveloped’, between ‘experts’ and ‘non-experts’ (Barnett, 2013). The more protracted
this situation of totality becomes, the more the act of helping and empowering the vulnerable,
results in a way of governing, producing the very hierarchical and exclusionary order it tries to
eliminate (Duffield, 2007).
Secondly and accordingly, the presentation of people “as undifferentiated mass”
(Ferguson, 1994, p. 178) and the degradation of highly political issues to mere ‘technical’ ones,
that can be solved with the ‘right’ expertise and knowledge (and thus should be ‘left’ to experts),
relates to what Ferguson (1994) calls the ‘anti-politics machine’. This finally leads to an
expansion of the bureaucratic power of the technocratic ruler, over a specific group of people.16
This technocratic rule promotes anti-(a)political mechanisms and undemocratic rule, which
may result in a regime that is insensitive to voices of those that receive aid. Potentially
legitimised in the exceptionality of rapidly unfolding humanitarian crises, this may pose issues
in the long run, notably given the protracted and recurring nature of today’s emergencies and
displacement situations. Finally, this may result in acts of resistance of aid receivers as well
explained by Agier (2011) and Feldman (2016), and a reduction of the legitimacy and
credibility of humanitarian aid to assist the very people they aim to assist.
Thirdly, experts appear as ‘value-neutral’ and objective agents that are informed by
scientific data, but in reality conduct inherently political acts. Barnett (2013) uses the example
of indicators that produce a world that can be categorised and ‘known’, and mark out what is
important information and what not. Rather than reviewing society as a holistic entity, societal
knowledge hence has to fit in pre-designed ‘block boxes’. Likewise, Barnett (2013) uses the
example of vulnerability indicators or resilience dogma’s that represent ‘blueprints’ and decides
upon fit and unfit, sometimes institutionalised in policies. Several authors among which Jansen
(2011), found that ‘receivers’ in this respect may respond as active agents that work ‘on’ or
‘around’ the rules.17
16

If done so in cooperation with the state, Ferguson (1994) found these acts of in his example development
experts may work out as ‘force multiplier’ and enhance the power of the state over its population.
17
Jansen ( 2011) in this respect describes how refugees in Kakuma refugee camp, strategically tried to ‘fit in’ preset standards of vulnerability in order to facilitate and qualify for resettlement (e.g. women that pretended as if
they – or their children – had been exposed to sexual violence, as this was known to be one of the indicators that
would speed-up/facilitate resettlement processes).
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Towards actor-oriented approaches
The tale of active agents
Until now, the notion of humanitarian governance appears to be quite top-down in nature. This
top-down approach was for a long time also applied to the study of the ‘camp’. As mentioned,
authors approached refugee camps as a space of exception, where ‘undesirables’ live a bare life,
under the governance of humanitarian agencies that are specialised in “managing (…) spaces
and populations apart” (Agier, 2011, p. 4; Agamben, 1998; Bauman, 2004). Over the past years,
however, researchers have increasingly argued against what they perceived as a top-down point
of view, arguing that refugees do not live a ‘bare life’ in isolated, separate entities. Whereas a
notion of governance an sich does open up for a less top-down connotation, humanitarian
governance primarily takes the humanitarian actor as main ‘object’ of analysis. Based upon an
idea that actors produce ‘multiple governmentalities’, this thesis focuses on the idea of a ‘netlike organisation’ of power (Foucault, 1980).
Over the years, authors empirically demonstrated how aid ‘receivers’ (and refugees in
particular) are active and strategising political actors. Although researchers recognise refugees
are not fully entitled to legal inclusion, they empirically demonstrate how refugees strategise
and negotiate aid by ‘speaking the language’ of humanitarian policies and personnel, and
engage in what Feldman (2016) calls acts of resistance: trading in ration cards, demonstrating
against the ‘rule’ of the agencies, protesting against certain policies and so on.18 As such, they
act as political agents that are not only ‘guided’ by, but likewise influence aid actors and its
regime of practices (Agier, 2010; Feldman, 2016; Fresia & Von Känel, 2015; Hyndman, 2000;
Bakewell, 2000; Jansen, 2014; Malkki, 1995; Turner, 2001; Janmyr & Knudsen, 2016;
McConnachie, 2014).
This is partly in line with Giddens (2013) who mentions that “the production of society
is brought about by the active constituting skills of its members, but draws upon resources, and
depends upon conditions, of which they are unaware or which they perceive only dimly” (p.
165). In his view, however, the ‘self’ may never be fully aware which or how the self and the
other produce structure. While this thesis will show this holds true to a certain extent, it also
presents a more actor-oriented approach (Long, 2001), informed by a constructionist point of
view. While maybe not able to ‘capture’ past structures, through their everyday lived reality
and practices, people produce, co-produce, reflect upon, and make sense of their everyday
existence (Hilhorst & Jansen, 2010). Hence, they are more than subjects dominated by external
forces. Rather, they are participants within a ‘social arena’ (Long, 2001) that represents an
ambiguous hybrid reality where agency and governance practices overlap. In line with this and
aiming to rise above the dichotomy of top-down and bottom-up connotations, Janmyr and
Knudsen (2016) propose to present the ‘camp’ as an ambiguous hybrid space, and Fresia and
Von Känel (2015) argue humanitarian governance processes are at play but how refugees also
move beyond this regime. Moreover, Oesch (2017) argues (protracted) refugee camps are
“zones of indistinction” (p. 110) where inclusion and exclusion coexist.
As such, the hybrid reality is a result from the interplay of refugees, humanitarian organisations
and the hosting and sending state that aim to influence each other’s conduct (Fresia & Von
Some authors argued refugees move beyond the ‘aid regime’ by actively resisting aid (amongst others Feldman,
2016), engaging in social ordering processes within the camp (outside of humanitarian social ordering) or by
engaging in cross-spatial relations, for example via remittances or more literally by moving beyond the camp
border. Regarding the latter, the camp commandant of Nyarugusu Refugee Camp told me that quite some refugees
only spend half of the time of a year in the camp. The other 6 months they go back to their home countries,
visitfamilies, attend burial services, weddings or do business. Although I did not really spoke with refugees about
them going back to their home countries now and then (especially the Congolese I spoke to were seriously sceptical
about ever going back due to continuous conflict), some of them mentioned to do business outside the camp or
visiti/stay in other African countries (NRC_GOV_260117; NRC_INF_PO_080317 & NRC_INF_PO_030317).
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Känel, 2015; Janmyr & Knudsen, 2016; Oesch, 2017). Based on empirical analysis, this thesis
will show one heterogeneous group of actors is often overlooked but does form part of this
social arena: the ‘host communities’ that produce and live in an everyday reality of space that
is amongst others governed by ongoing negotiations between themselves, refugees,
humanitarian organisations, the host(ing) and sending state. As was mentioned in the
introduction of this chapter, I will now introduce how this ‘space’ can be theoretically
approached.
A spatial approach to aid
Following Long (2001), a social arena is composed of the interactions and interfaces of a
multitude of actors. Hence, there is a value in the analysis of everyday practices of a variety of
actors (Fernando & Hilhorst, 2006). As this thesis focuses on the question whether and how
spill-overs of humanitarian aid manifest in space and influence people’s everyday life, it is
important to understand how space can be understood, and how everyday life is influenced,
produced and constructed by space. The work of Henri Lefebvre is useful in this regard. In his
famously and often cited work the Production of Space (1991)19, Lefebvre lays out a framework
for the analysis of ‘space’.20
According to Lefebvre, (social) space is
Perceived
composed by the close interrelation of three spaces,
space
which he calls the perceived, conceived and lived
spaces. Perceived space (or spatial practices) “is the
space of everydayness” (Smirl, 2015, p. 83) and
consists of the “routes and network which link up the
Space
places set aside for work, ‘private’ life and leisure”
(Lefebvre, 1991, p. 38). According to Gieseking et
Lived
Conceived
space
Space
al., (2014), it includes activities such as buying,
playing and labouring, within the spaces in which
these activities take place (markets, streets, offices,
Figure 1 - The Social Production of Space
and so on). Conceived space (or representations
of space) is “conceptualized space, the space of scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic
subdividers and social engineers (…) all of whom identify what is lived and what is perceived
with what is conceived” (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 38). This includes the representation of theories
around space as presented in reports, maps and as set by indicators, used to ‘organise’ space
(Gieseking et al., 2014; Smirl, 2015). Thirdly, lived space (or representational space) is
“directly lived through its associated images and symbols, and hence the space of 'inhabitants'
and 'users', but also of some artists and perhaps of those, such as a few writers and philosophers,
who describe and aspire to do no more than describe. This is the dominated – and hence
passively experienced – space which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate”
(Lefebvre, 1991, p. 38). Hence, it is space that comes about through habits, images, symbols,
rituals or social relations tied with history and often not directly observed, perceived or
conceived (Gieseking et al., 2014; Smirl, 2015).
It is important to note that Lefebvre does not aim to ‘distinguish’ between the different
facets of space, but rather sees them as holistic. Actors in space are formed by past space.
Likewise, they influence and form present and future space. Hence, being part of space, the
‘self’ influences life and practices of the ‘self’ as well as the ‘other’: space is socially
constructed. This renders space active and political, which can be – and often is – used as an
19

His book was first published in French in 1974 but translated to English in 1991.
According to Smirl (2009), Lefebvre’s theory was initially meant and used as Marxist-oriented critique on
capitalist productions and processes of space (notably in architecture), but that contemporary – and critical –
application of Lefebvre’s theory has often moved beyond a Marxist-oriented approach. This thesis does so as well.
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instrument, a goal, and a means to form and produce thought, as well as to control and dominate.
Space is thus contested and may form a theatre of class struggle and conflict between different
actors (Lefebvre, 1991; Gieseking et al., 2014). Following Long, it is this space of struggle and
conflict where one can ultimately analyse the underlying reasons and rationales for the
interfaces and interactions of different actors (Long, 2001).
Drawing upon Lefebvre’s tripartite conceptualisation of space, Smirl (2015) proposes a
spatial approach to analyse humanitarian action and its (un)intended outcomes. Smirl argues to
rethink the ways in which aid workers work and live (not as individuals, but more as a totality)
as “the built environment of the field shapes the spatial experience of aid workers (…) and in
turn, this contributes to the ways in which humanitarianism at large is conceptualized (…) [and]
delivered back to the beneficiaries” (Smirl, 2015, p. 202).
Firstly, Smirl’s auxiliary space (embedded within perceived space) dives into
materialities and spatialities of humanitarianism, as well as techniques and approaches that are
being used during humanitarian interventions. Stemming from empirical analysis in post-crisis
(natural disaster) settings, Smirl states these characteristics shape how aid receivers perceive
the humanitarian community, as well as how they shape ways of working and practices of
humanitarian assistance. A good example is rising security standards in the humanitarian field,
that inform how aid workers live (in compounds) and their mobility (not walk but move around
in stable, secure cars)21. Finally, Smirl argues this leads to a restricted local awareness and
contributes to (and is likewise (in)formed by) the humanitarian imaginary, the second tenet of
the tripartite model. The humanitarian imaginary, links to conceived space and is derived from
Taylor’s (2002) ‘social imaginaries’22. It “refers to the shared norms, institutions and legal
frameworks that shape and constitute international discourse on humanitarian assistance. It also
includes the associated policies, technologies and expertise” (Smirl, 2015, p. 204). Hence, it
informs the ways in which humanitarians deal with a given crisis and categorise populations in
terms of abstract concepts such as ‘poverty’, and via measurements, indicators, and needsassessments (Smirl, 2009; 2015). From within auxiliary space, programmes are planned,
conducted, and evaluated. While evaluation of programmes is based upon the feedback of the
aid receiver, humanitarian actors review the feedback from within their auxiliary space. Hence,
the feedback is being translated via a humanitarian imaginary to donors or the headquarters,
that in turn design new policies and programmes based upon biased information (Smirl, 2009;
2015). Drawing upon Lefebvre’s lived space and De Certeau’s ‘making do’ (1988), lived
project space “refers to ways in which the projects that are built are experienced and adapted
by their intended (or unintended) user. It can be considered as lived project space and used to
understand how the beneficiaries respond and adapt to what the aid workers build and provide”
(Smirl, 2015, p. 204). It is about the ways in which different concepts and programmes are
conceived and perceived by a variety of actors (including donors) and the potential issues or
‘dissonances’ that may arise from these. By linking humanitarian presence and their ways of
living (which is sometimes also based upon norms within society23) to humanitarian
programmes, Smirl explores how the totality of humanitarian aid shapes intended and
unintended outcomes on the ground. As this thesis also studies (un)intended outcomes of both
presence and programmes of humanitarian interventions, Smirl’s tripartite model is an
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It should however be noted that external actors may also impose certain ways of working. Smirl described how
in post-tsunami Aceh, authorities prevented international aid workers to move outside of main cities, confining
them to urban space. She argues this contributed to the construction of a confined auxiliary space and a strong
humanitarian imaginary (Smirl, 2015).
22
Which is defined as: “the ways in which people imagine their social existence, how they fit together with others
(…) the expectations that are normally met, and deeper normative notions and images that underlie these
expectations” (Taylor, 2002, p. 106, in Smirl, 2015, p. 2).
23
See footnote 21.
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important framework to take into account. This thesis, however, aims to build upon Smirl’s
model by linking these (negotiated) outcomes to governmentality processes.
Conclusion
This theoretical framework introduced the main theoretical approaches that informed this
research. The chapter provided a central stage to the notion of humanitarian governance as this
thesis aims to explore whether humanitarian organisations deploy a form of governance over a
non-camp population in the region in which they operate. The analysis however, does not stop
here. I aim to further review how (un)intended governance links to governmentality that shapes
the conduct of conduct and may lead to acts of self-regulation. As such, I aim to study how the
presence of agencies over time shapes behaviour and practices in the district relating to social,
cultural, economic, and political affairs which is what I call the humanitarian spill-over. In line
with Foucault’s notion that governmentality is produced through a net-like organisation, the
thesis gives rise to an analysis of how host communities, humanitarian organisations,
government actors, and refugees may shape each other’s conduct. As such, this approach
provides a way to study multiple evolving governing processes exercised by multiple actors. In
line with this, the third section of this chapter provided a stage for actor-oriented approaches.
Furthermore, it explored recent calls to study refugee camps as hybrid spaces where inclusions
and exclusions co-exist. This thesis aims to turn this inside-out approach around by
demonstrating the interactions of host communities with the camp and the humanitarian
apparatus. Finally, the chapter introduced a spatial approach to study the everyday actions and
interactions of a variety of actors in Kasulu district.
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3. Research Methodology
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss the overall research process underlying this thesis. The chapter will
first introduce the chosen methodological research approach, methods used, provide an
overview of the selected sample, and present how the data was processed and analysed during
and after the fieldwork. Hereafter, I will introduce the choice for the research site, the ways in
which access was negotiated and how rapport was built with a variety of actors. Finally, I will
engage in a reflection of the research process and present some of the limitations of this study.
Research approach
This research is embedded within a social constructivist approach, which entails that social
actors construct knowledge and co-shape human understanding of the world. This process is
not fixed but ongoing and subject to change. In line with social constructivism, this thesis aims
to come to an understanding about the ways in which aid shaped (and is shaped by) society, by
gathering a variety of viewpoints, perceptions and conceptions of different actors. In order to
do so, I followed Berger and Luckmann who argued that “the sociology of knowledge must
analyse the process in which this occurs” (1966, p. 13) and chose ethnography as the best-suited
approach for this research. Ethnography allows the researcher to embed and familiarise him or
herself with ‘processes of knowledge construction’ by participating in people’s everyday life.
This ethnographic approach entails “watching what happens, listening to what is said, and/or
asking questions through informal and formal interviews, collecting documents and artefacts –
in fact, gathering whatever data are available” amongst others (Hammersley and Atkinson,
2007, p. 3). Hence, it allows the researcher to engage in a variety of qualitative research
methods.
In order to understand the interactions of a variety of actors and the influence on
‘everyday life’ of the host communities, the research’ (sub)questions and operationalisation of
these questions were informed by a spatial approach (Lefebvre, 1991; Smirl, 2015) and Long’s
(2001) interface analysis. Such an approach assigns a central role to knowledge shaping by a
variety of social actors. Long (2001) argues interfaces are “critical points of intersection
between different social fields, domains or ‘lifeworld’s’, where social discontinuities based
upon differences in values and social interest, are most likely to be found” (p. 177). Rather than
only focusing on discrepancies (e.g. processes of resistance and non-acceptance), the interface
could potentially also “reveal the dynamics of cultural accommodation that makes it possible
for the various worldviews to interact” (Long, 1999, p. 5). I used Long’s approach to analyse
processes of resistance, coordination, cooperation, (non-)acceptance and relation building of a
variety of actors in Kasulu district. Prior to the research, I hypothesised these interfaces – the
why, where, when and how of these encounters between different actors – would provide more
insight into the production of the ‘spill-over’. This hypothesis was confirmed by the findings,
although it was found interfaces were not only ‘direct’ physical encounters, but also indirect
encounters between aid actors, government officials, the residents of the host communities and
refugees.
While I mainly focused on the residents of the host communities, I also engaged in an
ethnography of humanitarian aid. Fassin (2012) states that studies regarding humanitarian
intervention1 often focus on its effectiveness or the conduction and legitimacy of its actions,
whereas few focus on an ethnography of the actors involved. Referring to this, and in line with
Apthorpe who states that studying the micro applications of the macro construct ‘aid’ is
valuable to better understand “its own mental topographies, languages of discourses, lore and
1

In the broad sense of interventions (framed as) used for humanitarian purposes (see chapter 2).
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custom, and approaches to organizational knowledge and learning” (2011, p. 199), I likewise
engaged in an aidnography, which is the ethnography of aid.
Methods
As Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) argue, an ethnographic approach allows for a variety of
methods to be used in order to obtain data. Prior to the fieldwork, I familiarised myself with
Kasulu district and the refugee situation in the area by means of a desk study. During the
fieldwork, however, I tried not to focus too much on previous research done in the area, in order
to go with an open mind. Besides the literature study, I established contact with several people,
including an employee of Oxfam and Tanzanians now living in the Netherlands. Moreover, I
had a skype conversation with a former Congolese refugee of Nyarugusu refugee camp who
lives Canada.2 These contacts helped me to get a sense of the situation in the area and provided
some initial insights.
Approaches I used in the field included: semi-structured interviews, participant
observations, unstructured interviews and informal conversations, mappings, life-story
interviews (or narratives) and focus group discussions. Before going to Kasulu, I set up a topic
list containing the different subjects I wanted to discuss with actors I aimed to interview. As I
was aware that one could never fully prepare for local realities, I followed Hays-Mitchell’s
(2001) flexible approach by stating that “success in the field is shaped as much by confusion
and chance as by design and planning” (p. 314). After the first phase of the fieldwork, I slightly
adapted the topic list based on new insights. For example, I initially focused much on people’s
everyday lives, allowing only limited time to engage in on-topic discussions. I soon decided I
would try to balance it more, by making a distinction between on-topic semi-structured
(focused) interviews and life-story interviews.
During all interviews, I tried to avoid steering by asking open-ended how questions in a
neutral manner. For example, in some cases, people narrated about the effects of the agencies
in the area. Instead of asking whether these effects were positive or negative, I asked how people
experienced these effects. Besides open-ended questions, I tried to encourage people to talk for
instance by pausing now and then. Moreover, I tried to reflect upon my behaviour during the
interviews and by reading tips from other researchers. In this regard, the practical guides of
Daniel W. Turner III (2010) and Michal Quinn Patton (2002) were useful. As the fieldwork
proceeded, I familiarised myself with the list, which enabled me to ask more directive questions
during spontaneous or informal conversations and to adopt a more flexible approach.
Before starting the interview (whether semi- or unstructured, narratives or focus groups)
I always explained the purpose of the research, gave people the opportunity to ask further
questions or clarifications and emphasised their ability to refuse answering certain questions
(Turner III, 2010). In addition, I explained how I would process the data after the fieldwork and
always asked whether people wanted anonymity. As many people preferred to remain
anonymous, I chose to remain consistent and provided anonymity to all when writing this thesis,
while keeping a personal list with names myself. Moreover, I chose to record most of the
interviews, as this would enable me to focus on the conversation and people’s gestures and
emotions, rather than focusing on writing everything down. Before doing so, I always asked for
consent to record, which was given by a large majority. When they didn’t, I decided to take
extensive notes and process these as soon as possible. When processed, I often went through
the notes with my translator to see whether there was anything missing. I adopted the same
approach during mappings (or also called ‘walking whilst talking’ sessions) as I believed
recording would spoil a more informal setting. I engaged in mapping several times and in
He wrote a book (Still with us – Msenwa’s Untold Story of War, Resilience and Hope) about his life in
Nyarugusu refugee camp. When I contacted him, his family was still living in Nyarugusu refugee camp.
2
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different ways, but most often by people touring me around. In this way, an elder that aimed to
point out to some infrastructural changes in the town over the years gave me a tour through
Kasulu town. In addition, I was given a tour on the common market by a Congolese refugee
and I visited an extraction site of a school (as described in chapter 4) with one of the teachers.
These tours enabled talking about less visible changes and social dynamics surrounding these
places. For example, wandering around at the market, we saw an agency car driving by.
Following this, the Congolese man started narrating about his perception of this event and the
relations between the refugees and agencies. Another way of mapping included a local leader
who drew an organigram when asked about the government structure.
Participant observations were part of my everyday life and I made sure to always bring a
small pocket notebook and pen with me. My translator was also of great assistance in this
respect, allowing me to have two pairs of ears and eyes, and providing me with relevant
background information on what we saw or encountered. In some cases, I actively conducted
participant observations, for instance by participating in the meetings between agencies and
local leaders, going to hotelis or bars that aid workers frequented, or to a coffee encounter where
the men of the town would drink an evening coffee while watching the news, and many more
semi-spontaneous/orchestrated observations. After such participant observations, I tried to
process my notes as soon as possible. I also kept a more general diary to write about other things
I encountered and to ‘monitor’ emotions.
Before going to the field, I reflected upon the potential use of narrative/life-story
interviews with elderly people. I wanted to utilise this method for three reasons: 1) I hoped it
would allow me to get a better understanding of the everyday lives of people and how this had
been constructed over time; 2) I hoped the narrative would invoke past memories about past
involvement of humanitarian organisations in the area; 3) I hoped to speak with people who
already lived in the region before the humanitarian influx. With this, I hoped to add a historical
dimension to the research and to be able to analyse potential ‘institutionalised’ practices.
Drawing upon the work of other researchers (e.g. Atkinson, 2002), I tried to gather more
information on how to conduct such interviews. Overall, it was chosen to focus on various life
phases and ask questions about life in the area during this life phase. Towards the end of the
interview – coinciding chronically with the later life phase and the coming of the refugees – the
questions were steered somewhat more to dynamics surrounding the refugee and humanitarian
influxes. I spoke to several elders that were born in Kasulu town and now in their late-70s, 80s
and 90s as well as two elderly people in Makere.
The last method used was focus group discussions. During these focus groups, I more or
less used to same topic lists as during the semi-structured interviews, but focused more directly
upon (social) life in the town/village or area, and the presence of the camp and the agencies. In
some cases, people engaged in spontaneous discussions with each other, in other cases I had to
steer the discussion in such a way that everyone had a say. Sometimes this was difficult, as I
was somewhat dependent upon my translator to do so. In addition, in Nyarugusu village the
focus groups were conducted at the centre of the village where the men of the village used to
gather. When I started the conversation, there were only a few people, but soon after, quite
some other people gathered and started to listen. While this provided new insights and increased
credibility as people dared to contrast each other’s point of view, it was also quite difficult to
manage and to touch upon or deal with topics that were more of a challenge. An example in
this regard related to some men starting to talk about insecurity in the area and the perceived
relation to some other men in the village.
During all the encounters, people were free to ask questions. After the interviews, I always
actively asked whether people had any questions or remarks.
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Sampling
As the research population consisted of various groups, I aimed to prioritise and select a wellbalanced sample. As residents of the host communities were the main focus of this research, I
conducted the majority of the interviews with people coming from Kasulu town, Makere ward
and Nyarugusu village (I will later describe my choice for these places). In addition, I conducted
some interviews with people working at institutions such as schools or churches. I wanted to
have a somewhat equal number of government officials and aid workers. Besides this, I aimed
to talk to some refugees, which I did when visiting the common market. Based on previous
research of Whitaker (1999; 2002) who analysed the presence of refugees and agencies in
Kigoma region affected some social classes differently than others, I made the conscious choice
to make sure I spoke to people with a variety of backgrounds. I tried to have a representative
sample of farmers, business people, (self-) employed in the services sector, unemployed, youth,
and elders, people from different religious institutions, and so on. In addition, I spoke to aid
workers from the area, from other places in Tanzania or abroad. In general, I spoke to more
men than women, mostly because most aid workers and government officials were men.
By sampling different groups and reading about past findings in the area, policy
documents and news articles, I collected data from various points of views. Combined with the
variety of methods used to obtain the data, I overall engaged in triangulation (Hilhorst &
Jansen, 2005). While biases are inherent to me being another social human being, with
triangulation I aimed to prevent myself from developing or not recognising certain biases that
would lead to what Robben (1995) calls ethnographic seduction. This means that one becomes
too much engaged with (some)one(‘s) version of an event so that it leads to a blind spot for
alternative versions.
Overall, I spent nearly four months in Tanzania, from early December to the end of
March. During my time here, a total number of 51 interviews were conducted. These interviews
included: 10 semi-structured interviews and 1 informal interview with employees (often
representatives or those in senior level positions) of international and local IGOs and NGOs;11
semi-structured interviews with government officials, varied between representatives of central,
district and local governments; a total of 9 interviews with residents of Kasulu town, including
3 narrative-interviews, 2 focus groups and 1 mapping; a total of 10 interviews in Makere ward
including 2 focus groups, 1 narrative and 1 mapping; 6 interviews in Nyarugusu village
including 2 focus groups; and 5 interviews with representatives of institutions such as churches
and schools in Kasulu town and Makere ward, including 1 focus group, 1 mapping and 1
unstructured interview. In addition, I attended 2 meetings between agencies and the (leaders of
the) host community and engaged in a mapping and several informal
conversations/unstructured interviews when visiting the common market just outside
Nyarugusu refugee camp. Moreover, I engaged in numerous participant observations and
informal conversations, amongst others with my translator. An elaborate overview is found in
Appendix A. Interviews and mappings generally took 1 to 2 hours and besides interviews with
aid workers and several government officials, most interviews and mappings were translated.
For purposes of consistency, I chose to provide anonymity to all respondents, which resulted in
the set-up of special ‘codes’. The first part of the code stands for the place in which the interview
was conducted, the second part for the actor interviewed (or for observations and informal
conversations) and the last part includes the date of the interview or encounter.3 In line with
anonymity, chosen and elected ward/village leaders are referred to as ‘local leaders’. When
3

The first part of the code is the place in which the interview was conducted (KAS = Kasulu. MAK = Makere.
NYA = Nyarugusu. NRC = Nyarugusu Refugee Camp). The second part is the interviewee, observations and
informal conversations (AID = aid worker, GOV = government officials/local leader, CTZ = citizens, INF =
Informal conversation, PO = participant observation, FG = focus group, INST = institution such as religious
institutions or schools). The last part includes the date of the interview or encounter.
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referring to both district officials and ward/village leaders the term local government officials
or the abbreviation LGA (local government authorities) is used. When referring to the central
government, I use the term higher government officials. When referring to all levels I use
government officials.
Introducing the field
Selecting research sites
In the introduction of this thesis, I explained the choice for the location of the case study of this
research: Kasulu district. Kasulu district, however, is not just composed of a few villages but is
home to close to 700.000 Tanzanian residents that live in different wards and villages
(Citypopulation, 2017). As it would never be possible to cover all villages, I decided to focus
on a few. The choice for the research sites was made as follows. Prior to the fieldwork, I had
decided to first settle in Kasulu town, the district capital that was situated approximately 65 km
from Nyarugusu refugee camp. Based on past research and interagency contact lists, I found
most humanitarian organisations operated from within Kasulu town and as such, I saw Kasulu
town as an interesting starting point to study the relation between the humanitarian
organisations and the local population. In addition, and more practically, when searching for
accommodation, I (only) found some guesthouses in Kasulu town. As I knew the area was
otherwise quite rural and I was going independently, I thought it would be wise to reside initially
in a place where I would be sure about having a place to stay and meet some other people that
could potentially be of help. During the first few weeks of the research, I therefore mainly
focused on Kasulu town, while I simultaneously already aimed to focus on several communities
surrounding Nyarugusu refugee camp.
In the first days of the fieldwork, I obtained a map of Kasulu district where I could see
which villages were closest to the camp. Based on this map and talks with government officials,
aid workers and other people in Kasulu town, I chose Makere ward and later Nyarugusu village
as potentially interesting research sites, as both were geographically nearest to the camp.
Initially, I travelled to Kasulu town and Makere ward by boarding agency cars or moving
around dalla-dalla’s. This was time-consuming however, and only provided limited time to
spend in the villages. As this potentially challenged a real ethnographic approach and room for
participant observation, I tried to find alternative options. When I found out Makere had some
basic guesthouses, I decided to stay in Makere for one week in January and a few days in March.
Staying in Makere also allowed me to go to Nyarugusu village. This was necessary as
Nyarugusu village had no guesthouses and it was difficult to go there and return on the same
day from Kasulu town in terms of transport. In addition, staying with a family would be
difficult, due to its relative isolation
Kasulu Town
Kasulu town is a vivid, energetic business centre. According to people I spoke to, the town was
built alongside the B8 road from Kigoma to Kibondo and rapidly expanded to the fields behind
the road over the years.4 Today the tarmac road (the only one in the town) marks the main centre
of the town, with lots of small shops, guesthouses, hotelis alongside an ever-busy road with
pedestrians, cars, trucks, and boda-boda’s. The town has much expanded over the years, with
bus terminals, markets, primary and secondary schools and colleges, churches, mosques,
compounds of various organisations and government buildings, a hospital, fuel stations, and so
on. In an area where most people live from subsistence and (small-scale) commercial farming
and engage in domestic livestock keeping, the concentration of people with small and medium
4
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enterprises or engaging in trade is relatively high in the town as compared to the villages. While
the exact number of people living in the town remains a difficult estimate, according to a 2012
census, more than 200.000 people fall under ‘Kasulu town Council’. This includes the
inhabitants of the rural villages surrounding the town (Citypopulation, 2017). Based on personal
observations and estimations, half of this number seems to be living outside of town.
Makere ward
Makere ward consists of three villages: Makere village, Kalimungoma village and Nyangwa
village. According to one of the ward leaders I spoke to, the ward is home to around 13.000
people. Most of the people are subsistence farmers that sell some of their products on local
markets. A few are traders, business people with a small enterprise or livestock keepers.5
Whereas villages in other wards are more scattered, the villages of Makere ward are almost
indistinguishable and have grown together over the years (e.g. an outsider would not directly
make a distinction between the three). This hence led most people to refer to ‘Makere’ in general
and led me to focus on Makere as a whole rather than ‘picking’ one village only. Just as in
Kasulu town, the main centre of the ward is situated alongside the B8 road (untarmacked), with
only a few hotelis and small shops alongside. Just behind this road, there is a marketplace.
Driving from Kasulu town, Makere is the last stop before Nyarugusu refugee camp and several
organisations, as well as the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), have their (sub)offices here.6
Nyarugusu village
According to local leaders, I spoke to, Nyarugusu village is home to approximately 6000 people
and part of Heru Ushingo ward. The villages of Heru Ushingo ward are more scattered however
(at least at a 5-10 km distance). I chose to focus on Nyarugusu village only, as travelling to the
other villages was complicated due to perceived security concerns and limited means of travel.7
Nyarugusu village is a rural village located ‘behind’ Nyarugusu refugee camp and considerably
smaller than Makere ward. While there are some other roads leading to Nyarugusu village, the
easiest way to go there is via Makere and the road now passing through Nyarugusu refugee
camp. Most people in Nyarugusu village live from subsistence farming, and some engage in
small business, (small-scale) commercial farming, and trade and livestock keeping. There are
also Sukuma pastoralists (another tribe in Tanzania) residing in the area.
Nyarugusu refugee camp
Although I mainly focused on the host communities, Tanzanian government officials and
humanitarian organisations, I found it important to get a sense of the camp and the people living
here. In order to enter the camp, I was required to have a camp permit. As I was already
supposed to organise other papers and permits – a rather time-consuming job and ongoing
process – it would be difficult and time-consuming to also try to obtain a (long-term) camp
permit. Therefore, I opted for a different approach. Firstly, I was able to enter the common
market freely and to engage with refugees from Burundi and the DRC here. Secondly, and
finally, I was able to obtain several daily camp permits, which enabled me to enter the camp. I
had been able to organise this as I had awaited the camp commandant and other MHA officials
at their compound in Makere in order to ask permission to pass through the camp to go to
Nyarugusu village. This turned out to be no problem, and since I was speaking with the camp
commandant, I asked for an interview with him, after which I was invited to the camp. This
facilitated me to go to MHA’s office in the camp several more times when in need of a permit
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(for instance for interviews with several other organisations and the Good Neighbourhood
meeting). Asking for these permissions and passing through the camp took time, which had the
interesting side effect of enabling me to spend lots of time observing what happened. I
deliberately did not interview refugees ‘in’ the camp, to not spoil the built rapport.
Negotiating access and building rapport
Independent research
In preparation for the fieldwork, I envisaged what kind of actors I wanted to engage with. As I
aimed to study the role of the humanitarian organisations in the area and I desired to do so
mainly from the perspective of the residents of the hosting population, I considered it desirable
to not associate myself with one group. Therefore, I thought it would be best to go
independently. With this, I hoped to gain more trust among the local population and local
government officials. Going fully independently was not possible however as Tanzania requires
students and researchers to be invited by a Tanzanian counterpart. In order to obtain the right
visa and permits, I had to hand over an invitation letter. When various people with similar
experience in Tanzania told me it would not be wise to go without an invitation as it was
maintained quite strictly and as I also aimed to speak with government authorities, I contacted
academics of Tanzanian universities and research institutes as well as humanitarian
organisations to arrange a collaboration. Finally, I was invited by the Institute of Rural
Development Planning (IRDP) in Dodoma. The relation with a research institute enabled me to
conduct the research independently.
Working with a translator
Prior to the fieldwork, I found out that quite a number of people in Tanzania’s rural areas do
not speak English and was aware that a translator would be useful. Upon arrival, I soon
discovered that it would not be possible to communicate with residents of Kasulu town or the
other villages in English and that only selecting the small percentage that did, would lead to a
significant bias. Spending the first weeks of the fieldwork in a guesthouse in Kasulu town turned
out to be a lucky shot as I met someone that spoke English, had attended university, and was a
knowledgeable, social connector. After a few conversations, I knew he would be a trustworthy
translator, research assistant and key informant in one. I took some time to speak with him about
the purpose and main idea of the research, as well as some ethical consideration such as
anonymity of respondents and field safety. After all, this posed to be very valuable as he helped
me to reflect upon the research, the data, and questions. In addition, he helped me to find the
right people and to introduce us to local leaders, which facilitated interactions with the residents
of Kasulu town, Makere and Nyarugusu. The fact that he came from a respected family, in
addition, facilitated the contacts with the local government officials. After some time, I realised
this could affect my position in the field. When talking to him about it, it turned out that he tried
to engage in strategic representation as he did not mention his father’s name when talking to
citizens. My translator had the quality to establish good relations with people quickly and
treated everyone with respect despite social differences. Lining up with him certainly facilitated
people’s willingness to talk to me. In addition, just wandering around on markets and “extensive
‘hanging out’ ” (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 45), would have been quite a barrier if done
so alone. Working with and reflecting upon what was happening with only one translator could
however lead to potential biases. In some instances, I noticed my translator came up with
suspicious thinking concerning the agencies or global political strategies. I tried to reflect upon
this, triangulate his information and engage in contact with other people in the area as well,
such as aid workers and employees of the Anglican Church.
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Approaching government authorities
Tanzania is a highly decentralised country. As such, during my first weeks in Tanzania, I
introduced myself to both government and immigration authorities at the regional (Kigoma),
district (Kasulu) and local level, who subsequently wrote introduction letters (in Swahili) or
phoned each other to introduce me. Due to the physical distance between Dodoma and Kasulu
(approximately 800 km), I was linked to a former student who assisted me when going to
authorities in Kigoma. In Kasulu, I went to authorities mainly with my translator. Although it
demanded time and effort (especially at the start of the fieldwork), the introduction of the IRDP
and guidance of ‘local’ contacts when passing by different authorities helped significantly to
gain access, build trust and create willingness among government authorities to speak with me.
This facilitated me to speak with authorities, such as district officials and representatives of the
MHA, as well as leaders at the ward (the administrative level consisting of several villages) and
village levels. Presenting my invitation letter to the District Executive Director (DED), I was
referred to officials of other departments, whom I met several times. In addition, I met with
officials dealing with community affairs. At the ward and village level, I just went to the villages
and asked for the leaders, after which people were often willing to introduce me to their leaders.
Approaching humanitarian organisations
Before going to Tanzania, I found an interagency contact list with all humanitarian
organisations and government offices and their main representatives on UNHCR’s data portal.
Both before and during the fieldwork I used this to contact people. The fact that some aid
workers had already been transferred to other places in Tanzania or the world, paradoxically
helped to establish contact, as they provided me with the contact details or introduced me to
their successor. This provided me with a good introduction, rather than just ‘cold calling’.
Besides this ‘official’ way, I also just used to pass by at the agency compounds and offices in
Makere or Kasulu asked for the programme managers or a name I had seen on the contact list,
or simply introducing myself and see where I would end up. In addition, I established contact
with a variety of aid workers during the first days and weeks of my fieldwork when staying in
a guesthouse hosting many national and international staff. Staying here enabled me to arrange
the first interviews as well as to engage in informal conversations and participant observations
for example during joint breakfasts or sitting on the benches just outside, at the entrance of the
guesthouse. In addition, I engaged in informal conversations with aid workers by boarding cars,
by sometimes going to bars or when encountering them at the compound of the Anglican
Church where I had decided to live after spending a few weeks in the guesthouse. In some cases,
the introduction of the IRDP and government authorities helped to gain additional trust (for
example with local organisations or when attending meetings) or when setting up appointments.
For example, an appointment with the UNHCR had to be organised via the headquarters in Dar
es Salaam and required a copy of the invitation letters and permits.
Approaching residents of the host communities
Contact and rapport with residents of the host communities were established in various ways
that varied between research sites. Starting with Kasulu town, I was mainly introduced to people
via my translator. After explaining to him the purpose of the research and the sample I wanted
to cover (see under ‘sampling’), he proposed to establish contact with various people in Kasulu
town, to which I agreed. We often passed by these people at which point I introduced the
research and proposed to make an appointment. I often separated the introduction and the
interview on purpose, in order to build some rapport and as I believed it would enable people
to meet with me at a time suitable to them, rather than feeling obliged to talk to me right away.
In addition, I hoped it would help them to reflect already upon the topic of the research.
Sometimes, however, people wanted to talk to me right away. In these cases, passing by resulted
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in spontaneous informal conversations/semi-structured interviews. The various interviews I
held with elders were established via snowballing (one elder passing the word to wisdom peers).
In the villages, a slightly different approach was chosen. In preparation for the fieldwork
and invitation, I had established contact with various Tanzanians now living in the Netherlands.
One woman pressed me to never just interview around without having first consented the local
leaders, which was in line with what Norman (2009) writes about gaining access to
communities. Hence, both in the case of Makere ward and Nyarugusu village, I just went there
with my translator and initially asked some people where we could find their leaders. After
being approved, we were free to consult people in the wards and villages. In most cases, this
was done via snowballing; referred to by local leaders, by people we met in Kasulu town who
knew people in the villages or by people referring to other people in the village/ward. Another
approach was ‘extensive hanging out’. This was for example done at the hoteli where many aid
workers used to come or by spending time at the soda-shop alongside the road owned by a
young woman we became friends with. Besides being an interesting site for participant
observation, I also asked her or her friends whether they knew a knowledgeable elder who could
tell something about the history of Makere. This led to an introduction of a very welcoming,
knowledgeable, and resilient old woman with whom I ended up having a 2,5-hour conversation.
Another time, I asked the woman and her friends who was building the large guesthouse (which
completely changed the outlook of Makere ward). They referred me to the owner with whom I
ended up having a tour throughout the newly built guesthouse and a very nice conversation. In
other cases, I (via my translator) sometimes just started a small conversation with people at
markets or shops, and then inquired whether they were willing to talk to me. In the case of
institutions such as churches, mosques, or schools, we either just went to the institutions or
asked people whether they could link us to religious leaders.
General reflections
Under methods, I already briefly outlined how I introduced the interview, asked anonymity, and
provided a possibility for questions during and after the interviews. When meeting with people,
I tried to make people feel at ease by starting the conversation somewhat informally and asked
people to tell something about themselves and their children or their business for example. I
often also told something about myself and my family background. The fact that I had learned
some basic Swahili before going to the area and continued to do so while being there, was
appreciated by people and only saying a few sentences in Swahili facilitated to build rapport.
This was not only helpful during interviews, but also in everyday encounters with people, for
example when doing some personal shopping. In addition, I adapted my dressing style to
different settings. For example, when speaking with residents of Kasulu town and the villages,
I made sure I wore loose trousers, a shirt that covered my shoulders and almost always brought
a scarf (which was helpful as the area had quite a large Muslim community). Being aware one
is never off-duty in the field (Brown, 2009), I always tried to dress appropriately.
Processing the data during and after fieldwork
As mentioned, I recorded most of the interviews and those recorded were transcribed. This was
primarily done during the fieldwork, which was helpful as it helped me to reflect upon the
questions and answers, and to potentially redirect these during future interviews. As it was a
rather time-consuming task, and as I gave priority to processing unrecorded documents to not
forget crucial data and be as reliable as possible, some recorded interviews were transcribed
after the fieldwork, while I often used to describe the setting of these interviews right after the
interview. During the fieldwork, I occasionally made time to analyse and reflect upon my data
and the fieldwork, to review what kind of people I had spoken to and which groups were
potentially missing, read background literature, and check whether I was still in line with my
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proposal or whether changes were needed. After the fieldwork, I coded the interviews and
participant observations with Atlas Ti, a qualitative software programme. Based on the
processed data, I first engaged in open coding to code and categorise what I had seen. Thereafter
I re-grouped these codes and adapted the coding scheme based on some preliminary outcomes,
in which I combined both axial and selective coding (making some ‘supercodes’ and assigning
subcodes to these ‘supercodes’). In addition, the codes were grounded in the research questions,
embedded within Long’s (2001) interface analysis and Lefebvre’s production of space (1991).
Reflections and limitations
Positionality
Over the course of the fieldwork, I often reflected upon my position as a (student) researcher.
As I studied the interactions of four different groups in society, I was very aware that my
alignment with one, could influence the relations with the other. I often reflected upon this and
tried to reflect upon how I dealt with what Sluka (1995) calls impression management.
One of the first considerations was the place where I would be living. As I did not yet
have a house to stay in upon arrival, the employee I knew from Oxfam referred me to a
guesthouse hosting mostly expatriate aid workers and visiting government officials. As
mentioned this proved to be a valuable place for the start of the research, but I tried to ‘balance’
a potential bias towards the aid community by engaging in conversations with the employees
of the guesthouses (which was a challenge as they did not really speak English). After a few
days in Kasulu, I was contacted by employees of the Anglican Church who I had contacted
before going to Kasulu. They offered me a place to stay in their compound where they hosted
both personnel and other aid workers. After some serious reflections what this would do to my
position and some pragmatic considerations concerning safety (my translator and other ‘local
contacts’ discouraged living somewhere not guarded or fenced), I thought it would be the best
option as it would allow me to be in the midst of the interaction of aid workers with a local
institution and its employees from the area. In order to ‘balance’ a potential bias of living in a
compound bubble, I tried to spend considerable time outside of the compound and sometimes
stayed in Makere ward for longer periods of time. In addition, I purposively did not always
board agency cars (also for practical reasons as it allowed me to spend more time in the villages)
and took dalla-dalla’s to not associate too much with the agencies.
While I balanced my focus on different groups during the first month of the research, after
the second month I noticed it would be good to shift more towards the aid community again, as
distinguishing myself too much from them could lead to a bias as well. Hence, I tried to engage
in informal relations with aid workers, for example by linking up with them on the compound
where I was living or by having drinks in a local bar.
Another way in which I tried to ‘balance’ relations and facilitate access, was to learn some
basic Swahili. As mentioned, this really opened doors and increased people’s willingness to
engage with me. Knowing that ‘access’ is constantly negotiated and re-negotiated, I tried to be
friendly and open towards others, and tried to spend time with the local population and ate in
local hotelis, as they were the main focus of the research. In addition, I tried to establish good
relations with the local leaders of the villages, by going to them first to ask permission, handing
over introduction letters of the government. Overall, I believe going ‘independent’ facilitated
relations and people’s willingness to help. Although the relations between local leaders and
civilians were not as strained as those between higher government officials and civilians and
local leaders seemed to be more attached to their community than the government, it is possible
the introductions of the local leaders affected people’s perceptions.
Still, I remained a ‘mzungu’, a white person and western woman. I experienced this when
people asked me whether I was working with the UN (sometimes in general, sometimes when
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establishing rapport). In addition, I made some choices which I thought would fit in impression
management and strategic representation, but turned out to have the opposite effect. For
example, instead of always boarding the cars of the agencies, I often moved around with a dalladalla and when going to Nyarugusu refugee camp or village, I often took a boda-boda. When
the rainy season had started towards the end of my research and the roads were too slippery to
pass with a boda-boda, I once had to walk throughout the camp. Seeing me walking through
the camp, refugees were very surprised (indeed most aid workers passed by in cars), and one
woman jokingly said that with the rain there was no difference between the rich taking a bodaboda and the poor walking, as just everyone needed to walk under these weather conditions.8 I
found it striking and insightful to realise that even my deliberate choice of taking a boda-boda
was in fact already marking a distance between others and me.
Another case came up when I engaged in a spontaneous interview with youth. When
explaining the research, they asked many questions about me and wondered if I was a spy
(which happens more often to researchers as Hilhorst and Jansen (2005) and Sluka (1995)
describe). The youth explained they had met other people coming to their place doing
investigations about criminal cases in the area. Sluka (1995) argues that when being subject to
suspicion the researcher has to make “a substantial effort to counter these public definitions of
themselves, a process entailing a conscious effort at impression management” (p. 264).
Although I did not receive any signs from others who thought I was a spy and I believe the
position of the youth was more affected by my spontaneous encounter with them, I tried to do
my utmost to counter the idea. As I always took copies of the introduction letter from the WUR,
authorities and invitation letter from the IRDP, as well as my WUR student pass with me, I
could show them these and take time to build rapport. Finally, they said they believed I was a
student.
Another point for reflection was the accompaniment of my husband. He stayed with me
for the last two months and got into contact with a local NGO (also working in the refugee
camps) where he could do some voluntary work at the finance department for 1 month. He
helped to optimise the bookkeeping system and to improve financial insights (related to his
professional background). We both extensively reflected upon this and finally decided that as
the NGO was in Kasulu town and his position would require him to sit in the office instead of
wandering throughout the area (as I did), it would be okay for the time being. We made clear
agreements that I would not use observations surrounding his workplace in this research (as I
found it would impede the principle of informed consent).
While I tried to be as neutral as possible, certain relations, emotions, interviews or my
own background may have led to certain biases. I tried to deal with this by critically reflecting
upon my interviews, keeping a diary to capture and assess feelings and emotions and speak with
a variety of actors to engage in triangulation. However, as I was also part of field site
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007), my background and social presence certainly did influence
the research. Reflecting upon my diary entries, I noticed I was quite stressed over the course of
the fieldwork. During the first phase, I was stressed about whether I would be able to get the
permissions form the authorities, find a translator, respondents and a place to stay in. During
the second phase, I was most engaged with whether I had sufficient data from all different
groups, what my first preliminary results were and whether I asked the right questions in the
right way. I found it, for instance, difficult to confront agencies with the suspicion that
surrounded their presence or to ask government and agencies about their potential
complementary roles. Reflecting back on this, I could have taken things more at ease, although
I feel my eagerness to learn from a variety of actors by means of engaging in different research
methods, significantly contributed to this thesis.
8
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Ethical considerations
“I have one thing to share with you… I just want to know what will be the outcome of the
research... will the things I said bring any change to the community? Because there are
so many people who come and make research in this place but at the end of the day we
don’t see an outcome.”
– Community leader and farmer Nyarugusu village9
“Maybe you find ways to emphasise or to propose to those giving aid to the refugees to
also focus some aid and support to the people living here… Because we are also human
beings like they are human beings.”
– Local leaders Kalimungoma village10
These quotes summarise the main ethical difficulties encountered in the field. When I asked
people after the interview whether they had anything to ask or share with me, people asked me
whether I could do something to change their situation. Others asked me what would be the
outcome of the research or whether it would just be used for academic benefit. Though my duty,
I found it difficult to deal with such questions and still feel some unease reading them back. I
sometimes felt I was doing the same as what provoked grievances among the people with
respect to the approach of the agencies: coming to the people, gathering their opinions, raising
hope that people listened to their stories without making a real follow-up. Most of the time, I
tried to respond clearly that I was not in the position to change the course of events (in people’s
personal lives) and aimed to remain neutral. I never gave my opinion about what I thought
should or should not happen. Yet I told them I would present their stories and others in the final
‘report’, and that it would be up to those reading it what to do with it. I mostly explained I
would give a summary of the findings to the agencies.11 Most people told me they were satisfied
with this answer and one leader was quite a pragmatic mentioning, “the world wasn’t made in
one day”12, hoping the research would finally contribute to a change in the situation of the host
communities. At one point, however, the issue of writing a summary raised new difficult
questions as some asked me whether they also could get a copy of it. I suddenly realised that
even with the distribution of summaries, a research could be presented as ‘truth’ and used for
political means.
Another ethical concern related to thanking people. Quite some people I met in the
villages did not have much money and sometimes offered valuable farming time to talk to me.
When talking to farmers in the villages or elders that were too old to work, I therefore often
thanked them for their time with a small sack of rice (500 grams). I consciously never told
people I had bought this and only gave it when the interview was done, in order to not influence
the interviewee in any way.
Another ethical issue related to the perceived ambiguous behaviours of some aid workers
that were perceived by some as contradicting social and cultural norms of some in the area (as
described in chapter 5). I found it difficult to enter into an open conversation about this with
aid workers as it could easily be perceived as an accusation. In addition, I found it difficult to
triangulate the information when talking to higher government officials (who did not talk about
this themselves), as I did not want to affect the general position of the agencies with
untriangulated information. As more people raised the issues and it contributed to the perception
surrounding the humanitarian organisations, I decided to incorporate the claims in the thesis,
while explicitly stating it may not necessarily present the ‘truth’ as such. In addition, it would
9
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be unfair to not explicitly note that a significant number of aid workers, including those in
Kasulu district, do their work with deep commitment and honesty. Related to this, while this
study critically reflects upon the ways of working and challenges of the aid community, this
study is by no means a critique on humanitarian aid an sich and does not aim to undermine
critical choices to be made in political arenas.
Field safety
Whereas Tanzania is a relatively peaceful country, the Dutch and British Ministry of Foreign
Affairs reported there were some security concerns along the border with Burundi, the road
from Kigoma-Kasulu-Kibondo and the area surrounding the refugee camps. This was linked to
reports of armed attacks and robbery by bandits, especially during the night. Besides preparing
myself before the fieldwork, I also monitored this during the fieldwork and asked people about
the situation in the area. It soon became clear that Kasulu town and the road to the camp were
relatively safe by daytime. The road to Kibondo was more insecure however, also during
daytime and so were the fields surrounding Nyarugusu refugee camp. The road to Nyarugusu
village was more remote and going further to Heru Ushingo or Kitagata was not very much
advised. I made the deliberate choice to not travel to and from Makere before sunrise or after
sunset (although I could not avoid this happening once) and did always ask the boda-boda driver
to take me to Nyarugusu village via the main road (many people used a shortcut through the
fields). At one point, I decided to prematurely end an end-of-the-day focus group discussion
with men in Nyarugusu village due to an upcoming storm, which would last until after dark. As
men had been talking how they suspected men of the village to be involved in the attacks and
as the group of men listening was quite large, I decided not to inform them that I would come
back to follow-up on the interview the next day.
Limitations
This research has several limitations. The first is the relatively large scope of the research. The
research question is rather broad and involves the study of the perceptions of a variety of actors,
their interlinkages, and relations. In some cases, ‘distinguishing’ these actors was somewhat
artificial (e.g. a ‘local’ aid worker). In addition, the research did involve the influence of
humanitarian programming and presence. Although this was a deliberate choice as the host
communities did experience (the effects of) both, it contributed to the relatively large scope and
length of this thesis. In addition, the research covered a big area: namely Kasulu district. While
I specified the research sites (as mentioned in this chapter), this study by no means aims to
present a clear picture of the ways in which other communities perceived the presence of and
interactions with the agencies. In addition, although I conducted quite a number of interviews,
the overall sample per community is relatively small. Although the focus on several
communities was a deliberate choice in order to study potential geographical differences, it
could have been interesting to just study the dynamics in one village, ward, or town. This most
likely would have led to deeper insights into the everyday lives of the people and would have
allowed time for more follow-up conversations.
This links to the second limitation. Although I lived in Kasulu town, which was one of
the research sites and ‘home’ to many of the organisations and the district council, living in
either Nyarugusu village or Makere ward would also have been interesting. It could have
brought more insights into dynamics surrounding their everyday realities and different
perspectives of villagers surrounding the camp. Living in Nyarugusu village would, however,
have become difficult as there were no guesthouses and I did not know someone to stay with
(and perhaps would have been insecure following the perceived insecurity in the area). In
addition, in Makere ward, I most likely had to live on the compounds of one of the agencies,
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which could have affected my position as ‘independent’ researcher. Moreover, the fact that I
did not speak the local language contributed to these reasons.
As mentioned, my inability to speak Swahili or Kiha (the local language) fluently and the
fact that most people did not speak English, forced me to work with a translator. Whereas my
overall reflections upon the collaboration were positive, working with a translator is not ideal
as it introduces potential biases and may hamper a smooth conversation. To give an example, I
sometimes asked for people’s ‘point of view’. When answers to such questions were translated,
I noticed people sometimes started to talk about the things they saw, rather than the things they
perceived. This sometimes caused some confusion. In addition, translating took a long time and
sometimes gave me the feeling that while the interview took a long time, I had not finished my
questions. Being dependent upon translation also hampered more informal encounters with
people, as asking some informal questions soon turned to an ‘interview setting’. That being
said, most informal encounters were at the common market where I often could speak French
with Burundian or Congolese refugees. Moreover, I felt that working together with a translator
also facilitated such informal conversations and participant observations, as it normalised
walking around or hanging out at markets or in town.
Conclusion
In this thesis, I aim to present the social construction of reality by a variety of actors in Kasulu
district, specifically linked to the ways in which aid shaped life in the area. This chapter
provided an extensive overview of the ways in which the research for this thesis was conducted.
The first section demonstrated the chosen research approach. It illustrated this research is
embedded in a social constructivist approach informing my decision to engage in ethnography.
A total number of 51 interviews and many more participant observations were conducted as
part of the fieldwork. Additionally, the chapter provided a justification for the choice for Kasulu
town, Makere ward, and Nyarugusu village as main research sites. In addition, it introduced the
ways in which I established rapport with the residents of the host communities, aid agencies,
and government officials. In the last section of this chapter, I provided a reflection upon my
position as a student researcher and the limitations of the study.
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4. Moving Borders of Exception
Introduction
“Me: And I also heard that in order to go to the hospital in the camp, you need to have
some kind of permit?
Elderly woman: Yes, you must have a permit because that is not our land, it is not the
Tanzanian land… They told us that is not our country, it is the country of the
Burundians and the Congolese.
Me: Aah... and who told you this?
Elderly woman: The police over there normally tells us that…”
– Elderly woman Makere village1
This conversation is but one example of the hybrid nature of the refugee camp that symbolises
a power to open and close borders, to include and exclude. Recent research sought to move
beyond the analysis of refugee camps as “extraterritorial spaces of exception” (Oesch, 2017, p.
110). More so, it argues camps are best understood as ‘hybrid spaces’ (Janmyr & Knudsen,
2016) or ‘zones of indistinction’ where refugees are simultaneously included and excluded. In
this chapter, I will illustrate that rather than only a ‘zone of indistinction’ for the refugee
population, the camp also symbolises a zone of inclusion and exclusion for its neighbouring
communities.
Based upon a spatial analysis of the refugee camp, this chapter discusses how
humanitarian aid in the camp affects the physical and social infrastructure surrounding the
refugee camp. This chapter illustrates humanitarian actors engage in social and spatial ordering
processes outside the camp. As a result of these effects and ordering processes, the host
communities experience both inclusions and exclusions from the humanitarian operation.
Exclusion arises based upon technocratic and administrative categorisations of refugees and
non-refugees. Simultaneously, inclusions arise when some humanitarian actors expand
operations beyond the camp or allow the host communities to make use of (health) services in
the camp. This chapter argues that these social and spatial ordering processes shape the conduct
of the host communities and illustrate hybrid humanitarian governance processes arise in the
area surrounding the camp.
The spatial analysis is embedded in Lefebvre’s (1991) conceived space and Smirl’s
(2015) (linked) humanitarian imaginary, briefly conceptualised as the ‘space of the planners’
that ‘organise’. This chapter illustrates technocratic categorisations and approaches of
humanitarian planners, set up from within the humanitarian imaginary.
The first section of this chapter provides a historical context description of Tanzania as a
refugee-hosting country and its refugee policies. Thereafter, it provides a presentation of the
past spatial and social legacies of humanitarian organisations in the area. It will furthermore
explain how the expansion of Nyarugusu refugee camp after the 2015 Burundian influx revoked
past memories and changed the spatial infrastructure surrounding the camp. The second section
will show how humanitarian aid in the camp affects the spatial and social infrastructure of the
surrounding host communities. Overall, this chapter is a descriptive overview of the actions of
“planners” and some of its (un-) intended side effects that may ‘govern’ the conduct of a
population beyond humanitarian concern. Chapter 5 and 6 will discuss the direct interactions
between the residents of the host communities and the humanitarian community, and the ways
in which humanitarian presence is negotiated and strategised.

1

MAK_CTZ_180217.
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Demarcating borders of inclusions and exclusions
Refugee camps and settlements in Africa are often set up in remote borderlands that are
characterised by its “isolation, underdevelopment and proneness to conflict” (Merkx, 2002, p.
114). These isolated lands, however, are no empty no-one’s land but often home to border
populations that have been migrating back and forth for centuries, giving rise to “age-old
bonds” (Chaulia, 2003, p. 153) between linked ethnic and linguistic groups.2 While these
unofficial institutionalised bonds continue to exist today, in large-scale (refugee) displacement
situations, migratory movements may become highly politicised and impose boundaries upon
refugee and non-refugee populations. The following sections illustrate how these dynamics
evolved in Kasulu district. It provides an overview of historically produced borders between
refugees and non-refugees and introduces the demarcation of ‘extra-territorial’ camp spaces
that give rise to today’s inclusions and exclusions (Oesch, 2017).
Refugee influxes and policies in Tanzania
The United Republic of Tanzania is a signatory to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status
of Refugees and the 1969 OAU Refugee Convention. Since independence, it has been hosting
more than 2,5 million refugees. Tanzania was long praised for its open refugee policy, as
officially regulated via the 1965/6 Refugee (Control) Act. Historical foundations for this policy
lie in age-old bonds between border populations as well as post-independence president
Nyerere’s pan-Africanism and socialism, which contributed to a firm belief in a free life for
every African. As a result, and for a long time, Tanzania served as safe haven for proindependence groups, freedom fighters3, and refugees from all over Africa (Huisman, 2002;
Chaulia, 2003; Turner, 2004; Landau, 2001; 2008; Milner, 2013; Morel, 2009).
Between 1961 and 1993, around 400.000 refugees found hostage in 20 settlements
throughout Tanzania. The majority of them resided in Kigoma and Kagera region in NorthWestern Tanzania4, hosting predominantly Burundian and Rwandese refugees fleeing ethnic
cleansing in their countries in the sixties and seventies.5 The 1972 Burundian killings – by many
denoted as genocide – marked the first serious inflow of predominantly Hutu refugees into
Tanzania6 (Chaulia, 2003; Landau, 2008; Berry, 2008; Morel, 2009). During these years,
2

Chaulia (2003) describes how farmers from what is now Burundi shared many linguistic and cultural
commonalities with the (Wa)ha people from Kigoma region. Landau (2008) describes similar interlinkages
between the ‘hutu’ and the ‘ha’ people of Burundi and Tanzania. Kirundi, the official language in Burundi, is
closely related to Kiha (people can understand each other) the local language of the Ha people of Kigoma region.
Likewise, many Congolese from the DRC share commonalities with the Banyarwanda (the Rwandese population)
and people living in Ngara district, Kagera region. Moreover, and most likely not coincidently, I spoke to elders
in Kasulu town who thought or knew their ancestors migrated from Congo or Burundi to the area. In this respect,
Chaulia describes how in colonial times, Tanganyikans – just as in other African countries – continued to host
refugees from neighbouring countries despite colonial immigration policies. This is often explained as a form of
resistance against the arbitrariness of European designation of African borders (based on territorial conquest) as
well as solidarity with kinship groups.
3
Those freedom fighters were mainly from South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Mozambique, of which many continued
their freedom operations from within Tanzania. Chaulia (2003) argues refugees from ‘the already free’ countries
were mainly seen as potential labour force.
4
Other area saw influxes of Mozambican, South African and Somali refugees.
5
It goes beyond the scope of this thesis to dive into the complex reasons behind continuous violence, mainly in
Burundi. While pointing out to the ethnic cleansing in the sixties and seventies, it is important to note that the
framing of civil wars in these countries as ethnical only is far too simplistic and downplay political dynamics that
likewise play a role (Daley, 2006; Purdeková, 2016).
6
Many of the 1972 Burundian refugees never repatriated to Burundi. After long deliberations and discussions, the
Tanzanian government offered naturalisation to more than 160.000 ‘1972 Burundians’ in 2014. The UNHCR and
the Tanzanian government set up a special programme – named TANCOSS (Tanzania Comprehensive Solutions
Strategy) – to (financially) facilitate local integration of Burundian refugees. While it goes beyond the scope of
this thesis to explain the dynamics surrounding the 1972 Burundians in detail, its dynamics informed many of
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Tanzania hosted refugees in refugee settlements on fallow land and allowed and encouraged
refugees to become self-sufficient. This was very much in line with – and some argue it served
as a pilot for – Nyerere’s Ujamaa7 policy on self-reliance and villagisation.8 Related to this,
some argue the open policy was furthermore informed by a Tanzanian government that saw
refugees as a useful and potential source of (cheap) labour. This labour force could facilitate
the development of a remote region, stimulating the production and exportation of goods and
crops (Malkki, 1995; Chaulia, 2003; Landau, 2008; Morel, 2009; Milner, 2013). In addition,
the government’s collaboration with the UNHCR and the Tanganyika Christian Refugee
Service (TCRS, a Tanzanian NGO) – institutionalised in 1964 with the signature of the
Tripartite Partnership Model – resulted in financial and technical support for the Tanzanian
government through the MHA. Shortly, this collaboration entailed that the Tanzanian
government “provided the land for settlements, staff support, basic tools, access to community
services and a waiver on import duty for goods related to the settlements. In turn, TCRS
assumed responsibility for managing the
settlements, while UNHCR provided the
necessary funding and technical advice” (Milner,
2013, p. 5).
The years 1993 to 2000 marked the real
starting point of what is called the ‘Great Lakes
Refugee Crisis’. During these years, more than
1,5 million refugees resided in more than 11
refugee camps in Kagera and Kigoma region (see
figure 2). This displacement crisis was sparked in
1993 when the assassination of the Burundian
president Ndadaye caused 300.000 Burundian
refugees to flee to Kigoma region. Landau (2008)
describes how both the Tanzanian government
and
(international)
organisations
were
unprepared and how refugees first resided in
schools, hospitals, and homes in both villages
and towns. The majority of the Burundian
refugees, however, returned home to ‘tenuous’
peace, notably when Tanzanian authorities
Figure 2 – Refugee camps in Tanzania in 2000 (FAO,
announced they wanted them to live in confined
2000)

today’s policies, regulations and practices surrounding (Burundian) refugees in Tanzania.. One of the main reasons
that led to the recent decision of local integration is the increasing importance of the East African community and
the related openness towards a free movement of goods and peoples, which forces Tanzania to normalise relations
with its neighbours and ease border controls (UNHCR, 2014; Milner, 2013; Kuch, 2016). Related to this, Milner
(2013) describes how already in the 1980s Tanzania promised citizenship to 36.000 Burundian refugees, which
has not (yet) been granted.
7
Ujamaa means brother/family hood. The translation of other principles is: Uhuru (freedom), Umoja (unity) and
Kujitegemea (self-reliance).
8
Nyerere abolished the chiefdoms as introduced by the British. In 1972, in line with Ujamaa and a system of
central planning, the government introduced a villagisation policy that forced rural inhabitants to reside together
in villages. In line with villagisation, the Tanzanian government introduced a centralised system of direct rule,
with self-reliance at the local level. This meant that the state provided some social services but expected the citizens
to add upon these themselves. This focus on self-reliance affirmed the belief among Tanzanians that social services
provision was a gift, not an obligation from the state. Related to this villagisation policy, I spoke to elderly people
who remembered vividly how they were forced to come “out of the bushes” and start making a living in the
villages, without being allowed to make own money or possess more things than others (MAK_CTZ_301216). As
one elder and former civil service kept on repeating: it was a culture formed by the mentality of “whether you like
it or not” (KAS_CTZ_120117).
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camp spaces. Whereas this repatriation initially seemed to mark the end of the refugee and
humanitarian influx, the assassination of the Burundian and Rwandan presidents Ntaryamira
and Habyarimana following the shooting of their aeroplane, sparked the Rwandan genocide
which marked the real starting point of a large-scale Great Lakes refugee crisis. Many
Rwandese fled into neighbouring countries, of which the majority found refuge in Ngara
district, Kagera region. In addition, the upsurge of the Burundian war (officially lasting until
2005) forced many Burundians to flee their country again. They initially found refuge in Kagera
region but after transferrals, they were relocated to Kasulu district in Kigoma region. Sparked
by political unrest and violence within and outside the country, the war in Zaire, now the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), resulted into a flow of Congolese refugees crossing
Lake Tanganyika into Kasulu district from 1996 onwards (Huisman, 2002; Landau, 2008;
Berry, 2008).
Whereas the 1965/6 Control Act already somehow restricted refugee rights and
movements, coinciding with the significant influx of refugees, Tanzania’s open policy started
to change in the 1990s towards a more protective refugee policy. There are a few reasons that
led to this change. In order to provide a grounded understanding of the dynamics surrounding
the humanitarian and refugee presence in Kasulu district during the time of the fieldwork for
this thesis, it is important to highlight these briefly.
Firstly, Tanzania’s hospitable reception of Uganda’s pro-Obote and anti-Amin freedom
fighters was one of the causes why Tanzania found itself in a war with Uganda in 1979, and it
wanted to prevent such an occurrence in the future (Chaulia, 2003). Additionally, the scale and
recurring nature of the refugee influxes into the country following ongoing conflicts in the Great
Lakes Region was coupled with an increasingly negative perception towards refugees.9 The
assumed negative environmental and security effects of refugees contributed to this idea.
Related to this, there was a general feeling that (international) humanitarian actors were
insufficiently compensating for “the impact of refugees on economically impoverished”
(Kamanga, 2005, p. 104). Moreover, the economic and political liberalisation after Tanzania’s
economic crisis also contributed to the change. The regulations and Structural Adjustment
Programmes (SAPs) of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank resulted
into a devaluation of Tanzania’s currency, room for the private sector, decentralisation
programmes, and the 1992 introduction of a multi-party democracy. This led to an erosion of
Ujamaa, a cut down on social welfare spending, rising prices for food, public goods and other
services10 and declining donor contributions to Tanzania’s refugee settlements. In addition, the
economic liberalisation reforms that focused on increasing (food) production, put much
pressure on refugees (and Tanzanians) to produce more, resulting in strict controls on refugees.
Thirdly, and more politically, the related introduction of the multi-party system and the first
multi-party elections contributed to an anti-refugee sentiment. The refugee ‘crisis’ became part
of election-rhetoric and different parties presented themselves as having thé solution, portraying
refugees as outsiders. Overall, these factors contributed to a less integrative approach on
refugee-hosting, which contributed to a border closure with Burundi mid-1990s, the forceful
repatriation of Rwandan refugees in 1996, and arrests of refugees including some of the ‘1972
Burundians’. Finally, the settlement policy shifted towards encampment, formalised in the 1998
Refugee Act. This forced refugees to choose between repatriation and confinement in refugee

The fact that the Rwandan refugee camps in Kagera region hosted ‘génocidaires’ contributed to this perception
(Milner, 2013).
10
The citizens, with the government in the front seat, blamed the strict reforms of the IMF and the World Bank –
organisations portrayed as neo-colonial powers – to be the cause for their hardship. This led to a popular belief
that “the international community [was] responsible for the country‘s ills and, consequently, has[d] a moral
responsibility for their remediation” (Landau, 2001, p. 11; 2008; Chaulia, 2003).
9
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camps (set up close to the border in violation of international standards11), excluded from – and
to the assumed security of – the local host population (Rutinwa, 1996; Landau, 2001; 2008;
Whitaker, 2002; Chaulia, 2003; Turner, 2004; Berry, 2008; Morel, 2009; Milner, 2013).
In line with the new policy, refugees that lived in confined camp spaces were not allowed
to move more than four kilometres outside the camps or to work for the residents of the
neighbouring host community (in reality this practice continued illegally). The 2003 National
Refugee Policy further restricted refugee movement and hampered economic self-sufficiency.
Repatriation (or resettlement) became the only durable solution12, and Tanzania’s multi-year
focus from that point forward (Landau, 2008; Morel, 2009; Milner, 2013).
Following tenuous ‘peace’ first in Rwanda and second in Burundi and the DRC mid2000s, many refugees (forcefully) repatriated. This led to an overall decline in the number of
refugees in Tanzania (see figure 3). Nevertheless, and in line with its strict refugee policy, the
Tanzanian government pushed for forced repatriation of Burundians from 2007 onwards. This
led to the closure of many of the refugee camps in both Kigoma and Kagera region.13 With the
contested closure of Mtabila refugee camp in 2012, Nyarugusu refugee camp in Kasulu district,
hosting around 60.000 Congolese refugees, was the only camp left in the whole of Kigoma
region (Chaulia, 2003; Landau, 2008; Berry, 2008; Turner, 2004; Milner, 2013).

Figure 3 – Total Population of Concern Tanzania (UNHCR, 2017e)

Political unrest and violence in Burundi after president Nkurunziza went for a third term,
however, caused more than 400.000 Burundians to flee the country again in April 2015
(UNHCR, 2017c). When the first hundred Burundian refugees were reported on the shores of
Lake Tanganyika, it was a wake-up call for both the Tanzanian government and humanitarian
agencies that there was a need for urgent action. Within 2 months, more than 50.000 Burundians
had fled into Tanzania and during the time of the fieldwork, more than 240.000 officially
registered refugees, found refuge in Tanzania. The Tanzanian government and humanitarian
organisations reported being completely overwhelmed and unprepared for this sudden, rapid

11

Landau (2008) describes the new camps were established close to the border to facilitate rapid repatriation. In
this respect, I spoke to the Camp Commandant of Nyarugusu refugee camp about the proximity of the camps to
the border. He mentioned to be not happy with the camp being close to the border as this facilitated refugees as
well as violent elements to migrate in and out of the camp (NRC_GOV_260117). Alternatively, others thought the
camp was close to the border on request of the humanitarian organisations, as it facilitated them to carry the
refugees from the border points to the camp and would reduce their transportation costs (MAK_GOV_040117).
12
With the exception to the granting of naturalisation to more than 162.000 Burundian refugees. While this may
seem contradicting the strict approach, Milner (2013) extensively explains the underlying (political) reasons that
led to this decision.
13
In this respect, Amnesty wrote several critical reports about the forced repatriation in general and the severe
intimidation of Burundian refugees (e.g. burning houses), forcing them to leave Mtabila refugee camp. Taking into
account UNHCR’s news items on the repatriation – with a rather positive tone, saying measures would help ‘boost’
the repatriation –, UNHCR, most likely having no other option but to facilitate, played an ambiguous role in this
regard (UNHCR, 2007; Amnesty, 2004; 2005; 2009).
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influx.14 Humanitarian organisations already working in Nyarugusu refugee camp rapidly
expanded their operations and set up response plans, while many others (re-) entered the
country, all working in close cooperation with the MHA. In the first phase of the influx, refugees
stayed in transit centres along the border, in a football stadium in Kigoma-town, in villages
throughout the region or in communal mass shelters, schools, churches and governmental
buildings, both within and outside Nyarugusu refugee camp (UNHCR, 2015a; Al Jazeera,
2015;15).
As Nyarugusu refugee camp was the only refugee camp left, this was initially seen as the
most logical option to host the new influx. The Government of Tanzania (GoT) announced it
could take up a maximum of 50.000 refugees on top of the 65.000 Congolese refugees already
living there. As the influx continued and refugee numbers increased however, there was an
urgent need to establish new hosting sites. Following the (revised) Refugee Response Plan(s)
(RRP) of 2015 and other reports, it was difficult to make decisions regarding the place of these
new sites. In the meantime, organisations launched alarming reports of Nyarugusu refugee
camp, overcrowded and stretched to its limits and hosting more than 170.000 refugees. Finally,
former Burundian refugee camps Nduta and Mtendeli in Kibondo district re-opened and
transfers started in October 2015. During the time of the fieldwork, the ‘emergency phase’ had
passed, but the Burundian influx continued Moreover, it was coupled with the arrival of
Congolese refugees fleeing political unrest and a new upsurge of violence after suspended
elections in the DRC. As a result, Nyarugusu and the other refugee camps faced stretched
services and continued to expand.16 There were continued talks to open a fourth site, but it
posed to be challenging to choose a location for this site (UNHCR, 2015a; 2015b; 2016a;
2017b; 2017d; The Guardian, 2016;17). During the time of fieldwork, Kasulu district, home to
approximately 700.000 Tanzanian residents, hosted around 140.000 officially registered
refugees in Nyarugusu refugee camp18 (UNHCR, 2017b).
Funding for both the
protracted Congolese and new
Burundian displacement situation
is scarce and organisations claim
they face serious underfunding
(UNHCR, 2017c). As a result, the
World Food Programme (WFP)
recently announced to cut food
rations in the camp (WFP, 2017).
Moreover, in January 2017, the
Tanzanian government suspended
the provision of the prima facie19
refugee status to Burundian
refugees following uncertainty of
Figure 4 – Refugee Population Tanzania (UNHCR, 2017b).
their reasons to leave Burundi.20
14

NRC_GOV_260117; KAS_AID_161216.
NRC_GOV_260117; KAS_AID_161216; KAS_AID_140217; NRC_AID_270117; KAS_GOV_010217.
16
KAS_AID_161216; NRC_GOV_260117.
17
NRC_GOV_260117; KAS_AID_161216; KAS_AID_140217.
18
With others unregistered and/or living outside the camp (UNHCR, 2017b).
19
Granting prima facie refugee status means that the state (and the UNHCR) grants refugee status “on the basis of
readily apparent, objective circumstances in the country of origin (…) [and] acknowledges that those fleeing these
circumstances are at risk of harm that brings them within the applicable refugee definition” (UNHCR, 2015c, p.
2). The prima facie status is often granted to groups following a large-scale exodus.
20
The assumed relation of their presence to a rise in crime, insecurity, arms trade, and armed attacks in Kigoma
region, coupled with uncertainty about the political situation in Burundi and the difficult socio-economic situation
15
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Overall, Tanzania’s refugee policies and past events contributed to the political arena
surrounding refugee hosting today. Via its encampment policy, the government set clear
boundaries and regulations, directing the formal room for manoeuvre of refugees, humanitarian
organisations and – as this chapter will show – its own population. Embedded within the
protracted refugee displacement of Congolese in Nyarugusu refugee camp, the fieldwork for
this research took place after the 2015 Burundian influx. Hence, dynamics surrounding the
influx certainly influenced the fieldwork. However, this chapter will show most micro-events
were not the exclusive attribute of the 2015 influx, but embedded within (past) macro designs
that derive from governmental and humanitarian imaginaries. Before turning to a description of
how the humanitarian operation in the camp provoked (un-) intended effects outside the camp,
the following section will briefly provide a context description of Kasulu district and provide
an overview of past roles and legacies of humanitarian agencies in the area.
Kasulu district and humanitarian legacies
Kasulu district and the wider Kigoma region long time served as a labour reserve 21 for the
country, where residents migrated to North Eastern Tanzania to work on coffee and tea
plantations. According to Landau (2008) and based on interviews, this contributed to the
historically and postcolonial limited investment in infrastructures and education. As a
consequence, Kigoma region was long known for its remoteness, being hardly accessible
(Human Rights Watch, 2000). One district official argued it was “somewhat out of the country.
(…) completely neglected”22 pointing to limited government interference and investments.
While much has changed over the years, today people still portray the area as a remote location,
hardly accessible and more insecure compared to other parts of the country. 23 Unemployment
rates in the region are high and the majority of the people living in the region is self-employed,
living from subsistence or small-commercial farming. The number of people owning small and
medium enterprises or that work in the (public) service sector/companies has been growing
over the past years however. Contrary to the British, who considered the land unsuitable for
(commercial) farming, today the area is considered as highly fertile and functions as a net food
exporter to other parts of Tanzania, Burundi, the DRC, Rwanda, Uganda, and South Sudan.
Despite the fertile soil and its commercial potential as border region, Kigoma region is one of
the poorest regions in Tanzania with many people living below the poverty line (UNDP, 2012;
2014; WFP, 2016a; The United Republic of Tanzania, 1998). Overall, Kigoma region is home
(which would make the refugees economic migrants), are among the reasons for not granting direct refugee status
anymore (Daily News, 2017; Reliefweb, 2017; Reuters, 2017; Amnesty, 2017a). People I spoke with – residents
of the host communities and aid workers the like – additionally mentioned there was uncertainty about the scale
of political violence in Burundi. Some mentioned refugees were fleeing hunger while others mentioned they were
returnees who had been facing many difficulties when re-integrating into Burundi after their forced repatriation in
2012 (Kuch, 2016; Purdeková, 2016; KAS_AID_INF_050317; NYA_CTZ_020317; KAS_AID_INF_030217).
Following frequent calls of the Burundian government upon refugees to return and assaults of president Magufuli
that the humanitarian organisations used the refugees for their own benefit, the Tanzanian government urged the
Burundian refugees to repatriate voluntarily in July 2017. The calls of both governments are highly contested (The
Guardian, 2017).
21
While first introducing terrace agriculture that contributed to the environmental destruction of Kigoma’s
highlands, the British colonisers that ‘inherited’ mainland Tanganyika after Germany loss of WWI, decided the
area was not suited for (commercial) farming and started using the area as labour reserve. According to Landau
(2008) this, as well as the contest over territory with the Belgians that resided over Ruanda-Burundi (now Burundi
and Rwanda), led to a further classification and identification of the ambiguously interrelated border population
and a clear demarcation of the border. This, as well as independence President Nyerere’s Ujamaa policy,
contributed to strong Tanzanian identity throughout Tanzania, which as Landau (2008) found, was also present in
the region.
22
KAS_GOV_090317.
23
KAS_GOV_090317; MAK_AID_270117; KAS_AID_INF_030217; Informal conversations before
(orientation), during and after the fieldwork.
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to more than 2 million people, divided over 8 districts, of which Kibondo and Kasulu district24
host the three large refugee camps Nduta, Mtendeli and Nyarugusu. The majority of the people
living in the district belong to the Waha ethnical group and speak Kiha, a local language closely
related to Kirundi, one of the national languages of Burundi. In addition, Sukuma pastoralists,
an ethnic group from the northern part of Tanzania, reside in the area (Landau, 2008).
While the UNHCR and the humanitarian organisations came to Tanzania to assist the
government with the refugee response, over time they also engaged in large-scale collective
compensation programmes in the host communities. After the Rwandan influx that mainly
affected the Kagera region, a Special Rehabilitation Programme (SRP) was established in order
to rehabilitate damaged local infrastructure following one of the “fastest and largest refugee
exodus in modern times” (UNHCR, 1997).25 When Kigoma region faced a new influx of
refugees from Burundi and the DRC, the Special Programme for Refugee Affected Areas of
Tanzania (SPRAA) was set up, initiated by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and
CARE as a ‘follow-up’ to the SRP. Formalised in 1999, it was set up as a “joint venture between
the European Commission and the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania” (Carl Bro
International, 2004, p. 7) and aimed to ensure Tanzania’s future capacity and preparedness for
refugee influxes. As such, investors introduced all-encompassing projects, ranging from
agriculture, fisheries, reforestation, and environmental conservation programmes, to large
infrastructural programmes focused on road rehabilitation and maintenance of Mwanza airport.
These infrastructures were reported to facilitate the effective delivery of aid personnel and relief
items and simultaneously aimed to benefit the Tanzanian government with new investments26
(Carl Bro International, 2004). Finally, however, the SPRAA, mainly designed based upon
needs in Kagera region, did not have the desired results in Kigoma region (Landau, 2001). As
a follow-up to the SPRAA, Kigoma region saw a Human Security Programme (2006-2008) and
a UN Joint Programme (UN Delivering as One, J.P.6.1 from 2009-2011). These were set up to
regulate the “transition from Humanitarian Assistance to Sustainable Development in NorthWestern Tanzania” (One UN Tanzania, 2015), after the scheduled repatriation of Burundian
refugees. The programme was set up by the UN agencies and LGAs and focused on wealth and
income generation, for example through WFPs farmer group training27, market improvements,
economic planning, and social service provision, amongst others by donating remaining
infrastructures of the refugee camps to the government (One UN Tanzania, 2015; UNDP
Tanzania, 2011).
Deriving from own observations and from accounts of people I spoke to, the legacy of
these past programmes was undeniably visible in Kasulu district. Wandering around in Makere,
I saw signs such as small billboards from UNICEF and the Kasulu district council that promoted
hand washing, a grey metal foundational stone at a school in Makere indicating it was built in
2004 with the support of the UNHCR, and so on. In Kasulu, I saw old UN vehicles with fading
logos of a former UN refugee hosting programme. Accounts of (elderly) people with
widespread and past knowledge of the area also bore witness of both material and immaterial
legacies. Residents of both Makere and Nyarugusu narrated how organisations and institutions
such as the World Bank had been involved in the area, digging boreholes and building schools.
In Nyarugusu village, people narrated how children initially used to drop out of school due to
24
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a lack of material and the absence of a roof (preventing them from going to during the rainy
seasons), until the International Rescue Committee (IRC) came in 2002 and constructed a
school providing “a good learning condition”28. During my fieldwork, people mentioned the
construction was still a motivating factor for them to send their children to school and it was
believed to have increased attendance rates and future opportunities for children of the village.29
A former teacher of Makere village told me how teachers received environmental conservation
training to teach children to maintain and make use of natural resources.30 A woman of
Nyarugusu village told me how the UN introduced small saving and loan groups. Initially, this
was done through the provision of small husbandry based upon random sampling (some people
received goats, while others did not). When the goat of the first recipient got lambs, the owner
would lend the lamb to others in the group. When the birth rate of lambs was too low, however,
people lost interest and some sold the goats, the woman explained. In reply, the UN introduced
general money saving and loan groups. Despite the fact that some villagers disappeared with
money borrowed from their group, the woman I spoke to was generally positive mentioning it
changed “our thinking and ideology, first, it changed trust [pointing to people disappearing
with the money] but also it brought trust and good relations within the community”.31
Additionally, an employee of the WFP told me they had been supporting farmers groups, ran
food stability programmes and constructed food warehouses (WFP, 2016a). In line with the
Burundian refugee repatriation however, funding declined. As a result, many of the agencies’
programmes, just like those of the WFP, ended.32 World Vision however, continued with its
activities in the hosting area. Whilst the organisation had been responsible for camp
management and coordination (CCCM) in Nyarugusu refugee camp in the past, it combined
and later fully diverted its humanitarian activities to development activities in the host
communities with a programme called Buhoma.33 In addition, the camp’s hospital had been
open for the residents of the hosting area since the first days of the Nyarugusu refugee camp
and this continued to be the case up to date.
Clearly, while funding for the large-scale programmes had been limited, especially when
compared to funding for the refugee camp (UNDP Tanzania, 2011), Kasulu district was no
tabula rasa. Rather, organisations were still actively involved in the area. Additionally, this
long-term presence and the past legacies, as well as organisations such as World Vision that
fully diverted its activities from humanitarian to development, blurred the humanitariandevelopment divide, and ambiguously tied the agencies to the area. As this thesis will show,
these past programmes and legacies are likely to have significantly attributed to today’s
expectations of what the humanitarian organisations could potentially achieve in the area and
provide an increased rationalisation for today’s accountability demands of the host community.
The 2015 camp border - “We have become refugees in our own land!”
While Nyarugusu refugee camp was the only camp left and was seen as a straightforward option
to initially host the new influx by the GoT and the agencies, this did not mean its infrastructure
was ready to cope with a population that more than doubled, and at one point even tripled, in
28
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size. As a result, “major expansions (…) beyond the (…) holding capacity” (UNHCR, 2015a,
p. 46) were needed. The camp, however, was not located in terra nullius but was surrounded
by various communities whose residents – mainly living from subsistence farming – farmed on
fields in the area surroundings the camp. Already located in relative proximity to these host
communities, there were few options but to expand the camp in the direction of these
communities. More specifically and as is shown in figure 5 and 6 below, Kalimungoma village
in Makere ward was the village that saw the camp approaching in only a few months’ time:

Figure 5 – Expansion Nyarugusu refugee camp 2015
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Figure 6 – Camp expansion Nyarugusu refugee camp and neighbouring communities

People living in Kalimungoma village farmed on their fields in the surroundings of Nyarugusu
refugee camp and were not amused by the decision of the government and the agencies. They
reported their fields had been taken and transformed into the newly established zones, without
their consent and without compensation. In addition, as the sudden influx came as a surprise to
both humanitarian organisations and the GoT, there was limited time to sensitise the
neighbouring communities for the scheduled expansions. The villagers and local leaders told
me how the GoT and the UNHCR – widely conceived as representative of all organisations –
announced the expansion of the camp only one week in advance. This left the villagers with
little time to prepare themselves, harvest some of their crops, or search for other options. Afraid
to lose their crops and hence a source of living, some villagers engaged in active forms of
resistance and blocked the GoT from taking their lands. When they were not ready to give up
their land voluntarily however, the government took the land by force:
“They took 790 hectares for Nyarugusu; those were cultivation fields of the citizens. And
when they took the place, they took it by force and just used to cut down the crops, they
just used to cut and spoil the crops in order to get land. (…) It wasn’t announced because
it was an emergency. Where they used to receive the refugees… so many Burundian
refugees occupied that place. So they had to tell us leaders: “We need land to host the
refugees…”. And we told them: “The land right now, nearby the camp, is now cultivation
field for the people…!” It was only 1 week to prepare the field and leave. (…) It was the
time of harvesting, [of] completing the field and collecting. By then, under the leadership
of Guninita, the District Commissioner. He came with the military force from Mtabila [a
former refugee camp now turned into a military camp34], to come and clear the place for
the refugees. By that time, it was when maize was growing and getting mature, so people
tried to harvest the maize, but for cassava, it is the time when they are still maturing the
cassava, so those were destroyed. So people got a loss of cassava and crops…”
– Local leader Makere ward35
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This story of the local leader was one of the most detailed accounts narrated to me. I heard
similar stories from farmers of Kalimungoma village36, local drivers of aid agencies37, a farmer
of Nyarugusu village38, aid workers39, local government officials40 and institutions41, and some
mentioned the same issues arose in Kibondo district.42 All mentioned that the expansions raised
serious grievances among affected residents and most blamed the UNHCR or the GoT for
taking the fields by force and destroying the crops without providing any compensation:
“Our fields were taken by the government for the refugees, we weren’t compensated
anything. They used to come and cut off the crops that were in the cultivation fields…
without knowing that is where people are getting their beans, their food, for their children
and families! And at the end of the day, they just destroyed the fields.”
– Farmers Kalimungoma village43
“Teachers: Farms were taken, where now the camp is… and no payment was done. The
land was taken.
Me: By whom?
Teachers: By the UNHCR to extend the camp.
Me: Ah and how did it go... did the UNHCR came and ask?
Teachers: They did but it was refused, so now it was a command because they were
having no other areas, to build the camp. So they decided to take this area, so where the
farms were…”
– Teachers school Makere44
“When the refugees came in… they found the locals here. So in actual fact, what
happened is that the locals were displaced to make room for refugees.”
– Employee of the Tanzanian Red Cross45
The Burundian influx started just after the rainy seasons, which marks the start of the harvesting
season.46 In Tanzania, as in many other parts in the world, people that live from subsistence and
small-scale cash crop farming face an increased risk of becoming food insecure just before the
harvest (Hadley, Mulder & Fitzherbert, 2007). Hence, for those making a living out of farming
in what is considered one of the poorest area of Tanzania (UNDP, 2014), a destroyed harvest
and the loss of land meant a huge setback (Landau, 2004). In addition, the fact that maize and
cassava – crops that were now destroyed – were among the products mostly exported by Kasulu
district (WFP, 2016a), further deprived people of a potential additional source of income. On
top of these direct effects, the loss of land also had a symbolic and mental effect. As the main
source of life for many, Tanzanians considered land as the most valuable asset a person could
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possess.47 In Kasulu district, this holds particularly true as almost all people I spoke to told me
the biggest advantage of living in the district was its fertile soil and huge harvests. As such,
people felt the fertile soil was a direct benefit of living in the district.48 Linked to this, the land
was a part of people’s identity. According to villagers I spoke to in both Nyarugusu village and
Makere ward, their ancestors had named the villages after natural resources found in the
surroundings.49 A tradition of family-heritage, further tied people to the surrounding land.
Without downplaying the grievances, it is important to mention that although one can
be(come) owner of the land (also via semi-legal ways (heritage) based on customary law,
Tanzanian Land Law50 states that land in Tanzania remains public and falls under the President
of Tanzania who acts as a trustee.51 This meant that following a presidential order, people could
lose their land at any time (USAID, 2016; Ujamaa Community Resource Team, 2014).
According to a local leader I spoke to, the government took the land in Kalimungoma village
based upon this presidential order.52 As – according to a local leader – only a few villagers hold
parental land rights53, legal frameworks overall facilitated the fast decision surrounding
Nyarugusu’s expansion. In line with findings of Kibugi et al. (2015) that legal awareness in
rural areas in Tanzania is low, villagers seemed to be unaware and/or (deliberately) ignored
these laws and regulations.54 In addition, the borders of the camp were said to be somewhat
unclear and people may have been farming within the designated camp zone for 20 years
without the camp ever being expanded.55
After the loss of land, some people with capital tried to diversify their options by
purchasing new land, but many others did not have the resources to do so.56 In addition, due to
the recent expansion, the farming land had become scarcer. Farmers of Makere ward could no
longer farm in the direction of the camp, or alongside the road where farmers of other villages
had their fields, nor could they go to the other side of the road as there was a protected area
called Moyowosi Game Reserve (see figure 6).
In addition, the camp’s expansions had resulted in an incorporation of the main road to
Nyarugusu village into the camp. While it was permitted to travel through the camp when going
to Nyarugusu village, the Tanzanian police patrolled the camp’s entry points and always asked
what one would be doing and where one would be going. In some cases, they would ask
additional documents, as mentioned by an elder of a church in Makere: “When you pass through
the camp, you need to sign documents; they [the police] will check your car. This is ok securitywise, but the road was there before the camp.”57 As such, the camp exercised a form of control
over the movements of citizens. Being excluded from their own fields and asked for documents
every time people wanted to enter or pass through the camp, meant the host communities
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became alienated from their original living area. Although people went to and through the camp
and interacted with the refugee population, the regulations likewise contributed to the idea that
the camp was “the country of the Burundians and the Congolese”58 with “its own
sovereignty”.59 Being uprooted from their own lands by their own government and the
humanitarian organisations, people in the neighbouring communities and notably in Makere
considered themselves as people who had “become refugees in their own land”.60
Consequently, people started to raise their voices arguing “we feel like we are refugees, so what
has been given to the refugees should also be given to us, they have taken our fields!”61
Both the GoT and the UN(HCR) were held accountable for the loss of land. Quite a
number of people knew it was the government that had taken the land, and as such, some
villagers and local leaders took their complaints to the Ministry of Land and the MHA.62
However, in the perception of the villagers, the government took a long time to review the
issue63 and trust that the government would hear their grievances was low. Coupled with the
idea that the government already struggled to provide resources to its own citizens and had
demanded outside assistance from the agencies to cope with the refugee influx, there was a firm
belief that the UN(HCR) was primarily responsible for the compensation. In addition, a local
leader told me how some other villagers were unaware the government had provided the land
and how many villagers blamed the UNHCR, as the one coordinating the refugee response.64
The fact that the demand for additional land came from the UNHCR and that it was now
providing services to refugees living on this land, led to a widespread belief the UNHCR was
also responsible to compensate for the loss. Clearly, by raising concerns to both the government
and the UNHCR, villagers and local leaders did not put all eggs in one basket and tried both to
enhance chances of compensation. During an interview with an employee of the UNHCR65, the
employee admitted UNHCR’s role in the expansions, but did not see it as their primary
responsibility to respond to the claims:
“Employee of the UNHCR: You know (…) in this case the government is also involved.
We don’t do anything until the government authorises. So even the camp, it has been
mapped. There is a map of the camp with borders and all that. So even if we have… like
sometimes the camp is stretched (….) [then] we have to go to the government. (…) So it’s
the government, not the UN. It is them that go to ask some of those places (…).
Me: Hmm. Well, I already thought that because the land is from the government, the
government should decide where the camp should go. Though I still notice like that the
people they do not believe that, they just think it is the UN who just… [I was interrupted]
Employee of the UNHCR: You tell! You know, sometimes everybody can tell any side
of the story they want. It is probably not exactly what it is… but that is what they say.
They just feel like we grab their land. But most of the time, you know, they [the
government] talk to people, they go to the people and sometimes they (…) give them
something in exchange. (…) We know there are people better than us sometimes that know
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how to communicate, sometimes it depends on how you deliver the message. So you know,
most of the time we leave it to the government, to decide it with the local authorities, like
the village officers, the village leaders. It is a bit challenging, but it is on the government.
For us, maybe if there is any compensation to be made, then they will write to the UNHCR
(…) The thing is, there is kind of a communication breakdown (…). So unless they are
going to have a very good mechanism to communicate down the message, people think
like there is nothing happening. Our first call is to meet with a representative of the
community because if you meet with a bigger group of people, you know anything can
happen.”
– Employee of the UNHCR66
The excerpt of the interview underlines UNHCR’s involvement with the camp’s expansions by
going to the government and asking for land. However, as it was the government’s
responsibility to designate an area and communicate with the population, the UNHCR saw it
primarily as the government’s responsibility to deal with potential grievances. While this did
not take away potential grievances against the UNHCR, the UNHCR did not seem to worry too
much about the negative perception of the surrounding communities, mentioning that the
relation was “so far, so good” as there was no chaos. However, and as will be further explored
in chapter 6, even if people had wanted to, they reported to be afraid to engage in any kind of
protest. In terms of communication with the people, the UNHCR rightfully observed the
meetings with officials did not help much to sensitise the people. Whilst the employee I spoke
to blamed this on “a communication breakdown”, based on talks with villagers and government
officials, I argue it also had to do with the diverging expectations of citizens and the UNHCR.
For example and as mentioned, people I spoke to that knew it was the government who had
taken the land still believed the UNHCR was responsible for compensation, as they were the
one responsible for the refugees and because the government had limited to no resources to
provide compensation and services to its citizens.67
In the past, the camp’s neighbouring communities had already been facing how the
establishment of Nyarugusu refugee camp significantly changed their living place from a
forestry place where they could go hunting wild animals or get other essentials, to a ‘city’68
(Jansen, 2011) with the linked opportunities and challenges. The recent Burundian influx and
linked expansion of the camp, however, revoked past memories and created new shifts. Elderly
people recalled how back in 1996, farmers from Nyangwa and Nyarugusu village lost their
fields to make room for the Congolese refugees.69 Deriving upon past research throughout
Kigoma region, Whitaker (1999) found farmers did not receive individual compensation for the
loss of their land but rather collective compensation, which was according to an aid worker for
a long time one of the main grievances of the residents of the host communities.70 On the other
hand however, and as chapter 5 will further explore, quite a number of people also perceived
the camp as providing opportunities. Despite raising severe grievances resulting from the
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effects of the presence of the refugees, with the exception of a few mentioning the refugees had
to leave71, in 14 semi-structured interviews72 with government officials and people whose fields
had been taken, people mentioned they felt it was their obligation to host people fleeing from
conflict, to feel compassion for the refugees and/or to accept the presence of the agencies to
assist the refugees. In addition, while people considered the social services to be better in the
camp compared to those in the villages and expressed a sense of inequality, a number –
including the farmers of Kalimungoma – still thought life in the village was better than in the
camp. This, as a life in the village was believed to provide more freedom than life in the camp.73
With regard to the services, a UNICEF report (2015) found that services in the camp were
indeed of better quality than services outside the camp. The report moreover stated that the
residents of the host communities felt subordinated by this and that it was the cause for many
grievances between the two groups (UNICEF, 2015). Based upon the interviews with the
residents of the host communities, however, it seems that – apart from insecurity and the
perceived linkages to refugees – the reasons for resentment was more related to a feeling of
neglect by the agencies. In line with this, people reported to expect more from the agencies.
They for instance pointed to a form of compensation for their hospitality and the perceived
negative effects of the presence of the camp. Consequently, I argue it was not so much the
presence of the refugees (only) that nourished feelings of resentment. Rather, I argue it was the
design of planners that marked a division between refugees and non-refugees and that produced
spatial and social ordering and physical effects outside the camp.
Overall, while the GoT holds the primary responsibility for the land designation and the
law enabled the expansion of the camp, the fact that the camp moved beyond its pre-influx
borders directly affected the everyday physical and social surroundings of the farmers of
Kalimungoma village. In addition, while the UNHCR did not seem to feel directly responsible
for the camp’s expansion and hence thought it did not really affect their relationship with the
host communities, this did not seem to hold true. The fact that the military came to expel people
from their land in order for the UNHCR to use the land to protect and host the refugees, made
the military to function as a force multiplier of the UNHCR to achieve its goals. Hence, it
symbolically connected the “hand that strikes [with the] hand that heals” (Agier, 2011, p. 200).
In this case however, farmers only experienced the striking hand, and never the healing one. As
such, the government provided the agencies with an indirect power over (Barnett et al., 2016)
its own citizens, marking physical, territorial boundaries of the land of the refugees, and the
land of non-refugees. Combined with programmes conducted in the land of the refugees and
the social services provided here, the zone of exception became a zone of inclusion, to the
exclusion of its surrounding host communities.
Despite marking clear territorial boundaries, however, the following section will show
programmes conducted in the (expanded) camp did not only affect its ‘intended beneficiaries’.
Rather, it created additional physical and social effects of which some resulted in socioeconomic spill-overs that shaped the everyday lives of the camp’s neighbouring communities.
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Humanitarian programming and spatial effects beyond the camp
In refugee displacement situations, the UNHCR works as the main coordinating agency74, in
close cooperation with the hosting government that, under international law, remains the
primary responsible party for refugees. UNHCRs main role is the coordination of the refugee
response and the coordination of the effective service provision to refugees. This coordination
involves the provision of an ‘inter-agency platform’ where the government and humanitarian
organisations discuss respective responses. Although the in 2006 institutionalised Cluster
Approach does not apply to refugee situations, humanitarian organisations work together via
sectors and appoint sector leads, which in fact shows many similarities with the respective
clusters. The sectors are context-specific but at least include “Education; WASH;
Health/Nutrition; Shelter/NFIs; Food/Food Security and Livelihoods/Self Reliance” (UNHCR,
no date, p. 3). In Nyarugusu refugee camp, official humanitarian programming was organised
via this sector approach and included camp management (CCCM), Shelter, (child) Protection,
Sexual Gender Based Violence (SGBV), Legal Assistance, Health, Nutrition, Food security,
Livelihood, Education, Non-Food-Items (NFI) and Core Relief Items (CRI), Water, Sanitation
and Hygiene (WASH), Environment, and Logistics (UNHCR, 2017f). It went beyond the scope
of this research to review and assess all sectors and its corresponding effect upon the
neighbouring communities. However, based upon the interviews conducted, it was explored
that a significant number of activities in the camp created direct and indirect spatial and social
effects that influenced the everyday lives of the people living in the host communities. Based
upon a coding of the interviews and participant observations, it was found that operations
conducted under WASH, Environment, Food and Non-Food Items, Health, Logistics, and
Transport were among the ones most highlighted as creating effects. Following this, it was
found that the ways in which operations and programmes of the agencies were carried out as
set by the sectors, humanitarian quality standards on aid (Sphere, CHS), strict donor funding,
and refugee-policy and regulations of the GoT, contributed to the effects in the neighbouring
communities. Or, as an aid worker described it: “Whatever we are doing in the camp, the hosts
are also affected”75. Whilst previous section illustrated a territorial categorisation of camp/noncamp, the following section will show how protracted technocratic operations of humanitarian
agencies in the camp resulted in direct and indirect technocratic governance of the host
population.
WASH
Oxfam, and to a smaller extent Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), TWESA and Water mission,
dealt with the provision of water and sanitation facilities in Nyarugusu refugee camp. Over the
years, water pumping and catchment stations had been installed for the Congolese refugees, but
these proved to be insufficient when the camp more than doubled in size. In the first phase of
the Burundian influx however, refugees had access to 11 litres of water per person per day,
which was well below the minimum Sphere standards of 15 litres per person per day (MSF,
2015e).76 Hence, there was an urgent need to create new water points. In order to raise the
standards, humanitarian organisations started using surface water from Makere River by
tapping water from the river. In addition to this additional strain on the river, the new living
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zones of the camp were located alongside the river (see figure 5). The expansion of the camp
and installation of water pumps led the refugee community to use the river intensively.77
Makere River originating from the highlands and flowing through the camp before
reaching Makere downstream was one of the main sources of water for the population of the
ward. People in Makere ward reported they depended upon the river and started to face
increased difficulties when a large part of the refugee community – at its peak 180.000 people
– also became dependent upon the river. In addition, bordering the new zones and flowing past
people’s houses, Makere River became polluted. Where the river was initially a source of life,
it now had become a transmitter of diseases78:
“Another impact I see is on the water they [the refugees and the agencies] use. Because
they use the water from the river here, and the source originates from the camp. So when
it comes this way, the water source is polluted, contaminated… So we normally use
polluted and contaminated water from the river.”
– Businessman Makere79
“The challenges of living here… there are so many challenges. The first challenge... Is
like bilharzia, UTI infections and also worms (…) after the coming of the refugees, those
diseases have been so many, they have increased. In the camp, they are using this river,
and this river flows to Makere, we depend on it.”
– Self-employed woman Makere80
The above-mentioned citizens were the only citizens that directly linked the lack of safe
drinking water to the river that flowed through the camp. While not mentioning the direct
relation implicitly, however, other citizens did mention they faced issues regarding access to
safe drinking water in their community.81 However, and as stated in the 2017 UNHCR RRP
(UNHCR, 2016a), the intensive use of water did increase risks and challenges for the host
communities. Clearly, organisational ways of working based upon humanitarian quality
standards, the spatial design of the camp as decided upon by the GoT, and the joint decision to
allocate the new zones close to the river, created a direct effect upon the everyday lives of the
residents in Makere ward. This led to serious challenges in the community, hampering access
and availability of water. While initially causing a spatial effect, the hampered access to clean
water resulted in social side effects, by creating an increased risk of diseases and putting an
additional strain on livelihood resources.
It was not the first time agencies used water from rivers of host communities to provide
drinking water to the refugees. Whitaker (1999) already wrote on contaminated water sources
in the area: “water sources, including aquifers beneath the camps, were depleted, and several
rivers were diverted to the refugee camps from host villages” (p. 6). Although Whitaker does
not make clear which communities were affected and which camps she visited, these historical
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facts contributed to today’s perception surrounding the created effects and the role of the
agencies:
“Whenever a refugee is, or refugees are put in a place, or a camp is surrounded by
communities and villages, they normally tend to have impacts on the communities. So
whenever they have impacted the community, the agency that is helping them, the agency
should do something rightful for the community (…) while helping the refugees, they
should also help the host communities in providing water, health services, and other kinds
of basic needs, because that will be a cause of impact of the refugees”
– Businessman Makere82
“You are here for more than 20 years now, but you are using the source of water, which
was ours! We managed them and it was operating good, and now your refugees are
getting clear and clean water, while we, we are not getting water, and yet this is our river:
what are you giving to assist us?”
– Employee of TWESA, narrating how
host communities used to express their
grievances83
As the above-mentioned quotes make clear, the effect of the post-2015 influx was not at the
core of the grievances but only marked a new era to re-address them. Moreover, the idea that
the agencies were responsible for spatial effects and losses and thus responsible for the
compensation was not recent but embedded within the protracted nature of the camp and the
long-term presence of the agencies. Referring to the latter, a number of agencies had engaged
in compensation programmes in the past. While villagers and local leaders would argue this
compensation was insufficient, in some cases past experiences certainly contributed to
expectations today. Relating to WASH, Oxfam for instance, had been drilling boreholes in
Makere in the past. However, they had broken down over the years and currently, there are only
a few shallow water points left.84 As a matter of fact, and based on many more examples that
will be explained later on in this thesis, the villagers and local leaders hold organisations
accountable to compensate for past and today’s losses, sometimes making explicit references
to past programmes. In this specific case, during the time of the fieldwork, one of the agencies
planned to set up a water scheme in Makere ward via sustainable solar-energy pumping stations
to ensure future water availability. While reasons and dynamics behind the set-up of this new
programme will be highlighted in chapter 6, the example of WASH shows that organisational
ways of working did not only affect the community in the camp but also those outside the camp.
To conclude, by co-deciding and forming “the physical layout of the camp” (Turner,
2006, p. 760) – informed by spatial camp planning of the government and the organisations as
well as sphere standards – the humanitarian community shaped existing practices in the host
communities. Through this act, they engaged in indirect governing acts, initially leading the
residents of Makere with little room for manoeuvre (Lemke, 2000). Foucault argues that the
once with less power in asymmetrical power relations are not powerless (Heller, 1996). In line
with this, the residents of the host communities together with their local leaders deployed a
‘counterforce’ to hold the agencies accountable. Finally, in the case of the WASH sector, this
contributed to acts of self-regulation by the aid community, aiming to seek alternative solutions.
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Food and non-food items
During my time in Tanzania, an employee of the WFP told me that – just as in the past – the
quantity of food provided to the refugees was in line with the Sphere standards, requiring a
minimum of 2.100 Kcal per person per day. The food provided consisted mostly of dry rations.
The WFP, getting almost half of its donations in-kind, did not provide fresh vegetables or fruits.
Food distribution in Nyarugusu refugee camp took place once a month. On top of the general
food provision, supplementary feeding was provided to people with special needs (young
children, lactating women, and so on).85 In case of malnourishment, UNICEF and MSF or the
Tanzanian Red Cross (TRCS) were among the ones responsible. Additionally, Oxfam, Good
Neighbours Tanzania and CEMDO invested in livelihood programmes such as home gardening
in the camp and engaged in cash distribution.86 This cash was often spent on “food because that
is an issue in the camp”, an employee of Oxfam told me.87
The employee of Oxfam was not the only one I heard this from. When speaking with
refugees and residents of the host communities, people claimed the refugees lacked adequate
and sufficient food. A Congolese refugee told me: “For 1 month we get a bowl of peas and of
beans, 3 bowls of maize and a small bottle of oil, this is for 1 person for 1 month! (…) the ration
is very little (…) after 20 days the food we get is already finished”.88 He explained he had started
a business to diversify his (dietary) needs and explained he had accumulated capital by selling
aid supplies both in and outside the camp. The man offered me a tour around the market and
we met a refugee woman selling dried lentils, green peas and beans. The man said: “So you see,
we get only this, for 20 years, dried beans, green peas, yellow peas and maize flour, after all
this is not nutritious”.89 I heard similar stories from other refugees90 and was told others –
mainly Burundian refugees – lacked food ration cards.91 In addition, over the years, several
analyses and assessments were conducted that demonstrated that although the food was in line
with international standards, Congolese refugees reported facing difficulties and complained
about the monotonous food they were given for years (UNICEF, 2015;92). Moreover, a 2017
Nyarugusu refugee camp evaluation showed the quantity of distributed food was below the
2.100 Kcals per person per day (UNHCR, 2017h).93 In August 2017, WFP sent out a press
release stating it faced huge funding shortfalls and was forced to reduce food rations in the
refugee camps within Kigoma Region (WFP, 2017), which was already referred to in an earlier
statement of the Tanzanian government (GoT, 2017).
Refugees tried to diversify and add to the food they were given by selling the food and
non-food items provided by the agencies, some forced by their situation, others seeing it more
as a business opportunity. As a result, wandering around on markets throughout the region, one
could buy many of these products, including WFP porridge, oil in WFP cans, UNHCR sheets,
buckets, mosquito nets, and so on. A guesthouse in Makere where I stayed provided their guests
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with mosquito nets that were ‘donated by USAID’. People wore agency t-shirts; children carried
UNICEF bags on their way to school; women carried water buckets on their head, boda-boda
drivers waited under a shed covered with a UNHCR sheet, to name a few. While I found a dense
concentration of these items in Kasulu district, I also encountered the items throughout
Tanzania.94 Landau (2008) found that on the day of the food distribution, vendors waited
outside the camp (some with trucks) to sell their aid supplies, indicating that during the first
days of the camp, this so-called ‘aid economy’ had already been present. This aid economy,
broadly referring to all business revolving around the presence of refugees and aid agencies) is
not exclusive to Tanzania but found in other places where humanitarian aid is provided (Merkx,
2002; Jansen, 2011; Vemuru et al., 2016).
Whilst some refugees individually exchanged products with the residents of the host
communities, others sold their products via traders/brokers from the camp or the host
communities.95 Besides selling and exchanging food and non-food items, refugees engaged in
other livelihood strategies. Refugees laboured on the lands of the residents of the host
communities96, set up own businesses97, begged for food in surrounding communities98, and –
according to the accounts of the residents of the host communities – stole crops from the fields
of the host communities.99
Some residents of the host communities benefitted from the exchange of products. People
could make significant profits out of the aid economy, as is also shown in chapter 5. In addition,
residents of Nyarugusu village explained that whenever refugees were in need of cash, they
came to the village to sell their food or non-food items at cheap prices. Two sisters told me they
benefitted from buying these items, explaining these were cheaper and of better quality than
their Tanzanian counterparts.100 Moreover, an employee of the TRCS – who had been travelling
back and forth through the area since the first refugee influxes in the 1990s – linked the overall
improved nutritional condition of children in the host communities to the presence of nutritious
food items from the refugee camps.101
Other people however, reported a significant rise in food prices since the opening of the
refugee camp(s) mid-1990s and mentioned the food prices of some items (e.g. meat) had again
skyrocketed after the 2015 Burundian influx, affecting mainly those with less capital. A selfemployed single mother explained how she and others faced difficulties because of this:
“That [the rise in price] leaves me empty-pocketed, to buy food takes a lot of money from
me. So I have less money to pay the [school] fees, and meet my other needs, and also to
do the construction of my house. So at the end of the day, I am left empty-pocketed (…)
and there are so many within the village, I am not alone.”
– Self-employed woman from Makere102
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The issue of elevated prices was raised in 11 semi-structured interviews and was linked to
refugees and aid workers who bought some of their (food) supplies on the local market, as well
as to business people keeping their prices artificially high.103 Whereas the number of claims
should not be underestimated and I did not do an economic impact assessment, it is important
to consider that prices for some agricultural products had been on the rise in Tanzania as a
whole (FEWS NET, 2017). In addition, the WFP review of market dynamics in the area found
no significant increase in prices specifically in Kasulu district, and the general rise in prices
throughout Tanzania was linked to a rising demand from neighbouring countries.104 However,
whether caused by external factors or not, some residents still attributed the rising prices to the
presence of the organisations and the refugees.105
As mentioned, besides the perceived effects on markets, there was another effect
following the lack of (diversified) food. Residents from Kalimungoma and Nyarugusu village
– the villages closest to Nyarugusu refugee camp – reported that refugees used to come to their
fields and villages and stole food from farms or shops.106
“The main challenge in this village is the insecurity in the field (…) Insecurity of life,
properties and crops.”
– Elder sister Nyarugusu village107
“If one goes to the field I am not sure if he will return safely because he will be attacked
and killed on the way… they ever attack and take off our bicycles, phones, and money.”
– Man, farmer Kalimungoma village108
Some mentioned being afraid to meet the refugees in their fields as there were stories about
(Burundian109) refugees using extreme force in the fields. Moreover, people explained refugees
engaged in armed attacks throughout the area in general. Though not particularly linked to the
demand for food only, stories about these attacks were raised in 20 semi-structured
interviews.110 Some however mentioned it were not only the refugees but also Tanzanians or
103
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armed groups from Burundi that engaged in the attacks.111 Relating to this, just as in other
displacement situations the attacks were most likely related to the concentration of people and
resources in the area (see Mabiso et al., 2014).112 Whilst caused by refugees or not, a number
of people reported they either knew someone that was killed or had been exposed (sometimes
themselves) to brutal violence, such as limb cutting with machetes. This provoked severe
tensions among villagers of communities of which some started to distrust each other of helping
the thieves.113 Overall, it provoked a general feeling of insecurity among villagers throughout
Kasulu district.114
Whether sufficient and good quality aid was available in the camps or not, based on past
research, it could be argued refugees would have engaged in active and own livelihood options
anyway (Jansen, 2011; 2014; Fresia & Von Känel, 2015; Oesch, 2017). Yet, the encounters and
exchanges of the host and refugee communities intensified as some refugees felt forced to
diversify their livelihood options. In addition, in line with Tanzania’s refugee act, refugees were
not allowed to possess or cultivate their own fields. Although most of them cultivated fields
anyway, the act further forced them to look for alternative options. Finally, when asking the
residents that experienced rising prices and stealing what should be done to address this, they
explained: “The solution is to give the refugees more food”.115 As mentioned, agencies
increasingly tried to stimulate livelihood diversification, which was facilitated by an
increasingly flexible approach of the GoT. In line with this, the WFP started a cash distribution
pilot at the start of 2017116 and a common market for refugees and host communities was opened
in 2015. As chapter 6 will further explore, this market was said to function as a way to legalise
and increase trade between the two groups and to mitigate tensions between the two groups.
Overall, the dynamics here illustrate the combination of the government’s encampment
policy and the food programme in the camp provided an additional push for refugees to search
for livelihood options outside the camp. This created (perceived) positive and negative effects
on the social and physical infrastructure of the host communities.
Environment
To cook the dry food rations provided by the WFP, the refugees were given pots and other
cooking materials. With the exception of some ‘vulnerable groups’ that received firewood from
the responsible agency (mainly by CEMDO, a Tanzanian environmental organisation), the
agencies lacked further financial means and capacity to support other refugees with energy to
cook their food.117 Hence, refugees were supposed to be self-reliant and find this energy
themselves (UNHCR, 2016a). The GoT however, prohibited the refugees from cutting down
trees within the camp in order to preserve the environment in the camp. Moreover, following
the 1998 Refugee Act, refugees were not allowed to freely leave the designated camp
boundaries without a permit from the MHA which was not easy to obtain. The Tanzanian police
conducted many patrols within as well as outside the camp to enforce this rule (Berry, 2008).
Refugees therefore found themselves in an ambiguous reality where they were forced to seek
for illegality to ‘survive’. Following strict supervision on environmental conservation in the
refugee camp, the refugees sought firewood beyond the designated camp border.
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While the GoT continued to take an official stance against refugees moving beyond the borders
of the camp, and the police and immigration did conduct patrols outside the camp118, the camp
was not fenced and refugees could sneak in and out freely. In practice, aid workers and
government officials often turned a blind eye to refugees moving out of the camp during
daytime:
“If they can’t search firewood, how can they eat? So you have to allow them at daytime,
to go to the bush (…). So we allow them to go there in the daytime, to collect firewood.”
– Employee of CEMDO119
“It’s told to leave at least a short loophole to leave them [the refugees], to get outside, so
that they can create their livelihood and then can come back to the camp.”
– Kasulu district official (not
specifically
referring
to
firewood)120
Moving outside the camp was not without risks however. Whitaker (1999; 2002) and Berry
(2008) already describe how searching for firewood outside the camp was a challenging
endeavour. As the number of trees in the area had been declining over the years, women and
girls, both traditionally the ones responsible for collecting firewood, were forced to travel
longer distances to find firewood. Walking long distances in search of firewood, they faced
increased risks of (sexual) violence (UNICEF, 2015). The risks and challenges associated with
finding and collecting firewood did not only apply to the refugees however. The host
communities just as the refugees largely dependent upon firewood to cook food were similarly
affected. Consequently, and following increased competition of natural resources, just as in the
past, tensions over firewood between refugees and residents of the host communities emerged
(UNHCR, 2016a; UNICEF, 2015).121 Coupled with the insecurity in the area and the perceived
linkages to the refugees, citizens did not always consider the encounters with the refugees in
their surroundings as positive.122 As a result, the idea that the presence of the refugees and the
cutting of trees led to depletion of natural resources in the area was an issue raised in 19
interviews with residents of the host communities123, their leaders124, district and higher
government officials125, and aid workers126.
When speaking with people who had been living in the host communities before the
coming of Nyarugusu refugee camp, they mentioned the area was once one dense forest
containing wild animals.127 When I asked another villager what he saw as the main effect of the
presence of the refugee camp, he said:
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“The first effect, is like I said, deforestation… back, before then, there was a dense
forest. We used to go and hunt animals and get food, but right now we can’t go and get
animals.”
– Community leader and farmer Nyarugusu village128
Other villagers, aid workers, and government officials likewise mentioned the area once used
to be a huge forestry area that contained abundant environmental resources such as wood and
food, including wild animals. Past research in Kigoma and Kagera region already demonstrated
huge deforestation had been taking place following the refugee influxes of the 1990s and the
subsequent widespread tree cutting and charcoal burning. In addition, it was mentioned this led
to a depletion of natural resources such as water resources, which further explain today’s
tensions over natural resources (Whitaker, 1999; 2002; Berry, 2008; Waters, 1999).
It is important to note that it was not only the search for firewood of the refugees outside
the camp that contributed to environmental degradation. Whitaker (2002) and Berry (2008)
explained how environmental degradation already existed prior to the grand influxes of the
1990s. Additionally, Kigoma’s population, of which most engage in similar cooking practices
as the refugees, had been growing rapidly over the years.129 The population of Kasulu district,
for instance, has more than doubled over the last 30 years (Citypopulation, 2017). Undeniably,
these events also put a strain on the natural resources in Kasulu district. Yet, and as Whitaker
(1999) and Waters (1999) also demonstrated, the confinement of a large group of people
certainly attributed to direct environmental degradation.130
Clearly, the district has experienced a continuous environmental effect and change over
the years. The perceived linkage of the camp population to the lacking availability of firewood
and environmental degradation led the villagers and the government to demand change. Already
a topic of discussion since the beginning of the refugee influxes, the tensions and debate over
firewood and environmental issues became officially institutionalised through so-called Good
Neighbourhood meetings. During the influxes of the 1990s, CARE International in cooperation
with REDESO (a Tanzanian environmental NGO) set up these meetings as a(n) (environmental)
dispute settlement and conflict resolution forum. Today these meetings still take place and in
Kasulu district, they were organised by CEMDO in Kasulu district.131 Actors present at those
meetings were the leaders of the refugee and host communities, the MHA representing the GoT,
the UNHCR, and in some cases representatives of the District Natural Resource Office (DNRO)
and other humanitarian organisations (Landau, 2008; Berry, 2008; minutes132). The meetings
seemed to serve their purpose as leaders told me how they engaged in discussions with the
refugee community and started to understand their situation. Paradoxically however, minutes
and discussions with local leaders likewise reveal that a large part of the discussions between
refugees and host communities evolved around the functioning of humanitarian organisations
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and programmes, how lacking (financial) capabilities were at the core of the effects and tensions
provoked, and how realising this contributed to the joint understanding among the refugee and
host communities.133 Leaders from Nyarugusu village, for example, told me:
“There are a lot of arguments within the meeting. When the villagers tell the refugees
to not cut the trees, the refugees stand up and say: “If we aren’t allowed to go out, cut
trees and get firewood, where shall we cook our food from? (…) The agencies, they
provide us food but they do not give us firewood, not any sources or any means to
prepare food!” (…) The agencies normally say [respond] that they have given each and
everything to the refugees, that the refugees will rely on them. But the refugees stand up
and say: “The things we are given aren’t reliable and sufficient”. (…) As leaders, we
normally tell the agencies: “Provide them [the refugees] with enough and sufficient
tools and equipment and all means of making a living! (…) As leaders, we believe what
the refugees say is right, because they come to the villages and move around, so just by
looking you can feel and see the reality. (...) Normally we accept what the agencies say,
but once we come and see the reality of life in the camp and the implementation of what
was said isn’t the same as what was done (…) [then] we just believe what the refugees
say.”
– Leaders Nyarugusu village134
As this excerpt shows, disputes between the refugee and host communities did arise, but the
(mal)functioning of organisational programmes provided a common ground for mutual
understanding among both groups. This underlines that perceived (negative) effects and
tensions between refugee and hosting communities so often attributed to refugee-presence
(Chambers 1986; Whitaker, 1999; 2002; Berry, 2008; Alix-Garcia & Saah, 2009; Codjoe et al.,
2013; Vemuru et al., 2016) cannot be seen as evolving separately from the humanitarian
operation. In line with this, it could be argued that policies of encampment and restrictive
livelihood opportunities coupled with lacking (financial) capabilities and organisational ways
of working were at the core of these tensions. As a consequence, and as chapter 6 will show,
the meetings increasingly functioned as a forum to hold the agencies accountable.
Aid workers I spoke to mentioned their organisations recognised and were willing to
respond to the demands and complaints of the refugees and host populations. Whilst strained
by donor demands (see chapter 6), CEMDO did conduct activities both in and outside the camp
as the environment was a “cross-cutting issue”.135 An employee of CEMDO mentioned they
had started with ‘interventions’ in 8 villages surrounding the camp, implementing tree-planting
programmes (450.000 tree seedling would be provided to individuals, schools and institutions),
providing beehives (as livelihood income) to the host communities, and providing training at
schools. In addition, the organisation was working to build the capacity of governmental
village-environmental committees136 to implement their mandates of environmental protection,
which included a facilitation of patrolling to “avoid illegal business”137 in the area and the
surroundings of the camp. This was achieved through training and the provision of transport
and in collaboration with the MHA, the police, and the DNRO. A local leader of a neighbouring
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community told me how humanitarian organisations had taught his community to make and use
fuel-efficient clay stoves.138
In Kalimungoma village, I indeed encountered tree-seedlings laying just next to the local
government office139, and people in Nyarugusu village explained they were given the same as
a means to compensate for the loss of the forest.140 In addition, I spoke to a refugee working for
CEMDO who mentioned he and others provided environmental awareness training to the host
communities.141 Wandering around in Makere, I saw UNHCR beehives just in front of the
government office and driving through the region one could see these white boxes with blue
UNHCR logos hanging in the trees. As the issues with deforestation continued, during the time
of the fieldwork, CEMDO developed a plan to provide the refugees with gas stoves and started
with a pilot. The employee of CEMDO told me the refugees, as well as the host communities,
applauded the plan but that final widespread implementation was dependent upon funding by
donors. 142 An evaluation report of UNICEF (2015), already highlighted that changing to solar
or wind energy cooking practices was urgently needed to decrease the burden on the
environment and to mitigate tensions between the refugee and the host communities.
To conclude, this section shows that organisational ways of working in line with
government policies and donor demands forced refugees to ‘illegally’ move beyond the ‘border
of exception’ which contributed to a change in the physical infrastructure and social dynamics
within as well as outside the refugee camp. Consequently, the environment increasingly became
a ‘cross-cutting issue’ demanding cross-cutting solutions. The orientation towards the provision
of ‘immediate’ relief-only, was perceived to do harm to the surrounding community. Following
the accountability demands, the host communities implored the humanitarian community to
look beyond the camp. Consequently, and in reply to accountability demands, the responsible
agency – indirectly directed and funded by the UNHCR – did not only conduct indirect
governmental tasks but also started to engage in spatial and social planning outside the camp.
Through seminars and training, it aimed to conduct the conduct of residents, and by enforcing
the work of the environmental committee, it indirectly controlled (illegal) movements of
citizens and refugees. Hence through this act, humanitarian governance not only materialised
in the region, and organisations likewise engaged in acts of ‘self-regulation’ by seeking for
alternative solutions in the camp. Chapter 6 will show this enforced the idea among citizens
that agencies could do so more often.
Health
The Tanzanian Red Cross (TRCS), with support of the UNHCR, UNICEF, WFP and the
International Federation of Red Cross/Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), was the organisation
mainly responsible for providing health services in the camp. Following the Burundian influx,
MSF temporarily supported the provision of health services to refugees, running separate
clinics.143 Health services provided in Nyarugusu’s camp hospital were available to both
138
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refugees and residents of the host communities. Situated in a region that was perceived as
having limited and low-quality health facilities, almost all Tanzanians I spoke to were grateful
to be granted access to the camp’s hospital, which was agreed upon during one of the early
Good Neighbourhood meetings and became a continued normality.
Before 1996, it was common for people to go to missionary hospitals in Shunga or
Kabanga or to the government hospital in Kasulu. This practice is still ongoing, but as these
hospitals were located 40-50 km from the camp’s neighbouring communities and as most
people had only limited transportation means, the proximity of the camp’s hospital (now 10-15
km) was perceived to be a big advantage. Other options to get basic treatment nearby, included
small government health posts or dispensaries, but the facilities were said to run out of
medicines quickly and to be of poor quality.144 Hence, in case of severe illness, when quick
treatment was needed or in times of delivery, people went to the camp hospital. One woman
told me: “if it is a normal sickness, then you just go here [to Makere’s dispensary] for a test and
buy some medicine. But in case of a serious illness, you go to the camp”.145 In addition, the
camp hospital provided services such as treatment and medicines free of charge. This was a
good option for residents of the host communities with less capital:
“At the camp, check-ups are for free, but at the government hospital there are prices, they
charge some money for the check-ups (…). So many tend to go for treatment in the camp
because there you are helped, even though you do not have money. Once you go to the
Red Cross Compound [located in Makere], you just give them your details, and they give
you a car, free transport till the camp hospital, and when you’re at the hospital you’re
given free treatment, free check-ups. (…) They normally give medicine for free, depending
on what problem they found in you.”
– Woman, farmer Kalimungoma village146
Oesch (2017) argues that the refugee camp may have multiple ambiguities and subjectivities,
being a “zone of indistinction”, of inclusion and exclusion of refugees. I argue this also holds
true in the case of the host communities living in its surrounding areas. While the camp in the
sections above symbolised a grabbing, exclusionary entity provoking challenges in the
everyday lives of the residents of the host communities, it simultaneously was a life-facilitating
institution, a place where babies were born and where life-saving assistance was provided. Yet
ambiguously in nature, the camp kept its ‘sovereign’ identity, meaning that in order to access
the camp (to be included), one was in need of official documentation. The MHA required all
people – including traders, the sick, consumers147, agency and NGO personnel, journalists,
(student)researchers, and so forth – to be in possession of a camp permit, to be shown to the
police at the main entrance of the camp. Villagers of the host communities that wanted to go to
the camp (hospital), requested an entry pass from the two highest (governmental) authorities in
their village: the VEO and the Chairperson. Most of the leaders had no problem writing the
permits and saw it as part of their job, indicating the practice had become an institutionalised
normality over the years. Tanzanian citizens I spoke to mentioned having no issues in obtaining
the health permits.148
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Issues did arise when people fell ill during the night and were in need of a permit urgently. In
these cases, leaders had to wake up to write a permit, which was perceived as a disturbance. A
woman working for the Red Cross mentioned this argument did not hold true, as the police
normally would allow the sick, and especially urgent cases, to enter the camp without a permit.
According to her, leaders used to frame this issue strategically in order for the agencies to bring
health services nearby.149 Although there were indeed ways in which local and district
authorities made strategic use of the presence of the agencies for their own or communities’
benefits, the issue of waking up at night was not the only issue.
As mentioned earlier, the surroundings of the camp were not always secure and this was
especially true at night. In addition, attacks on vehicles including ambulances of the TRCS had
been reported. 150 An employee of the TRCS told me:
“Employee Red Cross: Road robbery is just too common, this area from Kasulu and the
Malagarasi river on the way to Kibondo. Don’t try to travel at night. (…) To us it is a
major concern because we move at night, we have night shifts. So moving our staff from
and to the hospital, it is quite a concern, you are never sure whether they arrive there
safely, or came back, we are never sure.
Me: There have been any attacks already?
Employee Red Cross: Certainly, on our vehicles, a number of cases already. But we
have drills [training]: just surrender, don’t resist anything.”
– Employee Tanzanian Red Cross151
When rushing to the camp at night however, it was not common to board a car of the TRCS. In
addition, for people not passing through Makere before reaching the camp, boarding a car was
not a logical option at all. Other transportation facilities in the area were limited. Normally,
people used to walk, cycle or take a dalla-dalla or boda-boda to move from one place to another.
At night, boda-boda drivers were the only option but following several attacks resulting in
severe injuries, they were afraid and often refused to bring people to the camp by night. Hence,
people that fell sick during the night were forced to wait or go to the local dispensary. Being of
poor quality, two local leaders reported how people had died here before reaching the camp
hospital.152
While people always hasted to say they were utterly grateful for the free health services,
some people felt they had become refugees themselves. The free health services came with the
price of control and categorisation via permits, notably and paradoxically exercised by their
own authorities. In addition, going to the camp hospital was sometimes difficult due to the
insecurity:
“Local leader: After the camp was settled, in 1996, people went for free health services
within the camp, but this issue of civilians going to receive health services in the camp,
it’s really not a good feeling. Because they are combined together with the refugees...
They feel combined with the refugees because the people enter the camp where the
refugees go for health services. So that combination, in other words, it brought like, the
civilians feel like they are treated like refugees because they are going for health services
to where the refugees are taken for health services.
149
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Me: And why do they have such feelings?
Local leader: People have such a feeling because they feel disturbed. Because once one
gets ill, he/she should first go and ask permission from different community leaders to
enter the camp. So sometimes when one goes in the camp, he or she is told: “you do not
have the right documents or the right papers to get services within the camp”. So people
see it as like it’s another country, that has its own sovereignty. Though it isn’t: the camp
is within the country. So in order to put an end to such a feeling, people wanted, and also
expected that the UN should at least construct health services, not within the camp but
within the community, so that people can come and go in and out freely, without any
documents and without any other disturbance.”
– Local leader Makere ward153
In addition, despite being an institutionalised normality for more than 20 years, a local leader
mentioned there was a realisation that the camp hospital had been established for the refugees
first. This meant that if they would leave the services would end.154 Stories about refugees
leaving were most likely nourished by memories of past forced repatriation, the scheduled
resettlement of 30.000 Congolese refugees, and the uncertainty about the Burundian situation.
Hence, the normalised inclusionary entity could exclude the host communities at any time. In
addition, the long-term provision of free health services caused residents of the host
communities to wonder why the UN or other organisations would not invest this money to set
up health services for them.
“Why don’t you think about constructing a big hospital maybe for us, the host
communities? Because once you are gone, you are closing the camp, for example, once
you are closing today. What do we do?”
– Employee of TWESA narrating how
host communities requested health
services155
Clearly, while the health services in the camp had become an everyday normality, past legacies
of repatriated refugees and agencies, and closed camps reminded both the residents and the
governmental leaders that today’s provision of health services symbolised a tenuous and
exceptional safety net. As the humanitarian community played a vital part in the provision of
health services to the host communities and in line with experienced challenges of going to the
hospital in the camp, health services were demanded nearby. In this respect, World Vision had
built a small clinic in Nyarugusu village and the Red Cross funded a health post in Makere.156
The government was supposed to provide personnel in these posts but faced difficulties finding
health personnel.157 As a result, the Red Cross and the UNHCR developed a plan to take medical
personnel from the camp to start working in the newly constructed post outside the camp.158
Overall, with the provision of health services in the camp, aid agencies intended to assist
the residents of the host communities, to smoothen relations between the host communities and
the refugees and soften negative perceptions of the camp as a grabbing institution (UNHCR, no
date). This act directly entangled the humanitarian community with the provision of healthcare
153
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in the host communities, making them partially responsible for their health and wellbeing.
Moreover, it also entangled them with the role of the GoT that was responsible for the control
on movements and categorisations, and likewise faced a role outside the camp being responsible
in terms of the provision of proper health services to its population. To conclude, it could be
argued that by granting the residents access, this tied the agencies to the everyday affairs of the
host communities. This ‘inclusion’ of the host communities in humanitarian programming,
blurred zones of inside and outside and produced inclusions and exclusions. As a result,
agencies became an intermediary in the provision of social services to the citizens. This raised
new expectations and provoked (new) external accountability demands.
Logistics and transport
The ‘Logistics and Transport’-sector lead facilitated both the logistics for humanitarian
programmes in the camp and the logistics for transportation facilities from and to the camp.
During the time of fieldwork, the African Initiative for Relief and Development (AIRD) and
the International Organization for Migration (IOM) were the sector leads for the whole Kigoma
region. While working together, many agencies likewise managed their own logistical affairs.
In the Kasulu context, the AIRD was responsible for all UNHCR logistics and construction
activities. This included the overall availability, care and maintenance of transportation
facilities (e.g. cars, buses, trucks), the facilitation of transportation needs (e.g. fuel/oil, pumping
stations), field management, warehousing of CRIs and NFIs, the facilitation of construction
essentials for projects (e.g. bricks, poles, iron sheets), and road constructions in, and when
needed outside, the camp.159 The IOM was responsible for carrying the refugees from border
points, to transit centres or refugee camps. Moreover, it was responsible for the resettlement of
30.000 Congolese refugees mainly to the United States who had been living in Nyarugusu
refugee camp for more than 20 years (IOM, 2015).160 Overall, in order to conduct its operations,
the logistics clusters operated largely beyond the camp. Hence, activities related to the logistics
and transport sector affected the district in numerous ways.
In the second month of the field research, I spent a week in Makere and spoke with
teachers of a school situated in the surroundings of Nyarugusu refugee camp. They told me an
organisation (in this case not the AIRD), had come to ask for soil to make bricks for
constructions in the camp. In possession of a large plot of fallow land, the school saw huge
potential for a good business deal, where the respective agency would provide the school with
buildings as compensation. Finally, the extractions were said to have started with a halfway
signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) and the leaders explained the organisation
extracted the soil. The teachers told me the agency never provided compensation as it argued
the soil did not qualify for brick making, while according to the teachers, it did and they claimed
the agency had constructed buildings from it in the camp. Finally, this led to a dispute between
the organisation and the school, of which the latter took the case to a district lawyer.161 I was
unable to ask the organisation what happened, but I witnessed the extracted site and heard the
same story of what happened in Makere from leaders of neighbouring communities.162
Whilst the school in this case did not benefit directly, other active agents throughout the
area did. While it was efficient for the agencies to buy supplies as local as the markets allowed
for, Kasulu district council in cooperation with higher governmental authorities demanded the
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organisations to buy their supplies within the district, in order to benefit the area.163 Hence,
organisations interacted with actors to get supplies to run their operations. An aid worker told
me how organisations entered into contracts with neighbouring communities to buy part of their
forest reserve, in order to make poles that would be used for constructions in the camp.164
Likewise, I spoke to Tanzanians who responded to tenders placed on advertisement walls in
villages and Kasulu town, as well as those who were approached or became preferred suppliers.
As chapter 5 will show, people supplied the organisations with NFIs or CRIs, and in some cases
food.165
Logically, there was a need to transport these items to the camp. In addition, buses and
4x4s drove around to bring aid workers and refugees from and to the camp. While chapter 5
will show some benefitted from these transportation needs, others held the perception that the
“the coming of the agencies brought a huge destruction to the infrastructure in the district”166,
“leaving a burden on the roads”167 and – as a local driver of an agency himself mentioned –
the agencies “are deteriorating the roads” 168, moving back and forth with heavy trucks and
big cars. While some citizens mentioned this, the majority of those making these claims were
government officials requesting agencies to provide compensation for this deterioration. Aid
workers were aware of these complaints:
“Others tell us: those big [agency] trucks, passing through our roads that we constructed,
you actually destroy our roads (…) you leave us with the holes on the road!”
– Employee of the UNHCR169
While the agencies indeed used the roads intensively, there were other reasons that also played
a role in the perceived lacking quality of the roads. Firstly, the repertoire seemed to be
embedded in past perceptions surrounding the influxes and secondly, and as chapter 6 will
explore more extensively, similar repertoires were used as a way to strategise the presence of
the agencies for political gain. Starting with the first, the government already linked the
presence of the agencies to road deterioration in 1998:
“The massive relief effort increase the intensity of transportation exerting pressure on
roads, ports and airports in the region. Some trunk, regional and district/rural roads
which were designed and built for trucks of up to 8 tons and light traffic, now have to
carry heavy load trucks of up to 40 tons or more per day. As a result there is an extensive
deterioration of trunk, regional district/rural roads. Some bridges and culverts collapse.
With the frequent rains, and particularly the El-nino rains, many of these roads have
become impassable” (The United Republic of Tanzania, 1998, p. 132).
A government official told me how 20 years ago, Kigoma region was hardly accessible and
only reachable by train and described Kigoma region as remote and “completely neglected”170.
As was explained previously, the area had seen limited investment in infrastructures in the
past.171 Resulting from this, trucks of organisations logically changed the status of the roads,
particularly 20 years ago when the number of other vehicles in the area was still low. Whilst
163
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some mentioned the organisations only improved roads within and just outside the camp172,
over the years agencies engaged in some compensation activities. Landau (2008) wrote
agencies did contribute to road rehabilitation in the past by means of a fund from the European
Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO). Some others, including aid
workers, mentioned the organisations had already rehabilitated some roads and that the
condition of the roads was much improved following their presence.173 In this respect, one
community leader from Nyarugusu village told me that thanks to the road rehabilitation of the
organisations in collaboration with the government, he and others had been able to speed up
their business moving faster from Nyarugusu to Heru Ushingo to sell or buy the supplies they
needed.174
“Through that, development is achieved. Like you can have a sack of maize here, rush it
to Heru Ushingo, sell it and come back. But during the past days... it was really difficult,
even when you had a motor vehicle to carry you to Heru Ushingo because it was very
difficult to pass there. (…) [because of the road] that is why you see so many houses
shining175 around through that development.”
– Community leader and farmer Nyarugusu village176
The region today was not as remote as it once was and now faced the increased presence of
private trucks and long-distance buses (i.e. caused by increased business and trade). In addition,
the new government under president Magufuli decided to substantially invest in road
rehabilitation and construction.177 As a result, a Chinese company started to tarmac the road
from Kigoma to Kibondo. In addition, the government engaged in frequent pavements of the
roads. Besides the road improvements, LGAs desired the agencies to also rehabilitate other
roads in the district, as the central government was responsible for the main road, while the
district was responsible for the ‘second’ district roads. While chapter 6 will further explore this
relationship with the government and the agencies, their demand is very likely to be embedded
in past rationalities and ways of working with the agencies, denoting their potential ability to
add upon the government’s responsibility. To conclude, just as was shown in line with the other
sectors, the activities falling under the ‘logistics and transport’ sector affected, directly and
indirectly, the spatial infrastructure. In some cases, for instance with the road to Heru Ushingo,
this co-shaped socio-economic spill-overs.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I discussed how humanitarian programmes produced social and spatial ordering
processes outside the camp. It was highlighted this shaped zones of indistinction, of inclusions
and exclusions from the humanitarian operation. It was demonstrated exclusion was produced
by the demarcation of territorial and administrative boundaries. Moreover, this notion of
exclusion was intensified by the absence of continuous humanitarian mitigation plans for
potential adverse effects of programmes in the surrounding communities. Simultaneously, I
discussed how (past) programming gave rise to (potential) inclusion and an overall sense of
entitlement to humanitarian services.
Overall, these dynamics denote humanitarian organisations may engage in direct and
indirect governing acts in the region in which they operate. As the chapter demonstrated, this
shaped socio-economic life in the region and at times led residents of the host communities to
change existing practices and behaviour, as such to engage in acts of forced (being expelled
from the land) and voluntary self-regulation (being treated in the camp hospital). As such, it is
argued humanitarian organisations do have a tacit, hybridised power over the conducts of the
host communities and shape life in the area in direct and indirect ways.
The first section presented the historical embeddedness of refugee influxes, policies, and
humanitarian presence in Kigoma region, which set the ‘architecture’ for today’s humanitarian
governance. In addition, it presented how past legacies continued to be visible and vivid in the
minds of the host population. Based on this finding, I argued this continued to inform the
perception and expectation of the humanitarian community today. Moreover, this section
provided a first introduction to the ‘grabbing’, exclusionary nature of the humanitarian
operation, which directly affected everyday lives of the farmers in Kalimungoma village.
Secondly, it showed how the government and the agencies worked together as force multipliers
to conduct an ambiguous annexation of farming land used by the host communities, embodying
a government technology and power of domination (Lemke, 2000). Consequently, this zone of
perceived exception and exclusion became, in this example, an ambiguous zone of inclusion
for the camp community and the organisations, to the exclusion of the host communities.
The second section represented the ways in which the sectoral programmes conducted in
the camp, produced effects beyond the camp, of which some shaped socio-economic life outside
the camp. Contrary to what has often been argued, the findings show ‘effects’ outside the camp
were not the result of refugee movements only, but also shaped by humanitarian aid to refugees.
The sections demonstrated that the effects, past legacies, feedback and demands from the host
communities and government officials, led the host communities as well as the humanitarian
agencies to engage in acts of self-regulation. Through the deployment of activities outside the
camp, the agencies engaged in spatial and social planning outside the camp, hence engaging in
direct humanitarian governance that shaped the conduct of the host communities.
Overall, the dynamics demonstrated in this chapter illustrate humanitarian organisations
engaged in hybrid governmental processes, by directly and indirectly shaping the conduct of
the camp’s neighbouring communities and by creating hybrid zones of ambiguous inclusion
and exclusion. This finding illustrates humanitarian governance may evolve outside the camp,
and as such provides a preliminary answer to one of the main questions of this research. The
following chapters will demonstrate how a variety of actors negotiated and strategised this
notion.
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5. Auxiliary Spaces of Aid as Entitlement Areas
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss how humanitarian presence in Kasulu district and the material
facilitation of humanitarian aid – compounds, cars and the camp – function as entitlement areas
for the host communities as well as authorities. It argues that such auxiliary spaces of aid
become a symbol for (future) opportunities that surround the aid community. As such, its
presence is negotiated and strategised, and aligning to the world of the agencies may become
part of a livelihood strategy for people throughout the district. Whereas the auxiliary spaces
exhale a symbolic power to generate opportunities and transform, they likewise have a power
to divide. In turn, humanitarian presence in the area becomes a symbol of (power) politics where
both residents, local and higher government authorities try to benefit from and associate with.
In the case of Kasulu district, it is argued this marks a dividing line between those aligned to its
presence versus those that are not, between those socio-economically ‘included’ following its
presence, versus those that are not. As such, the ‘built environment’ of aid becomes a (political)
meaningful entitlement area. Following this, the chapter concludes that through the symbolic
meaning of these spaces of aid (Smirl, 2015), humanitarian organisations implicitly have the
power to influence social life in the region in which they operate.
Smirl (2015) argues that auxiliary spaces1 (or the ‘built environment) of aid –
materialities and spatialities such as compounds and cars that support humanitarian
programming – shape practices of humanitarian assistance which influence the perceptions of
aid receivers. This chapter aims to take this a step further by arguing auxiliary spaces of aid
shape the perception of all actors in the humanitarian arena and are a symbol of the power
dynamics that result from it.
The first part of this chapter will introduce how auxiliary spaces of aid are experienced
as creating and enforcing opportunities in terms of socio-economic resources. The second part
will explore the humanitarian division, by highlighting how the presence may alter social
relations, both within and among communities. Thirdly, the chapter will present how a variety
of actors – government, institutions, and individual citizens – engage in institutionalised and
perceived best practices to benefit from auxiliary spaces of aid.
Humanitarian presence as opportunity
“After the refugees were brought here [in Kasulu], development had a momentum
because so many agencies emerged and gave aid, like the UN. The UN came and
employed people here, so people in here built houses, and bought cars. So many vehicles
were brought here. The district was in a great development momentum.”
– Elderly man Kasulu town2
While chapter 4 introduced the perceived effects of refugee-hosting and humanitarian
programming in the camp, there was a general sense among LGAs and some residents that the
protracted presence of both refugees and agencies had sparked a ‘development momentum’.
When asked whether people could explain this momentum, people primarily referred to
material constructions and objects such as compounds and cars as being the indicators for
development. I soon learned however that these places were not significant as mere material
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objects only. Smirl (2015) argues how places of aid – in her example the grand hotel3 – represent
spaces of opportunity – to gain employment, to sell supplies, to offer transportation – for the
local population. In line with Smirl, I argue that in Kasulu district, these places of aid served as
symbols for the prosperities and possibilities one could have when engaging with the agencies
or more specifically, with the aid workers. Based on the stories of the residents of Kasulu district
as well as personal observations, I broadly distinguish two main ‘spill-overs’ that nourished this
idea.
Spaces of aid as learning opportunity
The first days of the fieldwork, I enjoyed breakfast with two aid workers from different
international organisations that stayed in the same guesthouse as I did. Both showed genuine
interest in the research and one of them told me it would be most interesting to focus on the
communities close to the camp rather than Kasulu town, as “nothing is going on in Kasulu as
agencies just use it as a residence place”.4 A few hours later, I encountered the aid worker
helping a Maasai with a proposal for his local development organisation in Mwanza.5 Some
weeks later, one of the employees of the guesthouse gave me a letter from a young man in his
twenties from Kasulu town. I did not know who he was, but he had probably seen me wandering
around. In his letter, he wrote me that he wanted to speak with me to exchange ideas, that, he
said, would help in his life.6 When I received this letter and combined it with some other
observations – the aid worker that assisted the Maasai man or the many men that waited in front
of the guesthouses to offer boda-boda rides – I started to realise that the guesthouse was not
‘just as a residence place’ for the people that lived surrounding the guesthouses. Rather, and in
line with how Smirl (2015) presents the grand hotel, it was a place full of opportunities.
The guesthouse was not the only place that exhaled opportunities. In fact, the compound,
cars and others places where the local population could engage with the aid community all
symbolised opportunities and possibilities. Starting with the latter, the informal interactions
with the aid workers symbolised important features of the potentials the aid community could
bring. Six residents I spoke to explicitly referred to the teachings of the aid workers that had
taught them or others new things. Some of them referred to how the aid community (and to
some extent the refugees) had ‘opened their eyes’ as “before we had a bit dormant ideas”7 yet
again others referred to how people copied the lifestyles of the aid workers to be like them.8
Foucault argues that knowledge is the underlying force of ‘power’ (in his later work denoted as
‘governmentality’) and that it has the ‘power to’ shape forms of thought, rationalities and
practices (Lemke, 2001). In this respect, the transferral of – the by the residents perceived –
expert knowledge from the aid workers to the residents can be understood as an influencing act
of the ‘world of the aid workers’ (Smirl, 2015), that subtly and (c)overtly co-shaped and
changed the lifeworld’s of the residents of Kasulu district. An excerpt of an interview I
conducted with two sisters of Nyarugusu village shows this relation between the aid workers
and the residents vividly. After I asked how they saw the aid workers, they explained:
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“Elder sister: We see them as different people, like people who are wealthy… The people
working in the agencies.
Me: And why do you see them as wealthy... What do they have that you think they are
wealthy?
Elder sister: They have education… and something different.
Me: Education… and something different?
Younger sister: Ideas…
Me: So because of education they are like wealthy…
Elder sister: Because of education and ideas, they are more wealthy than us.
Me: (…) Has education made them wealthy or is it that they received an education that
they are wealthy?
Elder sister: Due to their education, they look wealthy, and they have different ideas
compared to some. When they come and they are sharing like they have ideas.
Me: What kind of ideas do they share with you?
Elder sister: Like on how to run a business, and they emphasise us to attend the
entrepreneurship seminars and other seminars. I once attended an entrepreneurship
seminar.
Me: And who gave the seminars?
Elder sister: It was Buhoma [programme of World Vision] it was a 4 days seminar.
Me: And what kind of things do you now do different because of the seminar?
Elder sister: During the seminars told us to have a polite behaviour, to talk politely to
the customers.
Me: and did you before then did not behave politely or… [I asked this question with a
wink]
Elder sister: [the sisters starting to laugh] Before I was polite and kind, but it is good to
add up more. (…)
[ after this I asked the sisters whether they ever met the aid workers in an informal setting,
they mentioned to have not but explained they wished this was the case, as:] Those in the
agencies can broaden your knowledge on business matters.”
– Sisters Nyarugusu village9
The example above shows the women did not see the aid workers as ‘normal’, but as
representing a chance to get access to ‘another world’. They were not the only ones in this
respect. Just as in the example above where the aid worker was helping a Maasai writing a
proposal, so did the aid workers in the district more often engage with (business) advice. A
church leader in Makere explained: “You see that there are small businesses being set up and
people in the agencies sometimes also give some advice, and spend money”.10 And a district
official explained: “From that kind of requiring advice, this is how those people gradually
changed, people are now crossing borders into Uganda, even into China (…) Because all those
staffs that are employed in the agencies, most of them are educated ones. So they also come
with technical and good ideas in all those years, for business, they come with very good ideas.
So automatically we know that this might change the people”.11
The owner of the hoteli that served many aid workers experienced this in multiple ways.
She explained how she used to receive a different kind of advice, for example on how to cook
differently, have good sanitation in her hoteli, to not employ children, cook with other
ingredients, or on how to present herself.
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“Owner: Back then, we used to come roughly, without brushing our teeth or taking a
shower. Then after, we were told to put ourselves in a nice way, like bathing, brushing
the teeth…
Me: Aah they told you?
Owner: Yeah! (…) I used to sleep without taking a shower, but nowadays I sleep after
taking a shower. I did not use to change my sheets… but nowadays whenever I sleep in
the morning I change my sheets.
Me: And this is really because some people in the agencies told you to…? [I was quite
surprised]
Owner: Jeeeeheee!
Me: And if you look at neighbours and families, do you see similar changes?
Owner: No… they are different.”
– Owner hoteli12
Clearly, some people saw the presence of the aid workers in their midst as a chance to learn.
They were ready to change behaviour, ways of thinking or practices if they felt this would be
advantageous in terms of businesses or more in their general everyday life. In the words of
Foucault, people hence engaged in acts of self-regulation (Lemke, 2000) after the aid workers
had inspired them to such an extent that they felt it would be better to adopt certain practices.
It is important to mention this was not always a smooth transition and in some cases provoked
resistance, as I will illustrate later in this chapter. In the case of the owner of the hoteli, the
presence and the advice of the aid workers at her place could significantly benefit her, but as
the introduction of this thesis also showed, could likewise turn around into something that
would bring difficulties.
Barnett (2013) argues that expert aid workers are willing to share their knowledge to
inspire the others, but how this act also introduces a hierarchy between those that have the right
skills (perceived as ‘wealthy’ by the women) and those without these skills. While in the
examples above it did not – as Duffield (2007) argued – necessarily enlarge, but ‘just’ illustrated
the gap between ‘experts’ and ‘non-experts’, this chapter will show others that saw no benefits
experienced grievances. Besides perceiving the knowledge of the aid workers as ‘right’ and
‘useful’ enabling people, some wanted to be like them by “copy[ing] the lifestyle of the people
working in the agencies”.13 Clearly, some people wanted to be part of the world of the aid
workers or at least have and benefit from their ‘knowledge’. As is shown via these examples,
the lessons and behaviours of aid workers significantly affected life for the residents of the host
communities, both on an individual level as well as at the community level. Clearly, the often
(un)intended conduct of conduct by means of giving advice, inspired some people to such an
extent that it led them to change their behaviour and engage in acts of self-regulation (Lemke,
2000).
Besides the ways in which the informal interactions with the aid workers influenced
people’s lives, representing the opportunities of the aid community, the built environment of
aid (Smirl, 2015), likewise exhaled opportunities. The construction of the compounds was
important in this respect, as it served as the most visible and physical centre of the ‘aid
community’ that could bring potential opportunities.
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The aid economy and its trickle-down effects
The elder that felt Kasulu experienced a ‘development momentum’ was not the only that felt
this way. I spoke to several people – notably elders, aid workers and government officials – of
whom some had been outside the area for a while and had come back. They mentioned being
amazed by the rapid changes both in town and in the district14: “I came here in 2000, and
Kasulu was a very small town… (…) When I came here for the second time [earlier he said this
was in 2015] (…) Kasulu changed (…) within 15 years it has changed completely”.15 In fact,
wandering around the hustling and bustling Kasulu town, one could well understand why the
elder would feel this way; Kasulu was a vibrant business capital, home to more than 200
guesthouses16, numerous compounds and shops, with busy streets full of vendors, cars and
trucks of agencies or dalla-dalla’s. Even during my 4 months there, constructions and multiple
flat buildings – as a comparison, there was only one until 2015 – popped up rapidly in Kasulu
town. Similar changes started to configure in Makere ward.17
The compounds were seen as promising places that centralised not only the aid workers
with potential ‘knowledge’ the people could benefit from but likewise as a centre for
opportunities, employment opportunities and as a centre for interesting trickle-down effects in
terms of infrastructure or aid workers selling or eating locally. Kasulu town served as a base
for many humanitarian organisations and hosted from what I observed at least 15 compounds18
where humanitarian personnel worked and lived. The bigger compounds in Kasulu were
composed of offices and houses, had well-maintained gardens, were remarkably quiet as
compared to the hustling and bustling of the town, and almost all were fenced with one or more
guards at the entrance. If not staying in these compounds, aid workers stayed in guesthouses,
rented private houses from residents of Kasulu (mostly business people) or stayed at the
compound of the Anglican Church who sub-rented some of their plots to the IRC and the
Christian World Service (CWS).19 Just as with the Anglican Church, other organisations entered
into contracts with business people and in some cases, sub-rented complete guesthouses.20
Some other organisations (TRCS, MSF) and field personnel of some organisations, stayed at
compounds in Makere.21 In the weekends, people reported guesthouses were equipped and
some fully booked with field personnel of organisations and the MHA working in Nyarugusu
refugee camp, or in the refugee camps in Kibondo district, who came to Kasulu to do shopping
and enjoy parties in Kasudeco or FM bar.22
As the compounds marked the centre for operational and programmatic decisions, they
represented the gateway to opportunities such as employment or business (in Makere this idea
was enforced as employment and tender offers were placed just outside some compounds23),
transportation facilities (boarding cars), or potential means of assistance. Regarding potential
means of assistance, aid workers used to tell me how they received a number of proposals from
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various actors in the district. A mechanic working with one of the agencies explained how he
perceived the effect of their presence:
“Their presence has brought an effect of development in this place. For example, Red

Cross has got more than 300 employees, TWESA has also people who are employed,
Oxfam has got people who are employed, IOM has got people who are employed, and all
of them need their basic needs over here. And also they have families and they are staying
with their kids. So if in case you remove all their programmes and it comes to an end…
then just look at how the situation of Makere would be.”
– Mechanic from Kasulu working
for one of the organisations and
living in Makere24
Landau (2008) described (based on data retrieved from 1999-2000) business people from other
parts of Tanzania that mainly benefitted from the presence of the agencies. Today the situation
has changed. My translator – himself part of a network of traders – explained that a number of
successful business people were originally from Kasulu.25 In addition, I spoke to people that
had set up (big) businesses themselves, either following the presence of the agencies or because
of Kasulu district being a net exporting district.26 While it went beyond the scope of this
research to do an economic impact assessment and Landau (2008) rightfully warns to be
cautious linking economic changes directly to the presence of the agencies, there was a
widespread perception among people in Kasulu district that the humanitarian influx had
contributed to the current development of the district. The following story of the bishop of the
Pentecostal church may serve as an explanation for why Landau did not find a significant
economic effect of the agencies back in 1999-2000:
“The economic impact has been recent, mostly on the construction of buildings. Cause
during 1993 and back, before that time, buildings were just normal buildings. But from
1994-2000, there has been moderate construction (…) And from 2000-2016, there has
been a huge number of constructions. (…) Those days before the coming of the refugees,
people never had the purchasing power, due to a lack of jobs because the district was so
small and because there was no any economic activity besides subsistence farming and
just small businesses. But after the coming of the refugees, the organisations employed
people, people [from the organisations] had to purchase goods, so businesses started
rising up.”
– Bishop Pentecostal church27
While not referring to this timeframe directly, as this chapter will show later, some others (either
explicitly or by telling their own stories) ‘confirmed’ this view of the bishop.28 Most of the
people that I met that benefitted from the presence of the agencies, to varying degrees, had
somewhere and somehow done business with, or worked for the agencies in the past. With the
money they had earned, they had been able to build up more capital, which they invested to add
24
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upon their business capital. One of the most common ways to invest was via the construction
of houses, sometimes with running water and electricity, and guesthouses. Rather than living
here, I met some people that had chosen to rent these ‘advanced’ houses to make more money,
while staying in smaller houses themselves.29 With the extra profits, people built new
(guest)houses, were able to supply bigger tenders to aid agencies or, in some cases, purchased
4x4s that they could then rent to the organisations. For some, this posed to be extremely
profitable, and for others, it was just enough to set up a small business, with which they hoped
to accumulate capital to diversify for future opportunities.
Throughout the area, but especially in Makere and Kasulu, one would encounter similar
business strategies. In Makere, I met a woman who worked as a(n) (independent) cook for an
agency and had been able to open a small hoteli with the additional money she earned. 30 I met
a businessman in Makere who had been doing good business during the refugee influxes in the
1990s, earning money by selling his crops to refugees and aid workers. While still doing this,
he has since also opened a shop (containing ‘luxurious’ products such as phones, toothpaste,
coffee, Vaseline, products which – so he explained – aid workers would buy) and was now able
to construct a large guesthouse that, luxurious as it was compared to other guesthouses in
Makere, completely changed the outlook of the village.31 At a construction site in Makere, I
met a woman who worked as a cleaner for MSF and was now building a house, while her sister
– who likewise worked with MSF – now constructed a guesthouse.32 In Kasulu, I drove home
on the back of a boda-boda of which the driver – a university graduate – had been able to buy
his motorcycle after a three-month employment with the IOM. While aiming for another job
with an organisation, with the boda-boda he hoped to earn some additional income money to
add upon his income from the water shop where he currently worked.33 Speaking with youth,
they all wanted to work with the agencies in order to get more money to have the future ability
to set up a business.34 In addition and showing people’s creative agency, an elder from Kasulu
explained during the first influxes mid-1990s, people started to register for typing courses after
finding out the UN wanted to employ people that could work with computers, rather than typing
machines.35
These stories explain why people perceived the presence of compounds and the
constructions of new buildings as something that represented development. For many, the
compound represented the opportunity for prosperity and triggered people’s mindset that
change was possible. Clearly, not only the aid workers had the ‘power to’ shape forms of
thought, the built environment of aid – its auxiliary spaces (Smirl, 2015) – likewise represented
a power to do so. This power did not only influence the ways of thinking of business-minded
people but also sparked trickle-down effects for the community as a whole.
These direct business and employment opportunities created indirect opportunities for
others in society. People with income often distributed money to family members and relatives,
which generated new opportunities for some (e.g. schooling opportunities) or stimulated
purchasing power in society, which stimulated other small enterprises and farmers. Others
explained it facilitated them in sending their (grand) children to school, in some cases even
sending them to private institutions, the latter being quite unique.36 The woman I spoke to that
had been able to open up a restaurant explained that although the profits were not that high, the
restaurant enabled her to employ some relatives and other people from her village, and
29
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facilitated her and other relatives working in the restaurant to sustain her family, pay for
medicines, and so on.37 In Kasulu town, the huge number of guesthouses (and compounds)
resulted in the employment of a significant number of people – notably women – from Kasulu
town and neighbouring villages. Employees of a guesthouse that had entered in a contract with
one of the organisations and whose other guests were people visiting the refugee camps
(government officials, researchers, donors, and so on), explained that since working here they
could buy good food and better clothes. In addition, and quite remarkably, female personnel
explained that the presence of the agencies and the created possibilities for jobs such as cleaning
and cooking had somehow raised the position of women in the community, as they were now
working and earning an income for their families.38 Hotelis opened in Kasulu, Makere and (to
a lesser extent also in) Nyarugusu village, following the increasing number of people with
capital, both due to exchanges aid workers, trade with refugees, and sparked by the demands of
villagers that had (already) experienced an increase in income. Based on these stories, it could
be argued that some people that did not directly benefit from the presence, indirectly still
benefitted from it.
A note on the aid economy
“This week I spend my week in Makere ward. Today was Tuesday, a market day in Makere
and after an interview this morning, I decided to have a look at the market. My translator
and I wandered around and chatted with some people. The market did look just like a
regular Tanzanian market. saw people chatting, laughing, doing shopping, bargaining
and children playing around. At the main market, I saw people selling all kinds of food
items such as fruits, vegetables, potatoes, maize flour, rice, and so forth and just a bit on
the side there was a clothes market with some domestic essentials. It struck my attention
that – just as in Kasulu – instant porridge from the World Food Programme (WFP), WFP
oil and USAID cans (stating: ‘not for sale!’) were sold and re-used for some other
purposes. Some few hotelis situated alongside the market used UNICEF buckets where
people washed their hands before they entered. Wandering around the market I came
across a place that stroke my attention immediately. One man was standing behind a stall
where he sold all kind of aid material: EU AID and Oxfam water buckets, blue mosquito
nets – donated by USAID, some still in plastic – UNHCR sheets, UNICEF notebooks for
school children (‘not for sale!’), as well as sacks of rice, WFP oil, porridge, and so on. I
was amazed by the concentration of aid supplies on one place and I decided to talk to the
vendor. The man turned out to be a Congolese businessman who had been living in
Nyarugusu refugee camp for 20 years. He explained he bought his supplies from different
people or teachers in the camp so he could sell these on the market here. Today he was
working together with a Burundian friend from the camp and explained he normally came
to Makere two times a week to sell his supplies.”
– Field notes Market Makere39
Although the stories in the section above clearly demonstrated the importance of the agencies
in Kasulu district, one cannot exclusively link the economic effect to the presence of the
agencies. The share of more than 130.000 refugees in Nyarugusu refugee camp that sold and
bought supplies outside the camp should not be underestimated. Vemuru et al. (2016) for
example explained the importance of trade between refugees and residents of Turkana land and
a recent study of Taylor et al. (2016) found a positive correlation between cash-aid (and to a
37
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lower extent in-kind aid) and the business effects and the Rwandese host communities situated
in a 10 km radius of the Congolese refugee camp. Half of the villagers I spoke to in both Makere
ward and Nyarugusu village explained how they and others engaged in trade with the
refugees.40 I saw and spoke with a refugee selling aid supplies on the markets in the host
communities41 and spoke with a man from the camp and a woman from the district that
explained they, just as some other refugees and non-refugees had become business partners.42
In addition, some people not only linked developments in the area to the refugees and
humanitarian organisations but likewise to the migration of other groups residing or settling in
the area, such as Sukuma pastoralists (mainly from Kagera and Mwanza region) or Chaga
business people from Kilimanjaro area.43 In addition, Tanzania’s economy, in general, had been
on the rise significantly since 2000 (World Bank, 2017). Furthermore, and as mentioned,
Kasulu district was a net exporting district and after the lifting of the trade embargo with
Burundi (in order to ease relations within the east African community), Kasulu district became
a strategic place to do business. Some business people of which some had benefitted from the
presence of the agencies while others had not, engaged in regional and international trade and
some even went to China to engage in trade.44 While sparked by the presence of the agencies
or not, Landau’s (2008) claim that Kasulu’s residents did not engage in a global regime of trade
can hardly be justified today.
Still, the agencies and the camp community had a share in the economy. When the GoT
pushed for the repatriation of Burundian refugees from 2007, refugee camps closed and
agencies left Kigoma region. Though facing a downscaled response, Kasulu town remained an
important place for agencies following the continued presence of the Congolese refugees in
Nyarugusu refugee camp. People explained how the economy of Kibondo town – in fact
showing many similarities to Kasulu town serving as an aid capital for the Burundian refugee
responses – in neighbouring Kibondo district (150 km above Kasulu), had been facing a huge
setback after the Burundian repatriation:
“After some time all refugee camps were completely closed, and everything was totally
collapsed (…) some houses stayed with nobody and business somehow went down (…)
everything went down... and the town [was standing] coming still, it was staying empty, it
was deteriorating.”
– Kasulu district official45
This example showed the fragility and share of the humanitarian influx in the area. While
chapter 4 outlined how many people were somehow frustrated with the organisations and the
negative effects of hosting the humanitarian operations and refugees, people did not want the
organisations or refugees to leave, afraid to experience what they called a ‘business shake’.46
Hence, keeping in mind the GoT over the years had taken critical stances against refugee
hosting, a government official explained how business people would negotiate to continue
hosting the refugees:
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“Businessmen in town, if you tell them: “we are going to close the refugee camps” [then]
They are not happy, because their business will be no longer there, if you say the refugee
camps are closed…(…) so they would like the refugee camps to still be there, because
they have chances to trade.”
– Kasulu district official47
Adding upon the work of Smirl (2015), it can be argued that not only the spatial auxiliary spaces
such as cars and compounds were important in this regard, but that the camp – as auxiliary
space of the refugee operation –symbolised opportunities for the host communities. This
opportunity was both direct in terms of trade, but also indirect by means of relations with aid
workers and residents. Hence, just as the sick elderly woman of Makere mentioned to thank her
life to the refugees, many mentioned they thanked the refugees for the presence of humanitarian
organisations. Or, as one elder ironically mentioned: “if there wasn’t war, the buildings would
not have been there”.48 Overall, the humanitarian influx – refugees and agencies the like – may
have been a significant push for some traders which provoked new trickle-down effects in the
district as a whole. And perhaps even more so, the compound as a symbol of another world and
economic power following its trickle-down effects for some, triggered the mindset of people
that change was possible. Clearly, not only the aid workers had the ‘power to’ shape forms of
thought. People’s associations with the ‘materialities and built environment of aid’ (Smirl,
2015) illustrated it were meaningful places. Whitaker (1999) however already explored
resource-rich benefitted more from the influx in North-Western Tanzania than others did. The
following section illustrates the same applied to these opportunities. As such, it will show that
the symbolic meaning of the built environment also had the power to deepen societal inequality.
Humanitarian presence and its power to divide
“Me: How do you see that the presence of the agencies shapes the lives of these people?
Employee TWESA: These people are integrating with the indigenous… (…) And people
now, as much as you can see in the streets before they would just wake up in the morning,
take their haw, go to their farms… But now, they can see people work hard, wear clean
clothes, take a bag to the office. They wished to be like them… At times they pretend that,
but once you are wearing [clothes] in a good way, then where are you going? They are
pretending to be like that.”
– Employee of TWESA49
This section argues how humanitarian presence may represent a hierarchical power, in the case
of Kasulu district between Tanzanians that benefitted from its presence and those that did not.
This hierarchy created a dividing line within and between communities, but even more so
between Tanzanians from other parts of Tanzania and those from within the district. This
dividing line led to unease, jealousy, grievances and contributed to an already existing suspicion
that the aid community was in there for themselves. In addition, by its way of working –
enforced upon by the GoT to benefit Tanzanian residents – a small Tanzanian elite, notably
those with the ‘right’ resources (such as education) became employed with the agencies in a –
what many perceived as – ‘marginalised’ area. Hence, rather than overcoming a hierarchical
order, humanitarianism deepened the very hierarchical order that it seeks to eliminate (Duffield,
2007; Barnett, 2013; Barnett et al., 2016; Fassin, 2007; Hilhorst, 2007).
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Spaces of aid and its power to divide
People seemed to benefit from the presence of aid caused by the accumulation of capital,
knowledge and trickle down effects amongst others. Despite this however, today still a
relatively small group of people directly benefitted, some making huge profits, others just
enough to make a living. While I did not encounter people that directly expressed jealousy or
grievances vis-à-vis those in the community that benefitted – to the contrary, most I spoke to
were happy to see ‘development’ –, this did not mean such feelings were not present. The
woman owning the hoteli where aid workers used to come, explained how some of her
neighbours that were engaged in exactly the same business, had become jealous and did not
want to talk to her anymore as she benefitted more than them from doing the same work. Some
even thought she had engaged in witchcraft to seduce the aid workers to come to her place,
instead of going to the others.50 This kind of conspiracy thinking was also present in Kasulu
town, where some business people that were constructing guesthouses rapidly – unusual in an
area where it was normal to build a (guest)house in different stages while waiting to get
additional money – were believed to have used supernatural powers.51 In addition, an elder of
Kasulu town explained how he, and with him, many others, were happy to see development
taking place, but how others became jealous over the years as they wished to achieve the same
level of wellbeing.52 Hence, despite the positive effects, grievances and the realisation of a
division between some that benefitted more than others were certainly there.
This dividing line did not only manifest within communities. Despite being a symbol of
change and opportunities, the compound also exemplified social structures between those that
had access to certain privileges and some that had not. Smirl (2015) explains how organisational
policy recommendations for field staff testify to an “implicit recognition that the built
environment has a degree of agency. For example, aid workers are told not to live in luxurious
houses as it may attract resentment from local populations” (Smirl, 2015, p. 80). However, and
as Smirl (2015) also explains, the buildings of the humanitarian community shape social
interaction and “embody social structures” (p. 82). In Makere ward, this social structure became
explicit when the aid community received, clean drinking water from water access points in the
camp delivered by truck, while residents from Makere struggled to get water, especially after
the expansion of the amp had affected their drinking water as explained previously in chapter
4. Aid workers explained to feel significant unease experiencing the manifestation of the social
structure and inequality becoming visible before their eyes:
“Me: at one point, I also heard that the leaders53 [of the host communities] were
protesting against the presence of the agencies in the area, have you heard about that?
Aid worker: Yes, yes!! By that time, I also stayed in one of the staff compound, which is
located in the host community… The relationship is not good because you see the
government is given the UN and these agencies, some land to build their staff compounds
for example. But [imitating the residents]: “How then can you create your staff
compound, into our area, why you are not even supporting us…” It was really, very bad.
Because I saw, when I was staying in the staff compound., we were getting water, treated
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water from the water sources in the camp, there were some trucks which were fetching
water for us… but just a few metres from the compound, there were people crying [that]
they don’t have water, they don’t have clean water! So the relationship was very bad…
But now after this new approach, I hope things will become better because they are also
improving the water, for example, the water supply, they are improving the water supply
in the host community. Which means, later on, there would be no need of trucked water
from the camp. It is just connecting water taps, which is used by the host community, then
the same water can be used by the compound staff of the agencies.”
– Employee of Good Neighbours Tanzania54
This aid worker was touched seeing the manifestation of the difference before his eyes. Other
aid workers I spoke to expressed similar feelings55, and almost all aid workers I spoke to hoped
the aid community could do more for the host communities. It is likely these concerns
contributed to a general campaign for more awareness of the situation of the host communities,
as chapter 6 will further address and in the specific case of Makere to facilitate a water source
for the community.
While the aforementioned examples point to a dividing line within the community that
hosted the aid workers, there was also a difference between the communities surrounding the
camp. Of all villages and wards surrounding the camp (see appendix B), Makere ward was the
only ward that hosted a significant number of aid workers following its favourable location
alongside the main road and serving as the last stop for aid workers (coming from Kigoma or
Kasulu) before reaching Nyarugusu refugee camp. Overall, the ward was expanding rapidly.
The IOM was constructing a huge compound for the scheduled resettlement of Congolese
refugees and there were rumours other agencies would shift from Kasulu to Makere. 56 In
addition, due to an increasing number of people in the ward, the guesthouses were often full57
and some business people from Makere aimed to fill the gaps by constructing guesthouses or
houses to rent out.58 Following these developments, Makere became increasingly important and
a priority area for the set-up of an electricity network, which is quite unusual in this region.
Nyarugusu village however, did not experience much of those benefits. Although
Nyarugusu refugee camp was closest to59, named after, and situated on the land of Nyarugusu
village60, the village was somewhat out of sight as it was remotely located behind the camp.
More so, the village was not situated alongside the main road, and the recent camp expansion
of the camp had somehow ‘blocked’ Nyarugusu village from this main road. As such, apart
from agency buses and vehicles that sometimes passed the village to pick up refugees from the
Burundian border, there was no real need to go to Nyarugusu village. Whereas agencies did
conduct assistance programmes in the village, Nyarugusu saw limited socio-economic benefits
of the ‘built environment of aid’. When speaking with the residents of Nyarugusu village about
their experiences with the agencies, they expressed feelings of neglect.
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“We don’t experience much of the agencies as they have their compounds in Makere and
not in Nyarugusu. We would very much like the agencies to bring their compounds to
Nyarugusu, as it would bring a nice outlook to the village, just as you see now in Makere.
It would bring infrastructure, employment and even electricity as the agencies would like
to have electricity. Now the only thing we see of them is the dust of their cars passing by.”
– Focus group men Nyarugusu village61
“I haven’t seen any agency constructing something in this village, to construct something
for us to be proud of… like ‘this was built by a certain agency’, or an agency proposal of
having a compound within this place, to bring a nice view to the village.”
– Church elder Nyarugusu village62
Residents of Nyarugusu village thought the compound, as a symbol of opportunity and change,
would raise the status of the village. Clearly, the logistical and seemingly insignificant choices
for the aid community of where to settle the compound and the aid workers were ultimately
significant and relevant for the host population. It embodied a sneaking governmental power to
benefit some villages over others. Consequently, this provided an incentive for both local
leaders and district officials, as well as residents of the host communities to influence these
choices and geographical placement of the camp. Following this, and as the last part of this
chapter will show, the settlement of the humanitarian community became subject to debate and
part of political strategies. Despite the positive perception vis-à-vis the macro-economic effect
of the presence of the agencies, ‘hosting’ an aid community also produced a more ambiguous
effect on a micro-level.
The car as symbol of hierarchy
The paradox of aid workers that get safe drinking water while people in need of water go
without, is not unique to Kasulu district only. Smirl (2015) explains how the gap between the
living and working conditions of the aid community versus those that they aim to assist,
contributed to unease among field staff in the aid community. In his allegory on ‘Aidland’,
Apthorpe (2011) illustrates similar paradoxes. According to them, the – compared to the local
community – ‘exclusive’ lifestyle and conditions of the aid community (flown in experts,
driving in luxurious cars) contributes to the idea that the aid community has a ‘double standard’.
In Kasulu district, the micro-dynamics of the aid community – illustrated by the behaviour of
some aid workers – explicitly contributed to deepening the divide between them as superior
experts versus those that were not.
Despite the aforementioned advantages of aid workers benefitting local markets, people
recounted that their big frustration with aid workers was their arrogant, rude and promiscuous
behaviour. The car (4x4) was the main symbol that represented and further nourished the ideas
surrounding this behaviour as it contributed to a self-imposed exclusion of the aid community
from the host communities (Smirl, 2015). Starting from the side of the ‘aid receiver’, I once
was given a ‘tour’ at the common market by a Congolese refugee, when an agency car passed
by driving on the market terrain. Seeing the car, the man sighed and said: “they don’t come
down to talk to us, they sit in their office and cars and feel and behave superior. They feel the
second after God, there is God and then the UNHCR (…) I wish they would be talking to me as
a fellow human being”63. The quote of the Congolese man very much referred to how an aid
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worker – originally from Kasulu district – explained how people perceived the presence of the
UNHCR: “UNHCR you are here for 20 years but you just look at us like insects... just going
and passing there and also using your vehicle to block our roads!”64 While aid organisations
and workers allowed some people into their cars, as was also explained in chapter 4, others
were denied access. The ways in which this was made clear in the case below, can be best
described as rude and gave people the feeling they were (considered to be) ‘inferior’:
“Farmer: We never interact, how can you interact with them [aid organisations/workers]
and yet not have the ability, because they see you like one who is insane…
Me: Why do they see you as insane?
Farmer: Even they do not allow you to board their cars. Because if you go there like:
“please help transport my patient to the camp”, they say: “this car isn’t for citizens, it is
for the refugees and the aid workers”. Due to that you do not have employment, and they
are employed, they see you as one who is insane… you aren’t of the same level, of the
same status as them.
Me: Ah… (…) are there any other things in the way the agencies, and the people working
there, present themselves, that you feel this way, the difference between you and the
agencies?
Farmer: They ever say that if you board their cars, you make dirt in the car…
Me: (…) what kind of feelings does this give you?
Farmer: We ever feel sad, and this is because... it is you are different than them.”
– Farmers Kalimungoma village65
In the above-mentioned excerpt, the farmers referred to categorisation. This included the
categorisation of those that fitted in the ‘right’ category to board the car, notably the aid worker
and the ‘vulnerable’ refugee, versus those that fell outside this category, notably the residents
of the host communities and self-reliant refugees.
When wandering around the area and also when boarding cars, I witnessed aid workers
driving past small shops through towns. From within the cars, they bought supplies or ordered
people – in some cases children – to bring them drinks. Although is important to note that
ordering food from within the car or bus alongside the road is a normality throughout many
(east) African countries, the 4x4 and the aid worker had a somewhat special status. According
to my translator, the 4x4 or SUV belonged to ‘big men’, indicating that driving in such cars was
a symbol for those that ‘made it’.66
While the 4x4 literally set a dividing line, the behaviour of some aid workers contributed
to the feeling among citizens that they were inferior. Youth from Makere working in a small
restaurant/bar narrated:
“Me: Do you ever talk to the people working for the agencies?
Young woman: They tend to discriminate… they see themselves as a higher class, and
they don’t talk to people of the lower class. There are only a few people that come down
and tend to talk to people of the lower class, but most of them they don’t have that habit,
they ever feel they are proud of themselves working with the agencies (…) When you meet
them they do not greet you.
(…)
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Young man: Also, when they come here for services like they come here for drinks. They
want to be served in a [more] superior way, than others. When they sit here and maybe
you haven’t cleaned the table like there are some things on it when they see that, they
start complaining: “Why this, why that”, in an arrogant way. They start behaving
arrogantly, so in that case that reveals that they are proud of their work and salary.”
– Focus group youth Makere67
The stories above make clear that despite positive interactions of knowledge sharing and
economic prosperity, a large group of people felt excluded from this. The symbol for this
dividing line was the 4x4, marking an implicit categorisation between those with access to the
world of the agencies, versus those that had not. Following these effects, the presence of
organisations not only deepened social differences within the host communities but also within
Tanzanian society, especially as many perceived working with or associating to the agencies as
a status symbol. I spoke to one aid worker who had initially left the area finding it ‘too remote’
and had decided to come back only if it was for the UN. When he got the opportunity to work
for the UN, he came back, because “once you have worked for the UN, you can work
anywhere”.68 In the first days of the fieldwork, I met an aid worker originally from Kasulu that
had worked for an international organisation but desired to work for the UNHCR as it would
provide more money and raise her status.691,5 month later, I saw her passing by in the UNHCR
van and heard she found a job with the UNHCR.
The societal difference between those that had the right skills and knowledge to benefit
contributed to the feeling of people living in the host communities that aid workers treated them
in an arrogant and superior ways. One young man mentioned: “The reason for them to be proud
is the work they are doing and the salary they are earning (…) Once they get a job in the
agencies it tends to make them proud of themselves”.70 The perception that the salaries71 made
some aid workers proud was not perceived as the only effect:
“Because of the fact that the salaries of aid workers are very high, actually too high, they
do crazy things because they don’t know what to do with their money. So they spend it
and have very immoral behaviour (…) they receive huge salaries and because of that,
they do crazy things. They engage in sexual acts with different ladies. And if you have a
beautiful wife, they will just take her from you to sleep with her.”
– Businessman Kasulu town72
“People weren’t used to see people earning a lot of money. They tend to accept those
workers in the agencies to have intercourse with them and at the end of the day they end
up with STD [sexual transmitted diseases] (…) The money that is paid as a salary, is used
to seduce the ladies.”
– Local leaders Kalimungoma village73
The businessman and leaders mentioned above were not the only one making this claim. The
claim that some aid workers slept with and/or engaged in transactional sex with (young) women
of the district and were associated with prostitutes and a general rise in HIV (notably in
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Makere)74, was raised in 11 semi-structured interviews, with local leaders75, drivers of
agencies76, representatives of institutions such as schools77 and churches78, and residents79,
mostly in Makere but also in Kasulu town. Aid workers or higher government officials did not
raise the topic themselves.80 While, it would be unjust to impute such potential events to the aid
community as a whole, along with price rises these dynamics were often raised as one of the
first effects of the presence of aid workers. While people held different opinions on whether
this was ‘good’ or ‘bad’, such ideas contributed to the ambiguous perception surrounding the
(global) humanitarian apparatus. A church elder expressed this contributed to a loose morale
among youth in the area that now went to so-called ‘love markets’ to meet each other.81 The
temporary duration of aid workers in an area was a specific characteristic of the aid community
in this regard. A woman explained:
“Woman: Once they get a refugee girl, it will cause a problem for them (…) if they find
you with a refugee girl you are fired.
Me: So but when they sleep with the girls over here they are not?
Woman: No, they are not fired, that’s why they are spoiling us.”
– Self-employed woman of Makere82
Searching for policies and guidelines of organisations, I found that there were clear policies in
place prohibiting (sexual) relations with ‘beneficiaries’, but no policies on those that fall just
outside, in this case, the host communities. By not paying attention to the presence of aid in a
hosting area, implicitly the host area is conceived as terra nullius that is ‘just used as residence
place’. This downplayed the “asymmetric temporal relation” (Smirl, 2015, p. 4) between those
that came and left, and between those that stayed and continued to experience the consequences.
The stories of hierarchical seemingly exploitive relations were there. People explained how
women and girls were given money, food or gifts by aid workers, and how women were
impressed by the status and promises of the aid workers.83 A local leader explained in this
respect: “There have come people with salary, in a place where people do not have salary. (…)
the economic status is low of families, so people tend to go for the aid workers, they are
expecting money from them”.84 Other relations were, however, more ambiguous. The majority
of the aid workers were Tanzanians themselves and a woman explained how some aid workers
committed to longer-term relations. However, when operations shifted or ended and aid workers
(were) moved, the women stayed in the area, sometimes with children or pregnancy as a visible
legacy of the aid workers, which was said to affect the position of this single-parented family
in society.85 Overall, whether long or short term relations and whether women deliberately
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chose for it or not, the relations and behaviours of some aid workers, further contributed to the
ambiguous hierarchical power relation between the aid community and those outside.
To conclude, the combination of (long-term) organisational presence and the
governmental policy to employ Tanzanians first, made humanitarian organisations to become
the symbol for differences between Tanzanians of the higher classes and those of lower classes.
Some people in the host communities experienced this as a difference between rich and poor,
between those having the ‘right’ knowledge to the exclusion of those that had not received
education, hence of those with opportunities versus those without. This societal difference may
help explain the feeling that aid workers acted arrogantly or as if they were superior. When I
once sat in a meeting between an international agency chaired by Tanzanians and a flown-in
expat, and the local leaders, these societal differences became particularly clear. After a fierce
discussion between the employees of the agency where the local leaders of the host
communities expressed they felt not listened to, one local leader stood up and said: “How is it
possible that fellow Tanzanians like us, are pushing down the needs of their own people!!!”.86
This example illustrates how the humanitarian organisations became a spill within Tanzanian
society and resulted in the intensification of societal differences.
Perceived strategies to benefit
This chapter exemplified how auxiliary spaces of aid served as a symbol for the power
dynamics that were created following the presence of humanitarian organisations in Kasulu
district. While the first part of this chapter mainly described the symbolic influence of the
compound as the embodiment of opportunities and chances, the second part of this chapter
explained how (macro) operational decisions excluded others, and how micro-interactions of
some aid workers with the host communities, negatively affected the presence of the host
communities. This part illustrates that overall, a range of actors still tried to strategise the
benefits of the aid community. The first part of this section will first show the individual
perceptions surrounding (in)formal strategies to get employment with the agencies. The second
part points to the formal political strategies and negotiations between a variety of actors and the
aid community to strategise the perceived positive effects of the built environment of aid.
Competition over jobs
Landau (2008) already described how agencies used to portray themselves as job suppliers in
Kasulu district and this idea has continued to exist. While many people indeed benefitted
following (indirect) employment opportunities, obtaining a job with a humanitarian
organisation was not easy. Smirl (2015) described how during the tsunami response in Aceh,
humanitarian organisations related much of what was happening (e.g. rising crime rate, or in
other situations stone throwing at cars) to their presence, with this perceiving space from within
their ‘aid bubble’ and putting themselves at the ‘centre of analysis’, while the reality was
sometimes different. The same can be applied to ideas within the aid agencies regarding the
creation of jobs within the host communities. An employee of the TRCS, for example, told me:
“our being around here for so long, I think it has been advantageous for the host communities
because we have been able to employ locals”.87 To some extent, the organisations were indeed
huge job suppliers in the area. Agencies employed residents of the area to work as cooks,
but after the Burundian crises, many agency workers have come [again]... So they will produce more children with
the women and when there projects and programmes are faced out, they will leave, instead of taking care of their
children and live with the family. So one-parented families (…) Also to them [the aid workers] life is hard, when
they have no job, once the programme or project has faced out they are left with no employment, life becomes
hard.. if you look at them you see life is hard, so they tend to run away” (MAK_CTZ_090117).
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cleaners, drivers88, distribution clerks, or sometimes in positions that were more senior. Some
benefitted indirectly working in guesthouses or supplying to the agencies. In addition, the
government had made regulations that pushed organisations to employ Tanzanian nationals.
Landau (2008) already described how this practice had become institutionalised in some
organisational policies and this was still in place according to several aid workers.89 The
policies contributed to a relatively low number of expats. As such, aid workers, governmental
officials and some residents of Kasulu town argued the presence of agencies had an effect on
the creation of employment opportunities in the area.90
However, the perceived realities of the residents themselves were slightly different. The
majority of the people working with the organisations and especially those in positions that
were more senior (hence, ‘replacing’ the expats), did not come from the area itself, but from
other parts of the country. Moreover, whenever a job offer was announced in the area91, the
competition was fierce and the number of applications extremely high. One of the local leaders
of Makere ward told me how the IRC had recently posted a cleaning job for which it had
received more than 800 application letters, of which more than 400 came from Makere ward.92
This reality of competition and the small number of employment opportunities for residents in
the hosting area – especially those living in the surroundings of Nyarugusu refugee camp –
provoked frustrations. In addition, and in some cases because of this reality, people linked
employment procedures within the agencies to tribalism, nepotism and corruption. I heard such
stories during 9 semi-structured interviews, including with elderly people from Kasulu town
and Makere village93, business people from Kasulu town94, youth, church employees and
farmers from Makere ward95, farmers and owners of a retail shop, and men from Nyarugusu
village.96
Starting with nepotism, some believed that whenever the agencies announced jobs, in
reality, they had already filled the position via friends or relatives:
“The agencies ever announce job opportunities, but at the end of the day, you may see
that the job is already given to someone else. Often it seems that in order to fulfil the
recruitment process they need to announce, but in fact, they announce it only the last 2
days and then when you apply, it’s already too late or you may come and find they already
selected someone. Normally, people in agencies give jobs to relatives or friends and to
people they know (…) I know some of the people within senior positions in the agencies
and when you ask them why they did not choose someone from the village, they’ll laugh
and say: “don’t you know? I also have relatives in need of a job!”
– Focus group men Nyarugusu village97
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“People [that] are employed with the agencies, do not, or lack to tell others about
opportunities or vacancies (…) instead of people are telling you of the vacancy, it is better
for them to tell family members, only people from the clan… It is something selfishness
because you only want people from the family or the clan to prosper.”
– Sisters Nyarugusu village98
Just as the sisters above mentioned shortly, clan and tribal issues intermingled with accusations
of nepotism. People told me the jobs only benefitted people from certain ethnic groups in
Tanzania, mainly the Haya from Kagera region and the Chaga from Kilimanjaro area:
“The people in the agencies are all from the same ethnic groups. For example, within [a
certain agency]99 those are all of the Haya ethnic group, those people are from the Kagera
region. (…) The problem is: those people in high positions are Haya tribe, so because of
their culture and language prefer Haya. It is kind of corruption.”
– Focus group Roman Catholic Church100
“About tribalism, once you get in there [to the compound of a certain agency] you’ll meet
a lot of Haya people and Chaga people, from the (…) leader to the gate-keeper.”
– Focus group youth Maker101
Without downplaying omnipresent claims of tribalism and nepotism, a few historical events
help to understand today’s situation. Firstly, the Haya are the main ethnic group in Kagera
region, which was the first region in Tanzania to experience a large humanitarian influx after
the Rwandan influx in 1994. Landau (2008) explains how organisations hired and trained
residents of host communities during this time (mainly in Ngara district). When the
organisations expanded their operations to Kigoma region following the Congolese and
Burundian influxes, many people from Kagera region transferred to Kigoma region. This serves
as a logical explanation for the relatively high number of Haya’s in the agencies. The fact that
the Haya from Bukoba and the Chaga people from Kilimanjaro area were among the first to
receive ‘education’ following the settlement of Christian missionaries in these – ecological –
favourable regions, was also perceived to have contributed to this number. Kigoma’s historical
legacy – neglected, used as labour reserve, and experiencing little investment in education and
low educational standards – continues to affect the region today.102 In this respect, when talking
to aid workers about some of the assaults, some did recognise and not deny them but explained
that the overall lack of (good) quality education was the main problem. An aid worker from
Kasulu town who had been receiving good education and senior-level experience with the
organisations explained:
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“Me: When I talk to people from the host communities, some (…) say like: “they are just
people from far away that are employed” and some also say: “these are all friends and
relatives working in the agencies”
Employee of TWESA: Okay…. This can happen, sometimes, this can happen. But the
very big problem in Kigoma is that we are having no schools (…) If someone in Kigoma
has gone to school, it is a driver, or mechanic, yes… But a manager? No, you can’t be a
manager from Kigoma [he laughed]. (…) No, many people are at the level of supervising,
yes, supervisor, guards, cleaners. It is because of the history of the country also, it was
not fair for Kigoma, yeah we did not get the schools. Many people from Kigoma, if you
look at the history, we were taken by the German people to go to Tanga for seasonal
work.”
– Employee of TWESA103
Besides this, however, aid workers explained that the host communities had complained about
the situation, and how they tried increasing the number of Kasulu’s residents to be employed,
openings posts as drivers, cooks and mechanics.104 While this may hold true for some, many
residents of the host communities did not seem to recognise this. Others mentioned recognising
this but mentioned issues of favouritism, nepotism and corruption now continued to be present
within Kasulu town and the villages surrounding Nyarugusu refugee camp.105 A local leader
from Makere ward told me that in order to deal with the large application numbers and the
inability of people in the host communities to demonstrate qualifications or references of good
conduct, organisations had asked local leaders to make a pre-selection of qualified people. As
a group of farmers told me their local leaders had asked for money to put one forward on a
selection list, and the group of youth told me that “no money [meant] no job”106, I asked local
leaders how this pre-selection took place. The leader I spoke to denied the case of bribing, but
mentioned they would select people that showed good conduct or did voluntary works within
their community, to supply ‘the best people to the organisations’.107 While paying money or
not, in this way, getting (casual) employment with the agencies could become subjected to
ingratiation of local leaders.
Given the historical account of Landau (2008) and the relative frequency and repetition
of accusations, issues of tribalism, nepotism and to some extent corruption may have been
present. One should be cautious with these accusations however. Moreover, and learning from
Smirl’s (2015) analysis of the Aceh response, one should be careful to attribute all dynamics to
the presence of the agencies. For instance, it was reported that issues of tribalism, nepotism and
corruption were not the exclusive attribute of the aid community but were high all over
Tanzania. When asking youth whether issues of tribalism and nepotism were only present
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within the organisations they explained it was not. They reported facing the same issues when
applying for government jobs or within companies all over Tanzania.108
To conclude, the government policy that strategically forced the agencies to employ
Tanzanians became the institutionalised way of working within the organisations, which
embedded the agency practices on the ground within Tanzanian society. Whether cases of
nepotism, tribalism and corruption were present or not, the fact that quite a number of villagers
accused the agencies in the same way they accused the government and companies indicated
that to them, the agencies were as embedded within Tanzanian society as the other institutions
were. On a micro-scale, people perceived the ‘tactics’ of tribalism, nepotism and corruption as
the perceived strategies to ‘have’ (or get) benefits from the agencies.
Politics and the built environment of aid
The employment regulations and directives were no stand-alone cases. The Tanzanian
government used a variety of ways to use the operational ways of working with the agencies
for their own benefit. In this, the auxiliary built environment of aid – compounds, cars and the
camp – became strategic political spaces. This section will illustrate that this strategy became
common practice and a perceived normality throughout the district.
As mentioned, the majority of the people linked a major part of Kasulu’s infrastructural
expansion to the presence of organisations and refugees and saw compounds and camps as a
promising factor for development. Remarkably, however, people did not (only) link these
opportunities to today’s developments. Rather, there was a widespread belief that these
compounds and camps would ‘later’ benefit the district: “They [the organisations] have been
building good structures and the offices that are used for settlement may be later used by the
society”.109 Initially, I was very much surprised as I wondered what ‘later’ would mean in this
long-term displacement situation where agencies were not likely to leave any time soon. I soon
learned however, that the perception surrounding its potential was embedded within past
legacies. Chapter 4 described how other camps had been closed following the (forced)
repatriation of Burundian refugees in the area. While Nyarugusu refugee camp continued to
exist, the refugee operations were scaled down, which resulted in a legacy of compounds and
buildings that were officially transferred to the government (One UN Tanzania, 2015). In
Kasulu district, the most recent and most cited example was the contested closure of Mtabila
refugee camp in 2012, that was now a military camp.110 Former Mtabila refugee camp served
as one of the many examples that the camps and the compounds could finally benefit the
district.111 Hence, the overall long-term legacy of organisations moving back and forth in the
area, had caused a repertoire of expectations surrounding the built environment of aid and a
collective, institutionalised memory of what the government, citizens and to some extent also
agencies considered to be a normal regime of ‘everyday practices’, mainly to the benefit of the
government. District officials I spoke to reported that the district benefitted from the ‘donation’
of these buildings by the UN agencies and how they now used these buildings for the district
or other governmental institutions such as the fire brigade, schools or military institutions. As
these buildings had been donated and were now in use by the government, every time the
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During a holiday on Zanzibar I stayed at a guesthouse/lodge. One young woman working there told me how
difficult it was to get a job without knowing the right people. Nepotism was everywhere in Tanzania she told me
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number of refugees and agencies in the area would rise, the UN agencies had to construct and
facilitate new buildings.112
“Now we have refugee services again, they have to build another building. They can not
say government get out, we want our buildings… So they have to build another building,
that is an advantage to the government. Now, we don’t have to think for offices and other
things, because we have our buildings.”
– Kasulu district official113
The reality that emerged after the Burundian repatriation had somehow triggered a shift in
thinking. The government aimed to ensure its future spatial opportunities by enforcing agencies
to build permanent compounds for working and living. The shift in thinking also influenced the
GoT’s stance with respect to their refugee policy. While Tanzania’s policy on refugee-hosting
had been very much restricted in the past, prohibited the agencies to build any permanent
refugee sites in the camp114, today this changed:
“Right now they have changed. They want permanent structures. They see this is an
opportunity: whatever time we go back, they can use infrastructure. There are lots of
refugee camps they have changed into schools and Mtabila [in a] military camp. So if you
want to build a school, it needs to be permanent.”
– Employee of WFP115
“The government pushes for more involvement and is using the agencies as a future
investment. You see right now there are new schools being built in the camp, those schools
are made of brick, so when the refugees move they have buildings. Right now they push
the agencies to build permanent buildings. Have you seen the IOM resettlement
construction site in Makere? That’s being built as a permanent site.”
– Employee of MSF116
Hence, passing through Nyarugusu refugee camp, I saw many newly constructed brick houses
or so-called ‘transitional shelters’ for the Burundian refugees, donated by ECHO. In addition,
school ‘buildings’, until now large tents, were exchanged for brick buildings.117
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The realisation that the agencies could play a significant role in the spatial infrastructure of the
region as a whole embodied the government’s strategy vis-à-vis the 2015 Burundian influx.
Chapter 4 explained that the designation of a fourth camp for Burundian refugees posed to be
challenging. The quoted official reports however, did not highlight the political dynamics
behind this challenging operation. In reality, the central government had already designated a
fourth site and agencies already went there to explore the suitability of this potential camp place.
When it was found the site did not contain any water source, the humanitarian community
demanded a new site with a potential water source. The GoT however, refused this and referred
to a water source 60 km away from the camp, suggesting the agencies could construct a water
pipeline that would go through all the Tanzanian communities that were on the way from the
source to the camp.118 Whilst some aid workers agreed and understood the government and
communities wanted to benefit, others were less amused. In the end, a fourth camp did not
emerge.
With the perceived positive future benefits of the compounds and the camps, the
geographical location of compounds (as shown earlier on in this chapter) and camps became
part of political discussions between lower governmental authorities and villagers. In this
respect, there was a dispute between Makere ward and Nyarugusu village regarding the name
of the camp. Makere argued that as it increasingly hosted humanitarian organisations and aid
workers, the camp’s name should change into Makere refugee camp, with which they hoped to
raise their global status and receive the corresponding advantages accompanying being the
‘first’ host community. While discussions between Makere ward and Nyarugusu village were
ongoing during my time in Tanzania, residents of Nyarugusu village were not that concerned
as they mentioned: “Nyarugusu is even known in Geneva!”.119 While the citizens of Nyarugusu
village did not mention seeing a direct advantage in terms of funding, the example shows how
both local government authorities and citizens actively tried to engage with the agencies and
strategise around their presence. In addition, aid employees and local leaders told me how
during the 2015 Burundian influx, various districts in North-Western Tanzania had engaged in
a competition over who would get the camp.120 Apparently, decisions of where to settle the
compound and the aid workers directly affected surrounding communities and humanitarian
spatial presence became subject to debate among host communities and LGAs.
Besides the compound and the car, another spatial auxiliary space that was strategised
were agency cars. The need to get aid workers and supplies to the camp resulted in increasing
demands of cars (4x4s). Some organisations – such as the UNHCR – bought their own cars,
while others hired cars. These hiring practices hugely benefitted a small group of people from
Kasulu, earning up to 130-200 USD per day for a 4x4.121 Reasons for why organisations would
hire from local suppliers were threefold. Firstly, some organisations entered the area just after
the Burundian influx and initially planned to stay for a short time only. Secondly, some agencies
hired because they were dependent upon the vehicles from the UNHCR, which sometimes took
time. Thirdly, the government changed its rules with respect to the cars of the agencies. Whilst
initially facilitating the agencies by exempting them from paying taxes over the cars, if an
agency would now leave, they were supposed to donate their cars to the government (mostly
Kasulu district council and the MHA).122 One aid worker explained: “The government is
looking for ways to indirectly benefit the country. So right now, you cannot take out a vehicle
anymore or resell it, no, you have to give it to the government.”123 According to one of the
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drivers of an organisation I spoke to, this rule was now institutionalised in legal regulation, and
also accounted for other foreign parties such as missionaries.124 District officials I spoke to from
Kasulu Council mentioned the provision of cars from the agencies was a big advantage to them
as they reported lacking transportation facilities: “We have, as you can see, a number of cars
we are using here. We are given this by the agencies. So, it is really a facilitation for the
government.”125 While some rented, other organisations – notably the UN agencies – worked
closely together with the district council and other governmental actors such as the MHA,
providing ambulances to health clinics and allowing district officers to use or board cars when
carrying out (crosscutting) projects together.126 Additionally, I saw police officers in UNHCR
vehicles (the police car was branded with “on loan from the UNHCR”), which was confirmed
by other aid workers and government officials who likewise told me the UN provided the police
with free fuel to maintain security in the area.127 To conclude, operational decisions about
material, auxiliary spaces of aid became part of a key strategy for the Tanzanian government.
Depending upon the design of the ‘planners’ and to a limited extent also the strategic acts of
‘resistance’ and accommodation (Heller, 1996) of local leaders and host populations, these
spaces of aid could benefit the local population.
Conclusion
This chapter presented how auxiliary, material spaces of aid (Smirl, 2015) – compounds, cars
and the camp – served as symbolic spaces that had the power to divide those that were aligned
to the agencies and those that were not. As a result, the operational decision of the aid
community surrounding these material spaces became part of a power politics of local and
higher government officials, enforced upon by (grievances of) the residents of the host
communities throughout the district.
The first section introduced the opportunities that could be attributed to auxiliary spaces
of aid. The compound was the eminent symbol for development, opportunities, and chances
that surrounded the aid community. The advice of ‘developed’, knowledgeable and successful
experts (Barnett, 2013; Barnett et al., 2016) residing in those compounds, inspired residents of
the host communities to such an extent that it led to acts of self-regulation (Lemke, 2000). The
other powerful perception that surrounded the compound, was the perceived economic (super)
profits that could be made, which triggered trickle-down effects in the society as a whole.
Consequently, becoming aligned to the world of the agencies became part of everyday
livelihood strategies of active agents in Kasulu town and Makere ward. The idea among aid
workers that the aid community ‘just’ used certain places as a residence place, downplayed the
agency of its built environment (Smirl, 2015) and the inherently political acts of its ‘experts’
(Barnett, 2013). Rather, it had the power to produce certain forms of thought and influence
practices of the residents in the district. When perceived as positive, operational decisions made
within the aid community resulted in a power to ‘include and ‘uplift’.
Wherever there is inclusion, there may be exclusion. The benefits that affected a certain
group of people surpassed others, which created a hierarchical spill-over that furthered a
societal division within and between communities, as well as between the ‘experts’ and the
‘non-experts’ (Barnett, 2013). In this respect, both the compound and the car communicated a
language of exclusion. The compound as ultimate symbol for prosperity pointed to the
exclusion of those that were not aligned to the compound either geographically or personally.
Moreover, in some cases the chances and relative wellbeing that came along with the benefits
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of the aid community, resulted into a – sometimes intended – hierarchy of superiority of the aid
workers and inferiority of the residents of the host communities. The aid community
represented a power to divide and enforced inherently unequal relations between those with
resources (whether skills, knowledge, expertise or capital) and those without (Barnett, 2013).
The protracted and conceived apolitical nature of its presence resulted in a power that produced
the very hierarchical and exclusionary order that aid tries to eliminate (Duffield, 2007).
Following the associated power to include and exclude, uplift and downplay, a variety of
active agents engaged with the aid community to strategise benefits. The third section of this
chapter dived into these strategies, which mainly targeted operational humanitarian decisions.
The first part focused on micro-perceptions surrounding these strategies. It was underlined how
the ‘exclusion’ of some of the residents of the communities surrounding the camp, contributed
to a perceived link between recruitment procedures and ambiguous (in)formal strategies as a
gateway to benefit from the agencies. The second part shows how the agency of the built
environment of aid (Smirl, 2015) – enforced by past legacies – made it subject to power politics
of higher government authorities, and to a lesser extent of other actors throughout the region.
Overall, this chapter concluded that the auxiliary built environment of aid – compounds, cars
and the camp – became strategic political spaces. These findings enforce and complement the
preliminary observations of Whitaker (1999) and Landau (2008) of what they regarded as
delineations of a deepening societal divide. Landau’s (2008) finding that “the closer one is to
the relief operations, the greater the gain” (p. 72), became incorporated into an institutionalised
strategy throughout the district.
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6. Strategising the Humanitarian Spill-over
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss how humanitarian actors become an intermediary in the provision of
social services by the Tanzanian state to its citizens. I argue this role is ambiguous as this role
tacitly evolves over time and shapes political life in the area. This chapter illustrates host
communities, authorities and humanitarian actors strategically use and negotiate the
humanitarian spill-over and influence each other’s conduct. Finally, it argues that as a
consequence, the host communities experience a swing between humanitarian potential and
inclusion, and humanitarian abandonment and exclusion. To conclude, these dynamics give rise
to hybrid spaces aid and humanitarian governance, where host communities are included as
well as excluded from the humanitarian apparatus.
Landau (2008) conducted research in the area in the first years after the Congolese influx.
By that time, he already describes Tanzanian residents and the government attributed a key role
to humanitarian organisations to function as a social service and security provider, legitimising
the seeming absence of the role of the state in this regard. Landau found this paradoxically
enforced the Tanzanian identity among citizens. While this brokering role for local and higher
government authorities has become a protracted, institutionalised and normalised way of
working, this chapter illustrates how over the years, disappointment in the role of the
government and the agencies among the host communities starts to downplay this legitimacy.
Moreover, rather than being strategised, agencies themselves likewise strategise and control the
role of the state. This further ties them to the role of intermediary between state and citizens,
and further expands its control over socio-political life in the area.
Smirl (2015) uses Lefebvre’s (1991) notion of the ‘lived space’ as a means to analyse
how intended and unintended users respond, adapt, and use what the humanitarian community
provides. This lived space is often the result of a combination of various ‘social imaginaries’
(what Smirl calls humanitarian imaginaries). These imaginaries are the “ways in which people
imagine their social existence, how they fit together with others (…) their expectations and
deeper normative notions and images underlying expectations” (Taylor, 2002, p. 106, in Smirl,
2015, p. 2). This chapter illustrates how host communities, authorities, and the humanitarian
community strategise each other’s role based upon these imaginaries.
The first part of this chapter explains how the host communities deploy themselves as a
strategic counterforce (Heller, 1996) to negotiate humanitarian presence. It illustrates the
expectations that arose following past and contemporary spill-overs of social ordering by the
humanitarian agencies. Moreover, it illustrates how the relations between the host communities
and the state further enforces these expectations. The second part explores the responses that
emerge from within the humanitarian agencies. In addition, it introduces the institutionalised
strategic partnerships with the Tanzanian government. The third part demonstrates how these
acts produce hybrid spaces of aid and discuss how this links to global strategies of refugeehosting and the (un)intended spill-overs that emerge from these strategic partnerships.
Host communities as strategic counterforce
In reply to expanding and protracted humanitarian control over spatial and social ordering
processes in the region, the host communities aimed to strategise humanitarian presence. In
doing so, it aimed to configure and shape spill-overs in such a way that it would contribute to
their intended cause. This section will illustrate how the residents of the host communities
engaged with the aid community. It shows that informed by past experiences and expectations,
the residents strategically accommodated and resisted its presence. While citizens had informal
interactions with the agencies, the more formal way of interacting was through the local
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leadership and higher district officials. This was the result of a desired way of working from
both the GoT and the humanitarian community to not undermine the role of the state and to
avoid parallel governance. As a result, this diverted accountability attributed an important role
to local leaders as potential brokers for change and dynamics highlight how local non-camp
populations deploy micro-political ‘counterforces’ to shape ‘asymmetrical power relations’
embodied by – in this case – humanitarian control (Heller, 1996; Foucault, 1980).
Navigating the spill-over: strategic acts of accommodation and resistance
When the agencies first entered Kasulu district mid-1990s, people explained that besides them
assisting the refugees, they expected the refugee-agencies to ‘raise the status’ of the area by
bringing development. A number of people referred to ‘development’ as the materialisation of
infrastructures and social services:
“The expectation when the agencies came. I expected them to help in constructions and
put tarmac on the road; the construction of schools; to expand the dispensary; the
hospital, and also water supply... Those are the main activities of development.”
– Elderly man Kasulu town1
Today, people in Kasulu town, Makere ward and Nyarugusu villages held a variety of positive
and negative views with respect to the presence of the agencies. The majority of the people still
attributed a role to the agencies as the actors that brought, or when not yet doing so, had the
power and responsibility to bring ‘development’ to the area. People referred to the provision of
social services and infrastructure (22 semi-structured interviews2), to business opportunities
(93) and/or the creation of job opportunities (114) as main responsibilities of the agencies. Some
of these people argued the organisations already fulfilled this role. Others mentioned they
initially expected this, but how they changed their ideas after their expectations were not met.
Chapter 5 already provided an extensive exploration of how auxiliary spaces of aid
embodied symbolic spaces of business and employment opportunities (Smirl. 2015). With
respect to social service provision and infrastructures, some local leaders mentioned how
according to them, the agencies had promised such activities when they negotiated their way
into the area in the 1990s.5 Moreover, while most people did not explicitly link the past largescale collective compensation programmes to their expectations, many pointed to past or
current projects as an illustration for the (potential) role of the agencies. People referred to past
programmes that affected social infrastructure (e.g. road rehabilitation, construction of schools,
donation of camp buildings and compounds), the current breakdown (the boreholes) or
incompletion of programmes (the dispensary in Makere), the current delivery of services (the
camp hospital) and to agencies that had diverted activities to the host communities (e.g. World
Vision’s Buhoma programme). In addition, a number of people referred to programmes with a
‘soft’, nonphysical character (seminars). Moreover, aid workers and government officials
1
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explained the agencies and notably the UN facilitated the government through its provision of
cars and facilitated the overall work of the police throughout the area. 6 Coupled with
observations of Landau (2008) of how the GoT and citizens used to strategise the humanitarian
community as social service providers, often for the government’s own political gain, this thesis
argues that the combination of the aforementioned examples was anchored in the collective
mind of the local population. These raised expectations embodied the power of the humanitarian
community to conduct activities outside the community, which – as a result – led to
accountability demands for this protracted humanitarian governance. The increasing and
decreasing scale of overall humanitarian presence seemed to further influence this collective
memory. Moreover, alongside the waving nature of humanitarian presence, a ‘normalised’
regime of practices seemed to have emerged of receiving camp buildings or compounds when
organisations would scale-down, demanding to build new ones when they would scale-up, or
new land losses that raised memories of non-compensation for past land grabs. I argue these
afore-mentioned dynamics blurred the camp/non-camp divide and nourished today’s
understanding of what the role of the organisations in the area could be:
“If every agency was doing as World Vision, that would be very good (…) Also, the Red
Cross is good, we are getting health services from them without segregation, without
looking whether it’s a Tanzanian or a refugee.”
– Focus group men Nyarugusu village7
“We compare with other agencies like also World Vision here (…) They support us, even
the chairs for school, they support us. But other agencies do nothing (…) They [referring
to another agency as an example] are running a big project in the camp, so them running
a big project, this reminds us they are able to do this.”
– Teachers school Makere8
Feldman (2016), as well as Agier (2010), describe how refugees engaged in ‘acts of resistance’
by means of protesting against certain aid policies or by using the aid provided in a different
way than humanitarian agencies had intended. I argue that just like the refugee population, the
host communities of Kasulu district likewise acted as ‘political agents’ that aimed to influence
trajectories of the aid regime. Inspired by Feldman’s notion on strategic acts of resistance and
accommodation, and coupled with dynamics that evolved in the district, I distinguish three ways
in which the residents aimed to strategise aid: 1) strategic acts of accommodation; 2) strategic
acts of resistance; and 3) diverted accountability demands.
People in Kasulu town and in the communities surrounding the camp engaged in strategic
acts of accommodation. These acts of accommodation were threefold and they are seen as
strategic as they were one of the ‘options’ of the local population on how to relate to the aid
community. In addition, many people that chose for the option to accommodate saw the
presence of the aid community as an opportunity and blessing, but had second thoughts about
their ways of dealing with the host communities, expecting them to do more. Firstly, in Kasulu
town and to a lesser but increasing extent Makere ward, people literally accommodated and
facilitated the humanitarian community by welcoming them into guesthouses, compounds and
private houses. When it became clear the IOM would come to Makere and as the guesthouses
there were constantly full, people with capital had a foresighted vision and started building preemptively, aiming to be prepared and benefit when an increased flow of aid workers and visitors
would start coming to Makere. Moreover, while Nyarugusu village was somewhat out-of-sight
6
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and did not accommodate compounds, villagers severely hoped humanitarian organisations
would settle in Nyarugusu village one day, indicating they were willing to accommodate.
Secondly, everyday encounters and interactions in churches, bars, hotelis and markets in Kasulu
and Makere brought friendships and relations between aid workers and residents. In this respect,
a local leader explained villagers and aid workers, for example, watched football matches
together or went out exercising9. This also symbolised a form of accommodation and was said
to contribute to changing norms and values, and cultural assimilation between the two groups
(while however not underestimating the importance of the relations between the refugees and
the host communities in this regard).10 Thirdly, some people reported viewing humanitarian
presence and organisations as an everyday normality, as part of everyday life. A woman of
Nyarugusu village explained that because of the cheap price and perceived quality, especially
when compared to the Tanzanian equivalents, UNHCR tarpaulins and sheets had become the
most used shade- and shelter providers for life events such as weddings or funerals in the
village. Asking further about the presence of the agencies she mentioned: “is just normal for
us”11 indicating the long-term embeddedness of aid presence in the area. Many others, mostly
in Kasulu town or places further away from the camp, seemed to live their lives taking aid actors
for granted as everyday part of their surroundings.
Besides accommodating, villagers living in the surroundings of the camp engaged in
strategic acts of resistance. Following the adverse effects created by the effects of humanitarian
programming as described in chapter 4, villagers of the camp’s surrounding communities
expected something in return for their hospitality as ‘host communities’:
“We, the villagers, are the ones hosting the refugees, and the agencies are helping the
refugees, they should give us something in return or in compensation for our hospitality.”
– Focus group men Nyarugusu village 12
From what I noticed, villagers never engaged in open, public demonstrations against aid
presence. When asked directly, some villagers used to laugh or deny this13, while others
mentioned they could not do so as they feared the government and national security
forces14:“people are afraid to be in the frontline of the demonstration”15, people mentioned. It
was also reported one was in need of a permit to engage in a demonstration, which was very
difficult to obtain.16 Hence, while the UNHCR employee referred to the absence of
manifestations or chaotic events to illustrate the relations with the communities were “so far so
good”, it is important to note that even if citizens would want to do so they feared the regime
and had no to limited options, if any.
While not engaging in open, public demonstrations, people did engage in subtle acts of
‘resistance’. When the organisation that had extracted the land of the school did not provide
compensation, the teachers took the case to the district lawyer. In addition and while not
9
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immediately directed towards the agencies, farmers of Kalimungoma village stayed on their
land until the military had to come to chase them off and later readdressed the issue to the MHA
and the Minister of Land. Villagers moreover ‘protested’ against the status quo (Agier, 2010),
by actively trading with refugees, bribing police officers to get into the camp or by demanding
water at the gates of the compound. 17 In addition, aid workers explained how they received
numerous proposals from villagers and local leaders demanding them to provide funding for
multiple activities to be conducted in the villages. 18
The calls for social services and infrastructures were often further embedded in a
repertoire that the agencies were responsible for providing compensation for the adverse effects.
Two interrelated thoughts intensified this idea, thoughts that also informed the third strategy of
diverting ‘accountability’ demands.
Firstly, some Tanzanians and local leaders mentioned that their government was primarily
responsible for the refugees and had demanded outside assistance from the agencies to fulfil its
task. Secondly, most of the citizens19 and all local and higher government officials I spoke to
mentioned it was the responsibility of the government to take care of its citizens and provide
them with social services and proper social infrastructure but that its capacity was limited.
Consequently, it failed to provide adequate services, especially when compared to what the
agencies did in the camp. Highlighting a long list of comparisons between the camp and the
village, two local leaders concluded: “In fact, ALL social services are good to the refugees, are
good compared to those of the citizens”.20 Referring to these thoughts, a common rationale
among citizens and local leaders was that as the government already lacked the capacity to take
care of the refugees, it could not compensate its own population for the adverse effects of
refugee-hosting. In addition, in a region where people mentioned that they felt forgotten21 by
their own government, the presence of a humanitarian regime providing social services to
refugees in the camp and notably some services to the host communities, further illustrated the
lacking capability of the government to do so for its own citizens.
Local leaders as potential broker for change
Some people could name activities of the central and district government in the area, but they
mainly linked its role to the provision of security and police patrolling in the area22, which was
under the defence force and was partially funded by the UNHCR.23 Others mentioned having
only limited expectations from the central and district government, referring to false promises
during election time24, or a general feeling of mistrust and disappointment.25 This gave rise to
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a feeling of dependency upon the humanitarian agencies and services in the camp, and therefore
of a dependency upon whether the refugees were present or not:
“The government has done nothing. All things we depend on is from the refugees. The
health centre, the dispensary around here, there is nothing… You can just go [and see].
You find no medication, you can go there and you find no water for hydrated kids, so
everything we depend on is the camp (…) I feel we are forgotten because if you take a kid
to the hospital, there is no medication there is no treatment, even there are no pills, they
run out of pills, there are no painkillers. Once you go there they’ll just tell you: ‘take the
kid to the camp’, to the hospital in the camp.”
– Self-employed woman Makere26
“I thank the refugees, because of the refugees, development has come in this place (…) I
have benefitted a lot, like last week I passed midway to death. So I was rushed to the
hospital, then I was admitted to some treatments and now you can see me recovering. So,
if there was no presence of refugees and no refugee hospital, then you would have been
hearing other stories right now.”
– Elderly woman Makere27
“The agencies come here to support the government, also they have given some cars to
the government. So the things that are reaching the people directly is done by the agency,
but it’s the government that is doing. In regions where there are no refugees, you see the
government providing such support like social services and infrastructure to the
citizens.”
– Focus group men Nyarugusu village28
Serving as labour reserve under colonial times with limited investment in infrastructure,
education, and social services and being a nonpriority area for the postcolonial Tanzanian
government (Landau, 2008)29, Kigoma region was, as one district official mentioned,
“somewhat out of the country (…) it was completely neglected”.30 While Tanzanians are known
for having a strong sense of citizenship enforced by Nyerere’s Ujamaa policy, over time the
trust in the role of the state had faltered. Limited governmental action and trust, however, was
not exclusive to Kigoma region and Kasulu district. Researchers found that the Tanzanian
government in general faces difficulties in providing adequate services to its citizens. Whereas
LGAs are responsible for the implementation of social services and local infrastructure, they
depend upon the national budget for 80-90% of their funds. Following budget constraints and
gaps in the national budget, the contribution of the central government is reported to be low.31
In addition, and in line with the system of decentralisation, LGAs are supposed to gather
community needs and present proposals via the district council to the central government.
However, in reality, the central government and its ministries set strict rules and regulations on
how to spend budgets. Consequently, citizens may see their needs being prioritised but no
26
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follow-up, which researcher link to the low attendance rates of citizens during village and ward
meetings, and hence the generally faltering local participation, effectiveness and trust in the
government. In addition, people believed to see no return on their payment of taxes (Jiménez,
Mtango & Cairncross, 2014; Venugopal & Yilmaz, 2010; Mollel & Tollenaar, 2013; Kessy &
McCourt, 2010; Commonwealth, 2015).
While local leaders and district officials closely monitored dispute settlements, the
provision of security, and pushed for a deployment of plans and implementations at the higher
governmental level, in line with what was mentioned above, it faced difficulties in facilitating
the effective provision of basic services such as water or healthcare. Jiménez et al. (2014) found
that tensions between technical and elected leaders in Tanzania were present and I observed
similar tensions along the whole chain of decentralisation. Local village leaders and residents
of Kalimungoma explained how they put pressure upon the highest leaders of the ward to
address their issues. When asking the ward leadership why there was no money or no
implementation of promised services, leaders pointed to district and higher authorities. They
emphasised that they wrote proposals and paid taxes, but saw limited response, were rarely
visited by district officers and faced slow bureaucratic processes regarding the implementation
of (externally funded) ‘developmental projects’.32 District officials reported facing severe
issues with funding from higher levels and because of this faced issues hiring staff, providing
transportation facilities or visiting communities.33 Most argued this was due to the limited
budget of the central government.
While the dynamics seemed to be evolving separately from the humanitarian operation,
in fact they were quite interrelated. Researchers found communities faced the same issues
throughout other parts of Tanzania and Mollel and Tollenaar (2013) illustrated how leaders and
citizens tried to diversify their options and seek for external resource providers. Facing a dense
concentration of humanitarian agencies that could function as potential resource providers,
Kasulu district was no different. As such, strategic diversification was more rule included in a
regime of protracted practices, than exception. One aid worker in this regard mentioned how
the citizens used to highlight the lacking capacity of the government to justify their calls for
services from the agencies34, and linked this to the strategic use of aid presence in the area.
Hence, and on top of the compensation rationale, the agencies had become potential substitutes
for where the government failed financially. The protracted issues and sometimes distorted trust
relations illustrated features of a distorted ‘social contract’, or a so-called asymmetrical political
equilibrium between state and citizens. Although the notion of a ‘social contract’ is somewhat
problematic a described in chapter 2, the dynamics in Kasulu illustrate how a hybridised
alternative ‘social contract’ arose. As such, the agencies that only worked with the government
to reach the communities became an intermediary in the social service provision.
Apart from the informal strategic acts of accommodation and strategies, and in line with
the preferred way of working between the government and the agencies, the only formal way
to strategise resources and the desired compensation was through the local leadership. This
hampered communication between the agencies and the local communities: “if you are not a
leader, [then] it is really difficult to go to the compound and tell and face what you want to
address”.35 Leaders, often tied to their communities as relatives, took these claims seriously
and actively strategised the presence of the agencies by writing proposals, putting much
32
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pressure on them during meetings such as the institutionalised Good Neighbourhood meetings,
and by joining forces:
“We used to protest and demonstrate our feelings and desires unto the presence of the
agencies, mostly in the meetings. (…) So, it reached a time that we told the agencies: “It
is better you get out of this place, because we do not see the impact of your presence here.
Go to another place, settle in that place and do humanitarian aid in the refugee camp
(…) Go out of this place, because we do not see your impact!” So once we told them such
things, yeah then the agencies came into a straight line, making some programmes and
projects within the village. (…) Other leaders from different villages and different
communities came together as one, due to that they faced similar challenges and similar
problems, so they gathered together and said we should have one say against the
agencies.”
– Local leader Makere ward36
At the district level, the practice of writing proposals, and the manoeuvring alongside options
for funding from either the government or the agencies had likewise become an institutionalised
way of working over the years. One district official even knew which agencies would be
interested to fund what kind of proposals for which ‘vulnerable groups’37, showing the
embeddedness and normality of the protracted presence of humanitarian organisations. In
addition, whilst arguments and rationales for why the organisations were supposed to add upon
the budget of the district government were mainly refugee-centred and referred to compensation
demands, the lack of funding was one of the key attributing reasons for why Kasulu district
council demanded support:
“Because of that problem of lack of funds, officers of different departments, are supposed
to look for funds from organisations, by writing proposals and write budgets and present
it to different organisations.”
– Kasulu district official38
As citizens had very limited options to formally express themselves vis-à-vis the organisations
and as the meetings had become the official, institutionalised way of interacting, the local
leaders (and to some extent the district officials) functioned as middlemen and official brokers
for potential change. This institutionalised normality gave rise to what is called a diverted
accountability strategy and explains why the citizens continued to put much emphasis on the
role of the government.
“The role of the government is to oversee the impacts of resettling refugees in a place.
Because once refugees are in a place, there are so many impacts that come. So the
government should sit and talk with the agencies, that while helping the refugees, they
should also help the host communities in providing water, health services, and other kind
of basic needs because that will be a cause of the impact of refugees.”
– Businessman Makere39
36
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“The responsibility of the government is to go and talk to the agencies and tell them to
construct maybe a dispensary, a health centre, a school. (…) It is the government’s role,
but the government says it has no money. So the government should motivate the people,
to go and ask for sponsorships, from the UNHCR, to implement their projects.”
– Focus group youth Makere40
Overall, while civilians had become subject to the governance of humanitarian actors by means
of the socio-economic spill-overs resulting from (refugee) programmes and auxiliary spaces,
the strategic forms of accommodation and resistance illustrate that the ones with less power
were not ‘powerless’ but deployed effective informal political counterforces (Heller, 1996;
Foucault, 1980). This was done by means of informal strategies of accommodation and
resistance, as well as formal diverted (accountability) demands via local leaders that acted as
brokers between the agencies, the district, and the citizens. Consequently, citizens explained
that they held their leaders accountable when their desired outcomes were not met: “Once we
think that the promises [of the agencies] aren’t implemented, we normally go and put pressure
on the mayor (…) by asking him a lot of questions”.41As the meetings, notably the Good
Neighbourhood meetings, embodied the most important platform to interact with the agencies
and raise voices, the dynamics during these meetings will be highlighted briefly before turning
to the humanitarian imaginaries that emerged as a response to these diverted accountability
demands.
Raising accountability demands during meetings
Initially set up as an environmental dispute settlement mechanism between the refugees and the
host communities and by some still presented as such, over time, the Good Neighbourhood
meetings had become the institutionalised forum to hold the agencies accountable. These
meetings, however, did not always have the desired outcomes, as decisions were not reached
within the preferred timeframe of the host communities:
“Whenever we are in meetings with the agencies, we tell the agencies, please when you
call for another meeting, please try to come with evidence and answers to the challenges
we have discussed last time, but whenever we go to the meeting, what is discussed is the
same as what we discussed last time.”
– Local leaders Nyarugusu village42
Berry (2008) already described how residents and local leaders lost faith in the Good
Neighbourhood meetings as the same issues were repeated time and again. Reading past
research by Berry (2008) and Whitaker (2002), minutes of different meetings43 and based on
stories from local leaders44, complaints and issues discussed indeed had not changed much over
the years. The feeling that challenges were raised but never solved surrounded not only the
Good Neighbourhood meetings but was also raised in reference to other meetings with leaders
of the host communities and the organisations and was raised in interviews with aid workers,
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civilians and government officials.45 Consequently, meetings often resulted in fierce
discussions and disputes between the local leaders and the agencies.
During my time in the district, the frequency of the meetings with (expat) delegations
from the UNHCR, INGOs, donors (e.g. ECHO and DFID), apart from the Good Neighbourhood
meetings, had increased. This was mostly because Tanzania was about to become a pilot
country for the Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework (CRRF). This UNHCR pilot was
convened upon as part of The New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants (The New
York Declaration46) to form the basis for a Global Compact on Refugees to adopted by the UN
member states in 2018 (UNHCR, 2016d). While the dynamics behind the CRRF will be
highlighted later on in this chapter and its objectives are context-specific, the pilot generally
aims to “1) ease pressure on countries that welcome and host refugees; 2) build self-reliance of
refugees; 3) expand access to resettlement in third countries and other complementary
pathways; 4) foster conditions that enable refugees voluntarily to return to their home countries”
(2017i). The strategy of refugee self-reliance demanded the GoT to review its refugee policy,
notably towards open settlement, which was not yet agreed upon. Consequently, the UNHCR
seemed to prepare a charm offensive to propitiate and prepare both the government and the host
communities. As a result, an employee of the UNHCR explained they had called developmental
and humanitarian donors to visit the area and speak with the leaders of the host communities to
map their needs and – perhaps – fund initiatives, such as social infrastructures. Finally, it hoped
these initiatives would psychologically prepare and create willingness among host communities
and the government to accept a more integrative approach.47
The local leaders however, seemed to be unaware of the way of working towards the
initiative. As is quite often the case with preparation and implementation of such multi-year,
and in this case global, initiatives, delegations had been visiting the area over the year to observe
needs and challenges. Leaders previously unaware of this CRRF pilot expected outcomes from
all the meetings. Donor and agency delegations however, had primarily been there to map
needs, gather information for CRRF policies, and in a later stage would potentially move to
implementation. In this, they depended upon funding which was not easy to obtain. Whilst the
UNHCR mentioned these meetings were set up as a way to present the challenges of the
communities to potential donors48, the local leaders seemed to be unaware and raised voices
expressing concerns that the meetings would not lead to a change in their current situation. An
employee of TWESA, which was the organisation that arranged the meetings with the
delegations, told me there were many meetings and explained how leaders used to raise their
voices during these meeting, applying the same practices as during the Good Neighbourhood
meetings:
“Last meeting with ECHO meeting, they told them: “Please we have talked so much about
these kind of issues, and we explained the things. You just go and arrange yourself to do
something for the host communities. (…) You just go and arrange yourself, with whatever
you are starting to do if it is like environment, water, health for host communities (…)
Once we see that the UNHCR has started to do something, we are encouraged [to attend].
– Employee of TWESA49
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Operating and visiting the area in relative isolation from each other, meetings and visits were
not centralised. Rather, every actor had its own busy and tight schedule, which included a visit
to the camp, the common market and a quick talk with the leaders of the host communities.50
When I once attended a similar meeting, the first part of the meeting resulted in a fierce debate
between the leaders and the delegation. In addition, the delegation arrived in a hurry after a 2hour delay and had only short time for the meeting. As such, the leaders accused the delegations
of rushing in and out of the communities without properly understanding their daily challenges
and realities:
“We are called to so many meetings! Within 1 month, we have had 3 such meetings, but
you do not understand where we are from! You should pass by ward by ward. You rush
through Kigadye… but you should just go and meet and talk to experts, like teachers and
leaders and see the real situation, listen to our issues and challenges. But now you come
here, not knowing who the people are and how we live.”
– Local leader Heru Ushingo during the meeting51
Even when the pilot was explained in late February 2017, local leaders and the officials talked
past each other and leaders did not seem to understand its purpose. Whilst over the course of
the fieldwork it became clear that some changes were underway (yet not officially linked to the
CRRF) providing hope to leaders and residents, higher government authorities and the
employee of the UNHCR did not seem to understand that leaders were unaware of the CRRF.
They told me that everyone hoped for change and that every meeting could potentially change
the situation52, highlighting, leaders should just patiently wait and “realise setting up those
project is a very long process”.53 Alternatively however, and just in line with the meetings that
I attended, local leaders and representatives of local institutions mentioned that same issues had
been repeated time and again. They explained agencies made vague promises on whether they
could do anything for the surrounding communities: “They normally say like, “we will try to
see whether there is any possibility to do this”, by this they give us hope!”, teachers of a school
explained.54
To conclude, using a system of indirect rule (Veit, 2010) and communication, the local
leaders increasingly functioned as local intermediaries to influence and reach the host
communities. On the one hand, the dynamics of the meetings highlight the hierarchical relations
between potential resource providers and potential resource receivers (Barnett et al., 2016;
Fassin, 2012). Leaders in this respect complained the time schedule of the meetings was
organised by the agencies and how they – hoping for change – always attended whenever they
were called for a meeting. Whenever proposing for meeting themselves however, they did not
see the agencies coming.55 Combined with the ways in which meetings were organised, this
way of working illustrates features of a top-down system. Moreover, it highlights that
communication lines between the humanitarian community and local leaders were not always
effective, where it seemed that agencies kept on stringing the local population and leaders along.
Alternatively, however, the significant efforts and resisting strategies of the local leaders
sometimes contributed to change. In addition, most aid workers and higher government officials
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knew the grievances of the host communities, indicating the arguments raised by the ‘deployed
counterforce’ over time became an incorporated dominant discourse throughout the area.
Humanitarian responses
In line with Tanzania’s encampment policy, the humanitarian community managed ‘spaces and
populations apart’ (Agier, 2011) seemingly excluding the host population. Over time, however,
the aforementioned discourses reached the humanitarian community and influenced the
imaginary of the aid workers operating in Kasulu district. Among the aid workers I spoke with
there was a general sense and agreement that ‘something needed to be done'. Except from one
aid worker with a long legacy in the area56, others did not explicitly refer to the past (collective
compensation) programme and demanded a change of the humanitarian refugee-centred
approach, arguing for a ‘reinclusion of the excluded (host) population’ (Duffield, 2007).
Despite the long-term presence of the agencies in the area, the aid workers have been coming
and going, which potentially led to a blurred institutionalised memory of what was done in the
past. Aid workers that came after 2015 hence likely approached today’s dynamics as ‘history
nullius’ (Apthorpe, 2011).
In line with global humanitarian imaginaries and donor money, an expansion of formal
humanitarian mandates beyond the camp would become challenging and humanitarian actors
on the ground faced strict humanitarian room for manoeuvre. Informed by humanitarian
imaginaries and based upon conversations with aid workers, I generally distinguish three
approaches or response repertoires that informed humanitarian responses to the demands of the
host communities: 1) the donor-driven approach; 2) the need-based approach; 3) the strategic
compliance-approach. Informed by these approaches, humanitarian organisations either
adhered to a refugee-centred way of working or prepared a response in the host communities.
To not undermine the legitimacy of the state and based on an idea that “the state represents “the
people” ” (Ferguson, 1994, p. 178) however, the only (desired) way of working was in
cooperation with the state, giving rise to caring and controlling practices of state authorities and
the formation of hybrid humanitarian governance in the district. First, the donor-driven and
need-based approach are introduced. As the strategic-approach informed the (long-term)
actions of humanitarian agencies outside the camp, a subsection is dedicated to this approach.
Donor-driven and need-based approaches
In line with strict regulations on humanitarian financing, earmarked donor money, and strained
financial resources, some humanitarian organisations reported facing difficulties to divert
funding to host communities. Whilst acknowledging the grievances of the host communities
and declaring to be ‘plug and play’ to implement development programmes, a system of
(strained) humanitarian financing restricted some from doing so:
“Everyone is prepared to implement, even developmental projects in the host
communities. But now the main challenge is funding, the blocking factor is funding. The
moment we get funding, implementation is not a problem. But the donors, they are focused
on funding refugees in the refugee camp. When you approach donors, they say we have
money for refugees, not for host communities. (...) So we just implement in the refugee
camp. You need dance the tune of the donor.”
– Employee of AIRD57
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Apart from the big UN-agencies and INGOs or some smaller ones that had been subcontracted
for a specific cause, the smaller organisations referred to funding or earmarked donor money
as ‘the blocking stone’. A good example in this regard was TWESA. While World Vision
Tanzania had diverted its activities to the host communities, TWESA – a LNGO set up by
Oxfam in the 1990s as an instrument to build local capacity both in and outside the camp – had
become entirely involved in the refugee operation. The organisation was fully funded by the
UNHCR and, involved in camp management, was now only receiving money for this cause.58
Speaking with some residents and local leaders about the role of the agencies some
referred to the role of ‘the donor’, revealing the global embeddedness of protracted
humanitarian presence. Men of Nyarugusu village, for instance, asked me to take their
complaints to the Dutch government, in order for the Dutch government to increase funding to
the UNHCR so that it could provide compensation to the host communities.59 A local leader –
the same who had put significant pressure on the agencies to leave if they would not engage in
the desired compensation – explained: “I know to an extent the challenge they face in
implementation, that the agencies face. Because if the budget or the proposals do not allow
them to do such things… I know their challenges to implement something in the community. So
I have 50-50 expectations”.60 Just as Turner (2004) described how refugees in Lukole refugee
camp were seemingly excluded from Tanzania but – “being subject to state-of-the-art
humanitarian interventions” (p. 227) – included and close to an international community, so did
the host communities of Kasulu district relate their situation and a potential ‘uplift’ to the
decisions of a global regime.61
Apart from single-mandate organisations, multi-mandates only referred to the
humanitarian-development divide in terms of funding and different ways of working
(emergency versus long-term) but did not refer to key principles or mandates for why
distinguishing the two would be necessary. When directly asked whether helping the ‘hosts’
would potentially conflict with humanitarian mandates, a number of aid workers pointed to the
dire situations of the host communities, especially when compared to the refugees. In line with
a humanitarian imperative that implies humanitarians have the duty to seek out to those in need,
such a rationale provided ground for potential need-based interventions. In reply to expressed
grievances of the host communities, by receiving proposals from LGAs62, and by observing the
situation in the host communities when passing through the area63, aid workers being around in
what the UNDP (2014) qualified as one of the poorest areas in Tanzania, started to wonder
about the humanitarian needs in the host communities.
“I came here last year, so when I came I decided and I proposed to my boss: “we have
to do a needs-assessment” Even though we are doing activities in the camp, I advised
him, “let us do needs-assessment in local communities, to see how they are living.”
Actually, with your eyes, you can see how they are living here, but we need to go further.”
– Employee of CEMDO64
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While CEMDO mainly focused on environmental issues (including livelihood) and was not a
purely humanitarian organisation, the example reflects how the humanitarian apparatus
becomes increasingly engaged with the needs of the host communities. This was not the only
example. Over time, residents of Kasulu district became increasingly subject to measurements,
needs-assessments and surveys leading them to be categorised by the humanitarian apparatus.
In some cases, these assessments provided technical arguments for why the host community
was – just as the refugees – in need of aid.
“Whatever you are doing to the refugees, the host community has a similar problem.
Sometimes this area [the camp] is a bit better than… [making hand gestures referring to
the camp]. If you are looking at stunting in the region, the stunting rate is 52%, while in
the camp it’s 42%. So the host community is even more worse compared to the camp! So
whatever you look at, for example, issues of water, the camp is better than the host
communities.”
– Employee of WFP65
The argument that refugees were ‘better off’ in terms of social services than the host
communities, was not new and was raised by other aid workers I spoke to66 and was highlighted
in past reports (UNICEF, 2015). This argument – grounded within technical needs-assessments
and figures – provided a rationale to look for ways to diversify funds. Alternatively, other
organisations, mainly single-mandate, pointed out to their humanitarian mandates and the role
of government in the area as a reason for why they would not assist the host community.67 Other
multi-mandated organisations referred to a ‘longer-term leverage strategy’, aiming to create “a
platform for engagement in the host population”68, for instance when the refugees would leave
the area.69 As mentioned, over time World Vision had fully diverted its activities to the host
communities, where it aims to assist children from poorest families.70 Residents of Nyarugusu
village told me how the programme started, providing clear examples of how agencies
conducted needs-assessments and engaged in technical categorisations:
“Me: and how did this start, this programme of Buhoma to aid the children?
Man: At first they came and talked to us. They asked us how we had been impacted by
the presence of being so close to the camp. So we said what we had been impacted, and
then they had like a censor of the people, of the children in the surrounding villages. And
after they came up with a project, to aid the Division71 that is close to the camp (…) and
then they came, and took photos of the children, they registered the children, and after
we used to hear that this kid has been sent money by someone, and so the people saw it
was really profitable and started registering.”
– Focus group men Nyarugusu village72
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For most humanitarian organisations working in the refugee camp, the assistance to the host
communities contained only “a fraction of the funding”.73 Yet, “the administration of human
collectivities in the name of a higher moral principle” (Fassin, 2007, p. 151) via technical
assessments, measurements, surveys and categorisation illustrate residents in Kasulu district
became subject to caring and controlling practices of the humanitarian regime, that, as such,
overtly engaged in humanitarian governance (Barnett, 2013; Agier, 2011). While it is
speculative to hypothesise how the situation would have been if the refugees would not have
been there, it could be argued that if the refugees would not have been around, the host
communities would not have been exposed to this sense of entitlement to an international
humanitarian regime. As a result and over time, the strict border(s) between the camp and the
non-camp became blurry, embodying inclusions and exclusions of the humanitarian operation.
The long-term presence of the humanitarian community, outside demands and the humanitarian
imperative increasingly opened the eyes of the humanitarian community for the needs of the
host communities. This further expanded its role and influence beyond the exclusionary borders
of the camp. As the humanitarian apparatus categorises which population falls under its realm
and which does not, the term ‘host community’ was increasingly used as a collective noun for
the affected population living in the surroundings of the camp. As the ‘host community’
sometimes fell under its realm and sometimes not, it increasingly became a special – politicised
– category in limbo.
The strategic-compliance approach
These dynamics linked to the third approach of strategic compliance, which, in line with
governmental rules and regulations, all agencies to some extent had to adhere to. While often
embedded in the need-based approach and dependent upon the donor-driven approach, some
organisation saw an explicit need to assist or add to the role of the government in the host
communities as a necessary way to ensure and facilitate the (future of) refugee protection in the
area. Hence, they used the assistance to the host communities as a negotiation strategy.
Different from the need-based approach, this approach was thus not based on a technical needsassessment. Rather, compliance with requests for compensation or assistance became a strategy
to please a variety of actors in order to continue hosting refugees in the area.
“If we support the host communities, either way, it has to have an impact on the
relationship and acceptance of the refugees.”
– Employee of the UNHCR 74
The Good Neighbour meetings that served as conflict mitigation fora, the past collective
compensation programmes, and the provision of the free health services were all part of an
official strategy to smoothen relations between the refugee and the host communities (UNHCR,
no date). This smoothening of relations, however, did not only relate to relations between the
host communities, local government leaders, and the agencies. In Chapter 5 it was explained
how the government strategised the built environment of aid to gain future benefits. Relating to
this, the government pushed the agencies in a variety of other ways to operate in their desired
ways. The government applied strict controls on what the agencies did in the camp, pushed the
agencies to employ nationals, introduced many bureaucracies and applied strict criteria for work
permits, which now and then lead immigration officials to invade guesthouses that hosted
expats to check their documentation.75 In addition, and just as Landau (2008) described, aid
workers and district officials mentioned the government pushed them to do development work
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outside the camp, to construct roads, build schools, provide cars for the government and the
police or buy aid supplies on local markets.76 Government officials reported they had asked so
in compensation for the adverse effects:
“District official: If the refugees meet a community member in the field, they tend to kill
them so that they can take the food, and take it to the camp for their use, because the
ration there is not satisfactory, you see. There are many problems. And there are [refugee]
children that are looking for some cheap labour in the community, yeah they are found
in the community. Now how can we do?
Me: And is the government also responding to these problems?
District official: The government? The government knows this problem, that’s why I think
they have told the UNHCR, you UNHCR you should have to save these hosting
communities because there are problems, which are caused by the refugees in the
communities. So if you are only helping the community, you are doing not well. Because
there are refugees which are affecting hosting communities. How are we going to solve
this, while you are here? You see?
Me: Yeah, I see. And how did the UNHCR respond to this?
District official: UNHCR has responded positively. Because uh there is a really… a
reality, because refugees are illegally found in the community, you see. Now if they are
found there, it is a problem. They can be killed or they can kill. Children are found in
town, the refugee one. Now they are suffering, now if they are conflicting with the law,
they are taken to court. And the court is a government one, you see. So how can you help?
So we need close cooperation to see all problems and tackle together.
(…) In the past year, we did not cooperate in such way, they were only working with the
refugees. But as you go on, finally as I told you [we told them]: “you UNHCR, you have
to help even the surrounding environment of the camp, so that if the refugees are found
outside you can share with the government to solve that problem. So you better finance
even that problem, which we don’t uphold to accommodate” (…) So they responded
positively because it’s reality.”
– Kasulu district official77
While the district official mainly spoke about effects and the need for compensation, this
interview reveals how a legal design of inclusive exclusion (Agamben, 1998) of refugees
contradicted and posed issues in reality. Just as the case in the introduction illustrates, refugees
(children) were found outside the camp. This district official explained such refugee children
‘conflicted with the law’. Based on accounts of aid workers and residents of the camp’s
surrounding community it was reported this often involved stealing as well as cases of abuse
and exploitation of the children.78 As such, it expanded a humanitarian mandate of concern
beyond the camp and such dynamics simultaneously became part of a strategic power politics.
Aid worker perceived these requests as ‘normal’. While legal protection of refugees was a
different discussion, when asking in general about the relations with the government, both aid
workers and higher government officials perceived these to be very good. Despite a
concomitant push for development work and a need for compensation, district officials, and
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local leaders79 reported being grateful for the work the agencies already did and agencies
presented these ways of working as straightforward. When speaking with aid workers more
informally or asking a few follow-up questions however, it became clear that despite good
relations, agencies sometimes felt forced to adhere to the demands in order to continue the
government facilitating activities in the area.
“Me: Why is everything built right now build permanent?
UN employee: Because the government also wants to benefit, so when the agencies leave
they have something they can use, they can use it as schools, offices. So within years,
when the agencies leave, Magufuli can say to the people: “Hé look what I've done for
you! Ok the UNHCR has constructed it, but now I give you schools for free!”
Me: But don't agencies feel used when creating permanent settlements for the
government?
UN employee: Yes, of course they feel used!!”
– Informal conversation UN employee80
“Me: Do the agencies feel ok about the government pushing lots of pressure on them?
Employee WFP: Hmm... Not really I can say. Have you been to Nduta?81 Because of all
the pressure, the government is putting to partners, it has to do with the funding. You
know the funding is very small, but with the pressure on infrastructures, it means you
have little to do the actual work. So they are not so happy, but the government right now
they…. [stopped talking].
Me: So you need to adhere to the rules?
Employee WFP: Yes, we need to adhere to the government rules.”
– Employee of WFP82
“Me: does it [building permanently] cause any issues sometimes between the government
and the agencies?
District official: Uuhm, I don’t see it… maybe they cannot express it directly… Uhm…
I don’t think this is a problem, they are somehow comfortable because it is their belief
also, that by doing this, this is building the relationship with the government”
– Kasulu district official83
Landau (2008) already described how government officials did not miss an opportunity to
strategise humanitarian actors and were granted legitimacy by the community because of that.
Clearly, over time the agencies and the government had entered into a strategic relationship of
giving and taking. The UNHCR had a somewhat special status in this regard, serving as the
refugee protection agency. As such, it had a strong interest and responsibility to ensure good
relations84 with the government and to ensure smooth relations with the local host communities.
While its mandate officially did not provide room to divert activities from the camp to the host
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communities, the self-proclaimed demands from local authorities demanding the UNHCR to
take all refugees and go somewhere else and the (institutionalised) pushes from the government,
provided a risk for the sustainability of refugee protection in Tanzania. Hence, the UNHCR and
other agencies complied with the demands and sought for potential avenues to address the
requests.
The government however, did not only push the UN. Rather, the UN itself had its own
strategic agenda for why it wanted to ensure good relations and adhere to the demands of the
government. This provided perhaps an even more important reason for its willingness to fund
development and compensation programmes. In line with increasing displacement numbers, a
strain on donor funding and an overall idea that it would be better for displaced persons to make
a living themselves, rather than ‘being dependent’ upon humanitarian agencies (and notably the
UN), the macro-policy of the UNHCR increasingly focused on refugee self-reliance as was also
reflected in the CRRF. The CRRF was embedded in a global strategy on international
responsibility sharing of displacement. This responsibility sharing was grounded in the
perceived growing trend of (protracted) displaced people, climate-(conflict-) displacement
nexuses, and an EU/Western strategy on ‘reception in the region’. This responsibility sharing
entailed the financial support for refugee-hosting countries, notably developing ones, by
international actors. This support should support local infrastructure and as such feed
willingness to continue hosting refugees now and in the future (UNHCR, 2017j; 2017k). The
most straightforward approach in this regard was a global shift towards ‘open settlement’,
where refugees and the host population would live side by side, make use of the funded
infrastructure and be ‘self-reliant’. The support “could include, for example, standby and
partnership arrangements to deploy technical expertise, the release of funding reserves, or
activation of resettlement quotas” (UNHCR, 2017k). The agreement however, did not pour
funding from international actors into standards or made it binding in nature (UNHCR, 2017j).
The CRRF pilot would provide a test case for both donors as well as refugee-hosting country
to see how this strategy would work out and as such would provide “assistance for local and
national institutions and communities receiving refugees, and expanded opportunities for
solutions” (UNHCR, 2016d, p. 1). For the Tanzanian government, such a model would require
a significant change in its current restrictive refugee-hosting policy. As a result, it was convened
that as part of the CRRF pilot that started in June 2017 (UNHCR, 2017l), the GoT would review
its Refugee Policy Act to provide “an opportunity to move towards a settlement approach and
inclusion of refugees into national systems of service delivery, such as education and health”
(UNHCR, 2016d, p. 2). In preparation for the CRRF, task forces of the government and UN
officials had visited Uganda to review its open settlement policy. Aid workers and district
officials, by that time not yet aware of the CRRF, referred to continuous talks on
institutionalised models where agencies would contribute a certain percentage of their funding
to the host communities. This model was said to become the same as in Uganda where 30% of
the funds are supposed to flow to host communities.85
In line with refugee self-reliance and the demand of the GoT to review its refugee policy,
the UNHCR had a keen interest to ensure good relations with the GoT and seemed to prepare a
charm offensive to propitiate and prepare the government and the host communities. As
mentioned earlier in this chapter, the UNHCR called developmental and humanitarian donors
to visit the area to map needs of the host communities and – perhaps – fund initiatives. Finally,
it hoped these initiatives would prepare the communities and the area for a more integrative
approach86. Therefore, it aimed to start “piloting [of] service delivery structures for refugee and
host communities at the earliest possible stage” (UNHCR, 2016d, p. 2).
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The refugee self-reliance the UNHCR was aiming for in fact demanded the refugees to be able
to closely interrelate with the host communities. Additionally, if the perceived and portrayed
negative relations between host communities and refugees and the experienced grievances of
host communities would not change, this could hamper the new CRRF approach and the
strategy of self-reliance:
“We are in the trend of migrant and refugees and asylum seekers, it is on the increase,
and it looks like it is not going down anytime soon (…). You know we don’t want the host
community to feel like the refugees are a burden (…). There was another meeting
yesterday with a host community as well, they said: “Right now, it feels like you [agencies]
come [and] we give you land, we give you air, everything, our environment, and what you
do to us? You improve life of them! You abandon us”. It is kind of next time when the
refugees will go to the host communities; it will be difficult to be helped because they will
say: “You have it better yourself so why are you coming down to us?” (…). So with that
perception, it could go beyond that, you never know, it could be negative, you don’t know
what they [the host communities] would do next and you don’t want to get there. So mostly
it is building the peaceful coexistence between those two communities, and to make sure,
that they should feel that the presence of refugees is a blessing.”
– Employee of the UNHCR 87
Hence, the increased interest of the UNHCR in addressing the needs of host communities linked
to preparing the area for a new way of refugee-hosting. Hence, the UNHCR now had a
responsibility in terms of their refugee-protection mandate, to start sensitising local
communities and to prepare them for a different way of refugee-hosting. As such, it aimed to
create a realisation within the district could be that the situation could be improved if officials
and communities were to accept the open settlement policy. Consequently, the UNHCR not
only actively started to look for developmental donors, it also started sensitising district and
local authorities88:
“The UNHCR recently said to us: “the way you ask (…) the assistance that you are
looking for… You can get it through the refugees staying in the host community. So
instead of supporting refugees, we support the whole community, while host communities
and refugees are staying together. So you can benefit a lot from what we are doing now.”
So maybe we have to change the policy… the Tanzanian policy is with the MHA, we have
some regulations and laws and a lot of things that are guiding these things… We cannot
say [decide] from here.”
– Kasulu district official89
The GoT was not very much sure whether it was willing to change policies. Though explicitly
stating this had little to do with discussions at the central level, a district official told me how
discussions within the district council had revolved around the potential cultural mixtures and
integrations between the refugee and hosting communities. He explained discussion arose on
the kind of consequences this would pose for the preservation of the Tanzanian identity in the
area:
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“So now this [the CRRF] has two things… You have to think twice, in terms of a mixture
of these refugees and host communities. We are trying sometimes to protect our culture.
If you bring them, we were discussing just a few days ago, that [due to] the coming of
refugees, the host community around the refugee camps, has somehow shifted from their
inner culture, they are shifting towards a culture that is not theirs. In terms of language,
the way they behave, the way they talk… they have some new words they got from the
refugees and added it to their talking. The way of behaving (…) the host community is
trying to adapt some behaviours from the refugees and refugees are trying to adapt to the
host communities’ behaviour, both sometimes unknowingly. (…) So you are seeing the
actual culture of the community, has a bit shifted from the original one. So we had
someone from the area saying: ‘maybe in the future we are not going to have the actual
citizens of this area, we are going to have a quite different community, and having these
refugees, a different community. What is going to come, what is going to happen in the
near future? (…) So actually, we are trying to develop our culture and our community
and would like them to maintain their identity, the coming of the refugees should not
completely change our identity, the identity of the community here, the way of living, the
way they talk, their culture, their mother tongue, and a lot of things.90”
– Kasulu district official91
Over time, the UN, other humanitarian organisations and the GoT entered into a game where
all had much at stake. If the organisations would not adhere to the government’s wish list or
smoothen relations with the host communities, future refugee protection and a strategy on selfreliance was not ensured. On the other hand, if the GoT would not look into new approaches to
refugee sharing, it could miss a potentially significant amount of funding for the Kigoma region.
An aid worker mentioned in this regard that Tanzania was not a humanitarian ‘focus country’
and that it somehow needed the agencies (and thus refugees) to stay to get the resources it aimed
for, and hence please the agencies as well.92
Overall, it can be concluded that agencies engaged and continued to engage in a
‘reinclusion of the excluded (host) population’ (Duffield, 2007). Whilst often strained following
the donor-driven approach, the strict border(s) between the camp and the non-camp population
became ambiguously blurry, enforced upon by the need-based and the strategic-compliance
approach. The remaining part of this chapter will demonstrate the newly produced political
spill-overs caused by these dynamics and how as a result, dynamics of inclusions and exclusions
coexisted.
A strategic partnership to avoid parallel governance: indirect humanitarian governance
While people had granted the agencies an extent of legitimacy to provide or add upon social
services, this did not mean humanitarian organisations could just start assessing needs and
conduct activities in the host communities. Rather, the GoT and the humanitarian community
highlighted the formation of parallel governance had to be avoided to not impede with current
developmental programmes of the government (GoT, 2017) or to undermine state legitimacy
in the communities surrounding the camp. this avoidance was further regulated by rules and
regulations. Referring to communication with the host communities, an employee of the
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UNHCR said in this respect: “We don’t do anything until the government authorises”.93
Tanzanian policy on government partnerships with NGOs stated that the delivery of public
services and programmes was to be conducted in partnership with the government (The United
Republic of Tanzania, 2001; 2002), which was known by local leaders:
“All agencies, whenever they want to implement a project or programme, they should get
permission from the government because the Tanzanian law says them to do so. For
example, like the water project. It’s the government’s duty and responsibility to provide
water to its citizens, but due to that, they have a sponsor that is sponsoring for the
construction and distribution of water it should be for the government’s knowledge to
know who is implementing this project. So through the government, the water project will
be announced, so once it is announced then the government will give the permission for
the implementation of the project. And once the government has given the permission for
the implementation of the project, the government itself will take some experts to go and
see what is being implemented.”
– Local leader Makere ward94
Hence, the desired ways of working in the camp and the host communities was via, and in close
cooperation with the Tanzanian state. The same way of working was raised by civilians who
explained: “you can not do something in a village without consenting the local government”.95
In addition, aid workers expressed they faced (strict) controls on whether they followed this
approach or not96, and attributed a leading role to the government:
“The authority government gives us the goodwill to operate. That’s the key role, but at
the same time, the government works with us in terms of engagement with the hosts.
Because like now we have to have discussions with the district council. The district
council has the technical people, who we will work alongside with: like a WASH officer
[district council] with a WASH engineer [Oxfam]. We have a livelihood officer that we
work with, we have a health officer that we work through (…) they are the linkage with
the local communities, so we work alongside. But we still emphasize the fact that it’s not
Oxfam’s role. Oxfam is only complementing what the government should be doing, so the
government is always in front of us.”
– Employee of Oxfam97
While indeed avoiding becoming a surrogate or parallel state (Slaughter & Crisp, 2009; Kagan,
2011), the ways in which the organisations engaged with the host communities resembled much
of what Andersen (2012) called a tacit trusteeship. Whilst the government depended on only a
fraction on the agencies compared to the post-conflict Liberian state on the UN, and while the
government controlled the ways of working of the agencies, the dynamics illustrated in this
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thesis denote international actors did substitute the state in terms of the provision of social
services, security and transportation needs of the LGAs. Though not as tacit as in Liberia, this
way of working further pushed the humanitarian organisations to play an ambiguous role as
intermediary in the state’s fulfilment of its duties in the region. To ‘control’ this, the
humanitarian organisations started to both enforce/empower and control the role of the state.
Empowering and controlling dynamics
Referring to the empowering side, I once attended a ward meeting in Makere regarding the
implementation of a water scheme by one of the agencies. This water scheme was set up as
compensation for the intensive use of the river in the camp. The meeting was the last in a series
of some, and today’s aim was to sign a MoU with the villagers, local leaders, district authorities,
and the respective agency. The whole MoU policy was read out once again and did not provoke
much feedback until the last part. Here it was stated that villagers were not allowed to cultivate
within 60 metres of the river, risking a fine of 50.000 shilling. As many villagers cultivated
alongside the river, the rule provoked lots of questions. One of the ward leaders however, raised
his voice and strongly pressed the villagers to stop cultivating here, as it was not only necessary
for the scheme but also illegal to do so when looking at Tanzanian law. In line with this, he
went on and threatened to take people to court if they would not listen: “We NEED water (…)
So people cultivating within the 60 m – either knowingly or unknowingly – will be taken to
court”.98 People that knew about the law mentioned: “Yes, in fact, the constitution has been
there already a long time, but the previous government was somewhat corrupt and did not
really adhere to the rules. Now, this government is planning to strictly apply this”.99
Whilst technical reasons for this rule may be straightforward, in planning and design of
the water scheme, the agency adhered to the governmental law, which now provoked new
unintended side-effects. Hence, the project designed to benefit and empower the affected
community as well as the government’s rule of law, would now potentially provoke new issues,
most notably for the farmers that cultivated alongside the river. To add to the complexity, the
river was closest to Kalimungoma village whose fields were taken to expand the camp and that
would now potentially face a new loss of land. Moreover, while the water scheme would be
supervised by a committee comprised of citizens who would get advice from technical experts,
the district council was going to administer the funding that was amongst other comprised of
monthly contributions by citizens. Based on past experiences of perceived misuse of funding
by the district, in turn this proposed way of working provoked new grievances and fierce
reaction. In response to the grievances, leaders however referred to the low attendance rates of
villagers during past meetings100 and start putting pressure on the people, raising today was the
last chance to convince the agency the community supported its plans. In conclusion, both in
design as well as in operational ways of working, the agency tacitly empowered the role of the
state.
This way of empowering the government and the enforcement of its rules and regulations
was not exclusive to this example but was observed in other projects the agencies set up in the
host communities. The government demanded the agencies to design projects both in and
outside the camp in line with its long-term development strategy for the region (GoT, 2017).
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Furthermore, when conducting activities outside the camp agencies tried to design activities in
line with longer-term governmental development plans and priorities in the area101, which was
also the objective of the CRRF (UNHCR, 2016d). The common market was a good example in
this regard. In 2015, this market, being nicknamed the ‘UN’ market by the residents of the
neighbouring communities102, had been set up for refugees and host communities in the socalled ‘buffer zone’, an area just outside the camp. During the first days of the fieldwork, aid
workers advised me to go here as it was an interesting place to observe interactions between
the refugee and host communities. More so, the common market served as a success story of
good and peaceful coexistence of refugees and host communities. Aid workers and some district
officials reported host relations between the two communities had gone sour over the years and
praised this common market for improving the situation.103 Whilst this was indeed perceived to
be one of the positive effects of the market, based on some documents I was given by the
implementing agency104, the market had initially been set up in 2015 based upon three reasons.
First, it was set up in response to the increased need for refugee self-reliance, being formally
hampered to enter into livelihood strategies in the camp. Second, it was set up to address a lack
of overall funding for the camp. Third, it was set up to address the complaints of Congolese
refugees about the monotonous food rations and a plan of the WFP to start with cash instead of
food distributions. Today, the market was reported to be the biggest throughout Kigoma region,
with sometimes 7000 people visiting the markets on Mondays, Wednesday and Fridays, the
market days. The cash pilot had started during the time of the fieldwork, and WFP had started
to conduct market assessments and analyses to review the effects on prices throughout the area.
In addition, in order to secure food security of the refugees in this desired change towards selfreliance, the WFP reported it had started to review and stimulate farmers throughout the area.
It provided farmers with materials, seeds, and machines. In addition, it conducted overall
evaluations and constantly monitored whether Kigoma region would be able to deliver desired
quantity and quality food for refugees and as such substitute the WFP’s role as direct food
provider. The assessments were published in several reports. The reports indicated Kigoma
region produced enough food but could benefit from additional food storage services and
intensification of agricultural techniques such as machines and ways of cultivation (WFP,
2016a). While not explicitly mentioned as such, the assessments and plans related to central
and district governmental multi-year plans to invest in scaling up, and intensifying agricultural
production in the area, to make the region in important food (exporting) basket of Tanzania.105
Based upon policies and programmes of the UN (such as Delivering as One, the UNDAP
development assistance plan for Tanzania (UNDAP II, 2016-2021) and the CRRF) and account
of a UNHCR employee that the UN always looked at the government’s multi-year strategy, it
is likely the government and the UN agencies were aware of these overlapping strategies
(UNHCR, 2016c; 2016d).106 Hence, by assessing the effects upon the markets and lives of the
citizens, rather than excluding the host communities and approaching the area as a tabula rasa,
the WFP increasingly took lives of residents throughout the region into account in its planning
and design. The information gathered throughout the area intensified and empowered the
regional strategy of the Tanzanian government and helped to administer its population. Overall,
by counting, structuring and designing programmes in such a way that it enforced governmental
policy and law, and by providing the government with statistical analyses and information on
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its population, the agencies increasingly worked as tacit multiplier adding upon the role of the
government.
Andersen (2012) argues that tacit trusteeships empower, as well as control the central
government. Despite empowering the role of the central state as was described above, in the
micro-applications of policies, humanitarian organisations ‘controlled’ the role of local and
district authorities. By gaining funding from both the government as well as the agencies,
authorities in the district faced an additional bureaucratic layer in their everyday ways of
working. Moreover, the accountability pushes of donors pressed the agencies to play a Janusfaced role of ‘empowerers’ and controllers. Hence, in line with the diverted accountability
demands of citizens who had no formal option but to demand services from the agencies via
the state, the agencies responded to the demands of the citizens by addressing their needs in a
diverted way, addressing their needs through the state. In order to hold the state accountable
and report back to donors, agencies however likewise started controlling the state.
Apart from training and seminars within the camp’s neighbouring communities, the
majority of the activities related to the material facilitation of the social service provision of the
government. Lining up with ‘technocrats’ that would construct, the government in its turn,
would ensure future sustainability. Clear examples in this regard linked to the provision of
governmental service buildings where the agency would construct the building (e.g. schools)
and provide some essentials and the government would provide employees and other needs
(e.g. teachers and schoolbooks). This posed issues however, notably when the government had
no money to provide the required essentials. During my time in Tanzania, this issue became
very vivid when the government had halted its complete employment procedure and put on hold
all transferrals to review the assumed significant amount of ghost workers and employees with
fake certificates (in 2017, this led to the dismissal of 10.000 government officials throughout
the country on one day).107 Coinciding with the provision of free education, schools were
prevented from hiring new personnel, and they faced issues in dealing with the number of
children.108 Relating to the partnerships of the agencies and the government, the same issues
seemed to arise as people reported health posts in Nyarugusu village and Makere ward lacked
adequate and sufficient personnel and supplies.109 At times, this led agencies to add upon
personnel and facilitate some supplies in both the health posts and schools.110As such, the
apolitical act of technocrats became tied to political dynamics of the government’s decision to
not employ personnel for the time being.
While this was only a ‘temporary’ issue, in some cases the limited capacity of the
government was more enduring. One of the agencies had started building a vocational training
school in the camp’s neighbouring community, as a means to build capacity for new and
additional livelihood options in the area. The district council however, was unable to employ
the right people and furthermore lacked the capacity to obtain the necessary materials and
facilitation to make the school operational. This was not communicated to the agency. A district
official explained how they were held accountable by the agency that as a result now threatened
to stop funding if the district council would not fulfil its agreement:
“ “We want you, government, we are ready to continue supporting it, but we want at least
you, from this point now, we want you to finish it and install some things. We want to see
the college operating, and from there we will come again, and provide some money to
make sure the college is working”. Now at the district level, it is really hard because you
need to employ teachers, to employ workers, to build some of the things there, to build
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some toilets and a lot of things there. In our capacity we came to the point it is really
hard. So [the agency] was really surprised and asked: “Why don’t you do something?
Aren’t you supposed to do something?” Yeah, we were supposed to do something… to
impress [the agency]. We had to make sure, to at least try our level best to have a class
there… but we were trying this way and that way, to the moment that the central
government came here and we said to the central government: “we want to operate this
college, but with our capacity, it is a bit hard.” (…) So we handed it to the central
government, to see if they can support to operate this college, you see. But we there, we
are still in discussion and [the agency] is still surprised that they have put their money
there as if we have wasted the money. (…) There is some consequence, they said: “We
are not going to invest in this big project because you seem to be not supporting this.”
They are still going on, they are still doing something in the community, but actually, it
was a bit not good, it scared them away somehow.”
– Kasulu district official111
Clearly, besides empowering, by working together and funding the government, the agencies
also exercised a form of control of the government and tried to hold the government accountable
for its actions. This ‘governing’ of the government was sometimes also translated into the
design and planning of programmes, where local leaders reported how agencies granted
ownership by listening to the needs but were likewise seen as experts that could give advice
and have a say on what should be done.112 While the district council had to be informed with
every step the agencies took113 and as such exercised a form of autonomy over what happened
in the district, agencies likewise came up with own ideas and plans. These were often conducted
in partnership with the government, which resulted in an ambiguous intermediary role for the
agencies, where they empowered and controlled the role of the government in the area. As the
outcomes of the plans influenced the wider region, I argue the agencies exercised a form of
indirect, tacit humanitarian governance in the district.
The following section will review how citizens and local leaders of the host
communities themselves experienced these dynamics. It argues that notion of the coexistence
of subtle indirect humanitarian governance via the state and the direct governance of
programming in the surrounding communities produced ambiguous zones of indistinction. Here
citizens constantly moved between inclusions and exclusions from either the government or the
agencies.
Hybrid zones of inclusions and exclusions
Some people mentioned being grateful for the things the agencies had done and taught them
over time. The discourse that it would be better if they increase support in the area due to the
lacking capacity of the government prevailed however. This demand of support also had to do
with a legacy of past experiences and expectations.
Just as with the past collective compensation programmes, after the 2015 influx and in the line
up to the CRRF, agencies increasingly engaged in material, infrastructural projects. However,
over time, agencies also engaged in more subtle ways to assist the camp’s neighbouring
communities. One of the local leaders of the camp’s surrounding communities told me some
agencies provided seminars in his community, for instance on hygiene practices, breastfeeding
as well as educating parents on the importance of sending children to school.114 (Former)
Teachers of a school in Makere explained how the agencies came to the school to teach both
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teachers, parents and children on the importance of environmental conservations and the usage
of natural resources.115 It was also reported that due to the high HIV rates in the area, agencies
had come to provide seminars on how to prevent HIV.116 Besides these activities, this chapter
and previous chapters mentioned many more activities the agencies had conducted over the
years.
While some people knew about these activities and were grateful, others seemed to be
unaware of this. An elder of a local church in Makere pointed out: They [the humanitarian
organisations] say they have programmes but the ‘indigenous’, you know if you talk to the
people on the ground, the people don’t experience it!”.117 I argue this was caused by a variety
of reasons. Firstly, it seemed residents of hosting communities, LGAs and humanitarian
organisations did not always speak each other’s language. The residents mainly expected the
agencies to conduct ‘developmental activities’, which for many symbolised big infrastructural
projects and social services just as those of the past or just as they saw the agencies doing in the
refugee camps. The bishop of the Pentecostal church in Kasulu mentioned: “So many people
thought and expected that the agencies would construct roads and other infrastructures in order
for the people to feel that the coming of the agencies really impacted their lives in the district.118
Whereas indeed some of these activities had been carried out over the years, many activities
were less tangible and visible. In this regard, some aid workers I spoke to, referred to the
importance of ‘sustainable development’, which included capacity building through
investments and training in livelihood strategies. Clearly, there seemed to be a mismatch in the
ways in which organisations thought they could assist the communities and the ways in which
the community wanted to gain assistance:
“There have been so many programmes conducted by the agencies. Because they have
been giving awareness about health programmes, entrepreneurship skills, agricultural
skills and ways, but (…) people don’t see the importance of such knowledge. (…) The
agencies aim to come and leave the community with a lot of, many things. (…) The
community wishes to see material and tangible things, rather than giving them intangible
things or education because the community doesn’t wish to get things that it doesn’t see
and can’t touch. (…) People within this community would prefer you give them education
and something material, something tangible. But if you give education only, they tend not
to see impact of education in a short run.”
– Local leader Makere ward119
Local (church) leaders and (elderly) residents with whom I reflected upon this mismatch,
themselves thought the residents did not value these lessons as they had not been exposed to
education in the past, referring to Kigoma’s neglected status.120 A former governmental
schoolteacher I spoke to mentioned how her colleagues refused to apply the lessons of capacity
building, as they believed it added to their workload while they did not receive additional salary.
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The elderly woman related the financial request of teachers to a general focus of people on
money and material, caused by poverty.121
On the other hand, some organisations did provide services such as free healthcare in the
camp and World Vision directly working in the communities, which as this chapter illustrated
raised expectations. Clearly, with a blurring grounded reality of the humanitariandevelopmental divide, residents in the host communities did not seem to make a difference
between these two and fought against categorisations of in and out. The fact that this
categorisation was made in relation to the provision of other social services, provoked
grievances among the residents of the host communities, especially in areas where (the
functioning of) humanitarian programming and the refugee presence had a direct effect on their
social services. While it is important to note that the majority of the residents of the host
communities felt life in the camp was more difficult than living in the village, this did not apply
to social service provision. Seeing agencies transporting and providing services to refugees that
had access to safe water and free food, whilst some of them were deprived of it following the
effects, intensified grievances.
The strategic partnership between the agencies and the humanitarian organisations over
time also contributed to the perceived lacking role of the agencies. As the dynamics surrounding
the implementation of the water scheme demonstrated, there was not much trust that the district
officials or higher government officials would effectively manage the funding and address the
needs of the people. Moreover, some citizens and local leaders reported that the government
kept a share of the funding of the agencies before it would reach the people.122 Landau (2008)
described how the government used to delay the implementation of the road fund from ECHO
just prior to the election so that they could ‘plaster’ the bulldozers with election posters.
Relating to this, women of Nyarugusu village told me they only saw the government during
election time and argued the officials made false promises about what they would achieve in
the village.123 Moreover, a local leader of Makere explained there was a ‘local saying’ that
governmental projects used to take a long time or were never implemented124, whereas those of
agencies were more quickly implemented. This was confirmed by a woman of Nyarugusu
village who mentioned: “they [the government] promised to construct the road, they promised
to build a health centre for quite a long time and if it wasn’t Buhoma I don’t think it would ever
have been there.”125 Other local leaders referred to bureaucratic processes that led to the delay:
“In the meeting the UNHCR they always say they have communicated with the district
council (…) But ones projects promised by the agencies pass through the district council,
then it will have a lot of bureaucratic processes… until it is implemented. Like the issue
here of the construction health dispensary here… it passed through the district council
and there were a lot of bureaucratic processes and it took like 6 months before its
implementation.”
– Local leaders Nyarugusu village126
Working together with the government, it could be questioned whether the money, after all,
intended to help the host communities, would directly reach those in such a way that their needs
would be heard. The deployment of technocratic governance of agencies and district experts
symbolised what Ferguson called the ‘anti-politics machine’ (1994). While controlling its
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course, the empowerment of the government enforced the expansion of its bureaucratic state
power and its rules and regulations in a district where its role had been waning and limited in
line with historical events and decisions. Relating to this, it downplayed the political issues that
underlined and distorted the accountability process between state and citizens. In some cases,
the slow implementation of projects due to slow bureaucratic processes affected the actions of
the agencies as well.127 In this respect, I once attended a meeting between an agency and the
local leaders of the host communities regarding the potential implementation of a programme,
which was going to be led by the central government. Despite local leaders, there were no
district or higher governmental authorities present, which led the respective agency to mention
they would communicate what was said to the higher authorities. The whole idea provoked
bitter reactions among local leaders:
“The plan is taken to the government, but the government asks you [respective agency]
to come here? Don’t you know [pointing out to Tanzanian staff of the agency] that the
government doesn’t know our problems?! Why is it not present today? For
implementation, you should fund us, not the district or the central government. Because
at the district level they look at things that are their priorities, not ours. So if funds are
allocated and taken to the ministry and the district level, then no voices shall be heard,
because no implementation shall be done… Don’t you know the government is not
hearing our voices? They promised tarmacked road, but the government used the funds
for itself instead of construction, everyone knows! [the other leaders nodded in agreement
while others chuckled].”
– Local leader Makere during the meeting128
Clearly, the tacit trusteeship with the government did pose issues for the accountability of the
role of the agencies. Landau’s (2008) claim that agencies were seen as potential facilitators for
social service provision and security in the area and could add to the role of the government
seems to have been incorporated into an everyday normality over the years. While local leaders
undeniably also aimed to enforce and strategise their own role, the idea that working together
with the government enforced the legitimacy of the state seems to have been waning over time.
The past dynamics and meetings with agencies may have raised hope and a sense of inclusions
in its programming, while the actual implementation of activities was surrounded by a sense of
uncertainty.
Another much-heard complaint was that the intended benefits and programmes did not
reach or benefit the poorest. Whitaker (2002) already mentioned it were mostly the capital rich,
and chapter 5 showed the resource-rich, that benefitted from the presence of organisations.
Whitaker in this respect argues the poorest struggled to cope with the adverse effects from the
camp. Whilst the common market today was set up as and was presented as a conflict mitigation
tool aimed to enhance interactions and relations between the refugees and the host communities
and as a means of compensation for the adverse effects, the market mostly served the resourcerich. People with some resources that could pay for transport came from all over the region to
the market. On the market I spoke to people that mentioned that the market facilitated trade
between them and the refugees. Indeed, wandering around, I saw a big traditional concrete
market, people having their own small plot, as well hundreds brick or wooden constructions
row after row, where people had started or desired to open a shop. Before the set-up of the
common market, there had been common markets in the camp, that were – depending upon
government policy – sometimes allowed and sometimes not. Whether officially organised or
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not, people reported bribing the police to get into the camp during these past market days.129
Hence, the current market established in the so-called “buffer-zone” between the camp and the
host communities, made it possible to trade without control, seen by many as a facilitation. One
woman from Makere for instance mentioned she had been able to raise her income and
constructed new houses to rent out with which she could increase her capital and send her
grandson to a private school.130 In addition, for many refugees it provided huge potential as
they had long been hampered in engaging in livelihood activities in the camp. Another group
that benefitted from it was Kasulu district council and the camp community that both raised
taxes.
The market however, was also a source of increasing categorisation. Most residents of
the host communities that lived from subsistence farming mentioned the market was beneficial
for those with capital “as the profits can be huge if you have capital”.131 In addition, they
mentioned lacking facilities to transport their items to the common market and to almost never
visit the market.132 In addition and while grateful to be finally able to engage in a more legal
way of trading, refugees were not allowed to construct semi-permanent buildings and shops.
Rather, I soon learned that business people, mostly form Kasulu town, owned the semipermanent shops and that refugees rented the shops and supplies to sell the items and share the
profit with the owners. Whilst generally beneficial to the refugees I spoke to, it set a new
categorisation between refugees and host communities.133 Hence, the market applauded by
many aid workers, governmental officials, civilians and refugees, likewise still configured a
division between groups. The lived experiences of the market as such, produced simultaneous
inclusions and exclusions.
To conclude, the rise of a hybrid humanitarian governance where agencies empowered
and controlled the state, and provided citizens with a sense of inclusion created new spill-over
dynamics and further entangled the humanitarian community to the everyday lives of the host
communities and the everyday affairs of the state. The dynamics illustrated how protracted
humanitarianism created spill-overs that made the humanitarian community to play an
ambiguous role as ‘middlemen’ between the Tanzanian state and its citizens, sometimes
governing overtly, sometimes covertly, but never absent. Studying the role of the state and the
effects of the humanitarian apparatus in Kasulu district based on a comparative case-study in
1999-2000 (notably in Kasulu town facing Burundian refugees), Landau (2001; 2008) already
concluded humanitarian organisations in Kasulu district had transformed governmental
practices in the district. He found that the humanitarian organisations were ‘delegated’ to the
task of potential service provider and security. This study showed this attributed role became
an institutionalised normality due to prolonged humanitarian presence. In the days of Landau,
citizens had a paradoxical sense of turning to international actors with demands while keeping
a strong Tanzanian identity and governmental trust, reinforced due to its (self-) imposed
alienation of the Burundian refugees and the violence attributed to their presence. Today, I
argue this sense of trust and virtue of Tanzanian identity has shifted in the surroundings of
Nyarugusu refugee camp, for two reasons. Firstly, the long-term presence of Congolese
refugees that were seen as brothers (still much different from the Burundian refugees) has
contributed to embedded interrelations between the Congolese and the neighbouring
communities. Secondly, overall trust that the government or the humanitarian organisations
today would hear people’s concerns was low and people became upset over the years, not
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knowing whether they could count on the organisations or not. Whilst organisations indeed had
done some activities in the host communities, these were mainly cover-up programmes that
were discontinuous in nature. As such, organisations never fully substituted the role of the state
in the area, while the ‘governing acts’ of its presence and the programming in the camp were
continuously experienced. In addition, over the years, citizens and local leaders were
disappointed in the ways of working of the organisations with the higher state authorities. This
as it faced many bureaucratic processes, did not have the desired outcomes, and was fluctuating
in nature, along with refugee flows and donor money. Still however, due to the widespread
perception on the need of compensation and the lacking capacity of the state, humanitarian
organisations continued to be seen as a potential substitute for social services, hence functioning
as a livelihood option for both the citizens, as well as the state. On the other hand, and as chapter
5 demonstrated, humanitarian presence, by virtue of its built environment, symbolised a
significant gateway of opportunities. Landau (2001; 2008) found humanitarian presence
stimulated business (minds) elsewhere in the country and mentioned Kasulu’s residents did not
seem to divert from subsistence farming. Along with globalisation, technological innovation,
and development, prolonged humanitarian presence did stimulate ‘business minds’ and
alternative livelihood options throughout the area. As such, it was seen as a symbol for rapid
development of the district and raised hope.
I argue the combination of both inclusions and exclusions of the humanitarian apparatus,
made the residents of the host communities to experience a constant swing between
humanitarian abandonment and potential. With preparations and perceived promises of a CRRF
taking place, local leaders explained how they felt the “cries have finally been heard”.134
Facing funding shortfalls since its inception135 (CRRF UNHCR TZ, 2017), only time can tell
what will happen. Otherwise, the CRRF may further intensify (future) experience of a swing
between ‘potential’ and ‘abandonment’, producing ambiguous zones of inclusion and
exclusion.
Expansion of humanitarian governance and a note on hybrid spaces of aid
Agier (2011) argued that humanitarian organisations ‘manage ‘spaces and populations apart’ in
camps. While this may be the case administratively, over the years authors have argued for an
increased awareness of the blurring boundaries between camps and its outer spaces. In order to
grasp the different spaces where displaced live (whether detention centres, camps, open
settlements, and so on) and to address the ambiguous hybrid orders that arise in such spaces,
Janmyr and Knudsen (2016) argue such places are “hybrid spaces of humanitarianism”. Oesch
(2017) in this respect argues refugees live in “zones of indistinction” between exclusion and
inclusion. This study builds upon this repertoire of camps as hybrid spaces rather than ‘spaces
of exception’ (Agamben, 1998). It illustrates hybrid camp spaces are not only hybrid in terms
of refugee movements, but that the camp and humanitarian aid over time expand and influence
life beyond the official borders of the camp. It argues that the prolonged presence of the
‘humanitarian temporary exception’ increased this notion of hybridised camp zones through a
‘humanitarian spill-over’. The spill-over implies that humanitarian actors govern social,
cultural, economic and political life of a population beyond humanitarian concern. As such,
humanitarian actors conduct the conduct of the host communities, which gives rise to acts of
self-regulation. In Kasulu district, the spill-over was subject to a constant negotiation and
renegotiation of the humanitarian spill-over by humanitarian organisations, authorities, and host
communities. Consequently, the host communities experienced a swing between perceived
humanitarian potential and inclusion, and humanitarian abandonment and exclusion. As such,
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this thesis illustrates humanitarianism became laminated, functioning as a mechanism that
simultaneously includes and excludes the host communities. In addition, when providing
official services beyond the camp border, the humanitarian community plays a role as an
intermediary between states and citizens. In the case of Kasulu district, this made its actions
somewhat tacit. More so, the absence of continuous funding for such activities, made its actions
unpredictable and unaccountable. The unpredictable flow of funding and political nature of the
CRRF pilot and the UN’s global strategy of open settlement working in close cooperation with
the hosting states is likely to give rise to paradoxical included exclusions, and excluded
inclusions among the host communities. This because it may give rise to hybrid spaces of aid
where host communities live under the ‘governance’ of both humanitarian organisations and
the hosting state, and continue to experience humanitarian potential and abandonment. On the
one hand, these hybrid spaces are likely to intensify a feeling of entitlement and a sense of
inclusion to the services of the humanitarian organisations among the host communities.
Simultaneously, the fluctuating funding flow, seeming administrative exclusion from
humanitarian operations and inclusion in the everyday affairs of their government, gives rise to
hybridity among such communities. The case of Kasulu district provides a preview of how such
spaces are experienced and strategised by host communities, organisations and authorities.
The question arises how humanitarian mandates and principles will relate to such spaces
and what potential consequences may arise due to a potential politicisation of humanitarian aid.
This politicisation may impede with and potentially requires a re-evaluation of the humanitarian
principle of independence. In this regard, questions may arise how the short-term nature of
humanitarian aid relates to such spaces, how they become a ‘spill’ in Western power politics of
‘reception in the region’. More so, questions arise with respect to the role and legitimacy of the
state in these zones, notably when such zones become protracted or semi-permanent.
Practically, the question arises how aid will relate to such zones in times of conflict or civil
unrest. In addition, and while preliminary to say, it can be argued that whenever such ‘hybrid
spaces of aid’ will arise, it is likely to produce new exclusions between outer-settlement
populations and the inner-settlement population. Relating to this, it can be questioned what kind
of new spill-overs and expansions of aid are produced beyond such zones.
Conclusion
This chapter discussed how humanitarian aid in Kasulu district over time became an
institutionalised intermediary in the provision of social services by the Tanzanian government
to its citizens. It is argued host communities experienced and continue(d) to experience
humanitarian potential and abandonment but likewise engaged in strategic acts of selfregulation to strategise and negotiate humanitarian aid.
The first part of this chapter argued the host communities deployed themselves as a
strategic counterforce (Heller, 1996) and negotiated humanitarian presence through strategic
accommodation and strategic resistance. Due to an institutionalised normalisation of the
seeming avoidance of parallel governance showing features of a system of indirect rule (Veit,
2010), a system of diverted accountability demands emerged where the official line of
communication with the humanitarian organisations was through the local leadership and
district officials. Organisations were generally expected to compensate for the (adverse) effects
of their activities and the presence of the camp, as the government was unable to do so or
provide civilians with a resilient infrastructure.
The second section demonstrated the humanitarian response to these demands as
informed by a humanitarian imaginary. Generally, three approaches were distinguished: the
donor-driven, need-based, and strategic compliance approach. It was shown the donor-driven
approach hampered humanitarian organisations to expand its role beyond the camp, while the
need-based and strategic compliance approach both served as an explanation for why its role
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expanded beyond the camp. It was shown that it was mainly this approach of strategic
compliance that informed (and pushed) some humanitarian organisations to expand operations
beyond the camp, in order to facilitate the future of refugee protection in the area.
The third section follows on the activities that arose in line with the need-based and
strategic-compliance approach. It was illustrated that the government and the organisations
engaged in a strategic partnership that was characterised by a tacit trusteeship (Andersen, 2012)
where organisations both empowered as well as controlled the role of the state. Resulting from
this, and in combination with a lacking trust in the role of the state, citizens not always
experienced the ‘seeming inclusion’ in the activities of the humanitarian operation. This was
moreover the result of a mismatch of (past) expectations of what humanitarian organisations
could do, a lack of trust that humanitarian resources provided to the government reached the
community, and unfulfilled expectations of meetings with humanitarian actors. The third
section demonstrated how these acts produced hybrid spaces of aid, of inclusions and
exclusions. Furthermore, it illustrated how the findings link to global strategies of refugeehosting and the (un)intended spill-overs that may emerge.
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7. Conclusion
Based on a humanitarian imperative to alleviate suffering wherever it may be found, a global
movement of human solidarity travels the world to assist those in need when states are unable
or lack capacity to do so. Today millions of displaced live in camp- or self-settled spaces, some
assisted by humanitarian actors for more than decades. Recent research sought to move beyond
the analysis of such camps as mere ‘spaces of exception’, where refugees are managed apart
and live a bare life under the guise of a humanitarian regime. This research approached the
camp as a hybrid space and a ‘zone of indistinction’ where inclusion and exclusion coexist.
Seeing camps as hybrid spaces implies increased awareness for the blurring linkages between
camp and non-camp spaces and populations. Relating to this notion is the debate on
humanitarian governance. This debate argues the increasingly organised, professionalised and
internationalised attempt to provide aid is a form of governance. In this view, organisations
have a power over the population of concern. In line with upcoming notions on hybrid camp
spaces, some authors argued the notion of governance is more hybrid in nature.
This thesis has sought to combine and contribute to both debates. It argued that despite
a notion of blurring camp boundaries and humanitarian governance, only meagre attention is
paid to the prolonged role of humanitarian organisations in the area beyond the camp. Whereas
populations living here are often officially excluded from the humanitarian response based on
humanitarian mandates, financing and host country regulations, this research explored whether
and how (prolonged) humanitarian aid, both programmes and presence, may influence life in
the area beyond the refugee camp and as such may govern the lives of host communities. An
ethnographic study of everyday lives of the host population living in the surroundings of
Nyarugusu refugee camp Kasulu district, Tanzania, was conducted. Overall, this thesis sought
to provide an answer to the following research question:
To what extent and in what ways does humanitarian aid to refugees in Nyarugusu
refugee camp shape everyday lives of the (host) population in Kasulu district, Tanzania?
This thesis concludes that over time, humanitarian aid intendedly and unintendedly starts
governing life beyond the camp through the ‘humanitarian spill-over’. The spill-over implies
that humanitarian actors govern social, cultural, economic, and political life of a population
beyond humanitarian concern. As such, humanitarian actors conduct the conduct of the host
communities, which may give rise to acts of self-regulation. In Kasulu district, the spill-over
was subject to a constant negotiation and renegotiation among humanitarian organisations,
authorities, and host communities. Consequently, the host communities experienced a swing
between humanitarian potential and inclusion, and humanitarian abandonment and exclusion.
Theoretically, the findings illustrate that humanitarian governance materialises beyond the
camp, though hybrid in nature. These findings imply a less refugee-centred analysis of camps
as hybrid spaces and call for an increased understanding of the role of populations beyond
‘direct’ humanitarian concern. Moreover, the findings imply analyses of humanitarian
governance notions could benefit from an increased understanding of Foucault’s notion of
governmentality and its focus on acts of self-regulation. It is argued this improves our
understanding of the ways in which aid shapes the conducts of actors beyond humanitarian
concern and the ways in which humanitarian actors are negotiated and engage in acts of selfregulation themselves. The thesis illustrated that humanitarian influence in social, cultural,
economic, and political life was shaped by three interrelated dynamics: 1) spill-overs produced
by the organisation of humanitarian programming both in and outside the camp; 2) spill-overs
produced by the symbolic meaning of humanitarian presence outside the camp; 3) spill-overs
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produced by the (political) negotiation and institutionalised practices of humanitarian aid in the
area. These three dynamics were analysed by means of a spatial approach to aid.
Conceived spaces and spatial and social ordering
Humanitarian programming in and outside the camp affected the physical and social
infrastructure surrounding Nyarugusu refugee camp. It was illustrated this gave rise to spatial
and social ordering processes within the host communities. It was illustrated these dynamics
shaped zones of inclusion and exclusion beyond the camp. Exclusion was produced by the
demarcation of territorial and administrative boundaries between refugees and non-refugees. In
addition, the notion of exclusion was intensified by the absence of continuous humanitarian
mitigation plans for potential adverse effects of programmes in the camp’s surrounding
communities. Simultaneously, the thesis demonstrated the humanitarian apparatus gave rise to
a notion of potential inclusion through its (past) programming beyond the camp zone and by
allowing residents of the host communities to make free use of health facilities in the camp.
This gave rise to an overall sense of entitlement to humanitarian services. These inclusionary
and exclusionary dynamics over time shaped behaviour and practices. This was illustrated by
changing practices in everyday life in the host communities, as well as perceptions surrounding
the humanitarian organisations. As a result, and over time, residents of the host communities
and leaders engaged in acts of self-regulation, forced either by circumstances or voluntarily.
These dynamics demonstrated humanitarian actors engaged in humanitarian governance
beyond the camp in direct and indirect ways.
Auxiliary spaces of aid as entitlement areas
Auxiliary spaces of aid – compounds, cars, and the camp as facilitation of humanitarian aid –
served as symbolic spaces that embodied entitlement areas. Over time, humanitarian aid became
a potential ‘livelihood’ option for both the residents as well as the government. As such,
aligning with the world of the agencies was seen as something that could lead to development,
opportunities, and chances. This shaped socio-economic life for people both in and outside the
district, mostly benefitting those with the ‘right’ resources (skills, expertise, knowledge,
capital). The benefits surpassed others however, which gave rise to feelings of exclusion. As
such, benefits surrounding auxiliary spaces of aid marked a symbolic dividing line for
Tanzanians that aligned with and those that did not align with the agencies, which deepened
exclusionary mechanisms. As a result of these inclusion-exclusion, inside-outside dynamics,
operational decisions of the aid community surrounding these auxiliary spaces became
politically important. As such, they were strategised by higher and local government officials
and the residents of Kasulu town, Makere ward, and Nyarugusu village. Clearly, by choosing
where to settle and whom to engage with, either informally or formally, humanitarian agencies
on a macro-scale, and the aid workers on a micro-scale, implicitly communicated a language of
division. Hence, humanitarian aid symbolised a power to divide, giving rise to hybrid
humanitarian governance and multiple governmentalities between humanitarian organisations,
the host communities, and authorities.
Lives space and humanitarian aid as political intermediary producing hybrid zones
Over time, humanitarian aid became an institutionalised intermediary in the provision of social
services by the Tanzanian government to its citizens in the district. As such, it shaped political
life in the area. The combination of the experienced possibilities and the perceived adverse
effects of the humanitarian influx, and a perceived lacking capacity of the state, led citizens to
engage in strategic acts of accommodation and resistance of humanitarian aid. Hence, while
asymmetrical power relations were produced, just as Foucault argued, the ‘powerful’ faced a
counterforce of the ones with less power (who were therefore not ‘powerless’). This was mainly
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done to get social services in the villages. In line with the latter, a system of diverted
accountability demands had emerged. As such, the official line of communication with the
humanitarian organisations was through the local leadership and district officials that put much
pressure on the agencies. Generally, three approaches arose within the aid community as a reply
to the demands and pressures: 1) the donor-driven approach; 2) the need-based approach; 3)
the strategic compliance approach. While the first did not provide many possibilities to deliver
services to the camp’s neighbouring community, the second and third did lead to an expansion
of the role of humanitarian agencies beyond the camp (which was already done so in the past).
This led to a reinclusion of the excluded host population, both in terms of training and social
service provision. Aiming to avoid parallel governance, the government and organisations
engaged in a strategic partnership to provide social services in the host communities. As a result,
organisations started to both empower as well as control the role of the government. Overall,
this partnership led to indirect and hybrid humanitarian governance through the state. It was
however illustrated citizens not always experienced the ‘seeming inclusion’ of the humanitarian
operation. It was demonstrated this lack of experience was due to a myriad of reasons. First,
there was a mismatch between what was believed and expected organisations could do versus
what was done. Second, there was a lack of trust that humanitarian resources given to the
government would reach the community. Third, informal needs-assessments during meetings
were perceived as promises that were not always fulfilled due to lacking donor money. Overall,
these dynamics gave rise to a lived experience that humanitarian organisations did and could
do something in the communities, as well as the disappointment when this potential was not
experienced or did not lead to the desired outcome. In line with these findings as well as the
above-named inclusions and exclusions of programming in the camp and presence outside the
camp, it was argued citizens experienced a constant swing between humanitarian potential and
inclusion, and humanitarian abandonment and exclusion. The many meetings that were held in
preparation for the CRRF-pilot between the communities and the agencies and the current
reality of lacking donor money may further intensify this swing. It is argued the global policies
that aim to produce hybrid zones where refugees and host populations live side-by-side, will
intensify these ambiguous ‘zones of indistinctions’ and produce alternative notions of
hybridised humanitarian governance. The findings however also denote populations engage in
acts of self-regulation in various ways and do employ ‘counterforces’ to navigate spill-overs of
aid.
Theoretical implications and avenues for future research
This thesis sought to engage with existing debates on humanitarian governance and the refugee
camp as a hybrid space. It demonstrated that processes of humanitarian governance do not only
underline and shape the aid-provider/aid-receiver relation but may expand beyond initial
demarcated spaces of humanitarian intervention and start governing populations beyond
humanitarian concern. This thesis illustrated these processes often evolve unintendedly and
tacitly and are both the result of humanitarian programmes in the camp as well as humanitarian
presence outside the camp. More so, it demonstrated governing processes may transform into,
and start conducting the conduct, the rationalities, practices and thoughts of actors beyond
concern. Its tacit and unintended nature does not mean governing acts remain unacknowledged
and unaccountable, however. Rather, while asymmetrical power relations are produced, just as
Foucault argued, the ‘powerful’ may face a counterforce of the ones with less power. As such,
it was found actors actively negotiated how the humanitarian spill-over shaped life and practices
in the area. It was demonstrated such acts of the counterforce do change standing practices of
aid agencies. These findings have several theoretical implications.
Firstly, research focused much on the notion of humanitarian governance concerning
populations living in intended spaces of humanitarian concern. The findings of this research
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imply there is a need for increased awareness of how humanitarian aid (unintendedly) starts
controlling everyday practices of populations outside these spaces of concern. Secondly, while
Feldman (2016), Janmyr and Knudsen (2016), and Fresia and Von Känel (2015) already
propose to move beyond this hierarchical connotation and argue for hybrid humanitarian
governance, this thesis takes this a step further by exploring how populations (initially) beyond
humanitarian concern are governed by and engage in acts of self-regulation. More so, the
research illustrates these acts of self-regulation were also used to govern the conduct of
humanitarian aid. This implies not only an increased awareness on the production of hybrid
humanitarian governance both in and outside refugee camps. Rather, I argue analyses aimed at
exploring the notion of humanitarian governance could benefit significantly from an increased
awareness how these governing acts relate to governmentality and multiple governmentalities
as defined by Foucault. This thesis illustrated this may provide insight to what extent and in
what ways aid governs the conduct of actors of and beyond concern and how such actors, in
turn, govern the conduct of themselves as well aid actors. Resulting from this, aid governs and
aid actors may engage in acts of self-regulation. This may finally reveal the ways in which aid
is politically strategised.
Relating to the above-mentioned theoretical implications, this thesis furthermore sought
to contribute to recent debates on blurring camp boundaries. Janmyr and Knudsen (2016)
argued the many forms and ways of displacement spaces could be best described as hybrid
spaces where both control and agency overlap. Oesch (2017) argued that (protracted) camps
are ambiguous zones of indistinction, of both inclusion and exclusion. This research
demonstrated these zones of indistinction, of inclusions and exclusions, do not only incorporate
the refugee population but also the residents living in the surrounding of the camp.
Theoretically, this implies studying these blurring boundaries from ‘within’ the camp does not
present the ‘whole’ picture. There is an increased need to focus on the ways in which these
blurring boundaries are produced and experienced by actors outside the camp. Moreover, with
a global policy that will enforce the materialisation of such protracted and expanded hybrid
zones, this research illustrated it is essential to focus on the role of the state vis-à-vis
humanitarian agencies. As this thesis demonstrated, aid may simultaneously impede state
legitimacy and on the other hand become part of political power processes of the ‘hosting’ state
and populations.
Past research surrounding ‘host communities’ focused much on what was perceived as
‘effects’ or so-called ‘impacts’ from the refugee presence and the refugee camps (to name some:
Harrell-Bond, 1986; Chambers, 1986; Whitaker, 1999; 2002; Alix-Garcia & Saah, 2009; Berry,
2008; Taylor et al., 2016; Vemuru et al., 2016). Contrary to what was often argued, this research
illustrated there is a need to critically rethink the ways in which we approach ‘effects’ of
refugees on outer camp spaces. Firstly, and most essentially, in the case of Kasulu district it
was found that it were not only the mere ‘acts’ of refugees that create ‘effects’ outside the camp.
Rather, this research demonstrated that the ways in which humanitarian aid in the camp (based
upon humanitarian standards, host country regulations, and donor money) is provided to
refugees, was decisive for the ways in which ‘effects’ shaped life outside the camp. While
acknowledging the notion of camps as hybrid zones is inherently related to an increased
understanding of the active agency of refugees and the host communities, this research
illustrated the ways in which aid is provided to refugees co-shapes this agency (e.g. selling aid
or stealing crops to diversify/add upon food rations). As such, I call for an increased awareness
of the role of humanitarian aid in spaces beyond humanitarian concern.
Since the grand-influxes in the 1990s, many researchers visited and explored dynamics
surrounding the refugee camps and host communities in North-Western Tanzania. This thesis
sought to further add upon this genre and explored dynamics surrounding the prolonged
presence of camps and humanitarian aid. Generally, and in line with what was mentioned above,
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except the work of Landau (2001; 2008), past research surrounding the refugee influx was
refugee-centred. This downgraded the role of humanitarian actors in the district. Landau’s work
by contrast, already illustrated the transnationalisation of political and governmental practices
in Kasulu district that paradoxically enforced a Tanzanian identity and legitimacy of the
government. This research found today this system of political transnationalisation has become
normalised and institutionalised in the ways of working with the agencies in the area. While the
Tanzanian identity still persists, this research demonstrated how over time the legitimacy of and
trust in this way of working with the state has faded. Moreover, and in line with the notion of a
camp as hybrid space, it illustrated how the surrounding community has become ambiguously
tied to the Congolese camp community. Furthermore, Landau argued that despite these
processes of transnationalisation, residents throughout the area did not much change existing
economic practices of subsistence farming. He argued people outside the area mainly set up
businesses to make a profit out of humanitarian presence. Today’s reality, notably in Kasulu
town, has changed with residents engaging in global regimes of trade. As such, these dynamics
provide increased insights into the long-term presence of camps and humanitarian aid.
Besides these theoretical implications, this study denotes some practical implications for
humanitarian aid practitioners. Firstly, this research illustrated that humanitarian organisations
engaged in refugee responses in Kasulu district did not operate in terra or history nullius. There
seems to be a need for increased awareness with respect to how aid, both its presence and
programmes, shapes cultural, social, political, and economic life of population beyond direct
humanitarian concern that may feel included and excluded by humanitarian aid. The CRRF may
be one of the steps forward with regards to programmes, but it is important to review how the
inclusion of some ‘host communities’, will potentially produce new boundaries between those
who are ‘categorised’ as ‘hosts’, and those who are not. Secondly, the focus on open settlements
may give rise to hybrid spaces of aid, producing new zones of inclusions and exclusions. Such
zones may lead to a politicisation of humanitarian aid and as such impede with and potentially
requires a re-evaluation of the humanitarian principle of independence. In this regard, questions
may arise how the short-term nature of humanitarian aid relates to such spaces and what the
role and legitimacy of the state will be in such zones. Moreover, the question arises how aid
will relate to such zones in times of conflict or civil unrest. Thirdly, the case of Kasulu district
illustrated how potential ‘inclusion’ to the humanitarian operation, symbolised signs of hope,
notably among formerly excluded host populations that aimed to benefit from humanitarian
presence and programmes. While the involvement of local communities in future design of aid
points to ownership and accountability, the case of Kasulu district likewise illustrated hope is
further raised through meetings. Frustrations may arise when perceived promises are not met,
for instance due to lacking donor money. In addition, by only communicating with the (leaders
of the) host communities when it fitted the agendas of the humanitarian community, the local
aid dynamics beard witness of a system that served itself, decreasing legitimisation of
humanitarian presence. Moreover, while the avoidance of parallel governance is a
straightforward humanitarian approach, the Kasulu case demonstrated that answering to
citizens’ accountability demands via the government did not always have the desired outcome.
Linked to the latter, a technical partnership with the government may likewise result in
unintended effects. While effects may always be part of any humanitarian programming, there
seems to be an increased need for how such effects shapes life beyond ‘formal’ spaces of
humanitarian concern.
Overall, the theoretical (and practical) implications provide several avenues for future
research. Firstly, while this thesis aimed to contribute to existing research of Smirl (2015) and
Büscher and Vlassenroot (2010), the field of studying everyday practices of humanitarian
presence and its unintended influence remains relatively unexplored. Additionally, adding upon
research on camps as hybrid spaces, it would be insightful to engage in a comparative case
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study on potential differences in spill-overs and lived experiences of non-refugees in areas of
encampment versus open settlement. In line with the notion of hybrid camp spaces, I argue it
would be both theoretically and practically relevant to further explore the (new) role of
humanitarian aid in such spaces and its relation to, and the legitimacy of, the government. In
conclusion, I argue for an increased awareness of the notion of the humanitarian spill-over.
Potential research could explore the notion of the spill-over in other contexts of (prolonged)
humanitarian aid and explore how aid intendedly and unintendedly governs and is governed by
the conduct of populations beyond humanitarian concern.
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9. Appendices
A. Interview code clarification list1
Code

Organisation/sector

Method

Date

Gender

KAS_AID_161216

Oxfam

16-12-2016

Male

KAS_AID_060117

CEMDO

06-01-2017

Male

KAS_AID_200117

World Vision

20-01-2017

Male

NRC_AID_270117

MSF

27-01-2017

Female

MAK_AID_270117

Red Cross Tanzania

27-01-2017

Male

MAK_AID_220217

Red Cross Tanzania

22-02-2017

Follow-up

KAS_AID_140217

AIRD

14-02-2017

Female

KAS_AID_160217

WFP

16-02-2017

Male

KAS_AID_230217

Good Neighbours

23-02-2017

Male

NRC_AID_080317

TWESA

08-03-2017

Male

KAS_AID_100317

UNHCR

Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Follow-up/Informal
conversation
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview

10-03-2017

Female

MAK_GOV_040117

Makere ward

04-01-2017

Male

MAK_GOV_090117

Makere ward

09-01-2017

Follow-up

MAK_GOV_050117

Kalimungoma village

05-01-2017

Female

MAK_GOV_110117

Kalimungoma village

11-01-2017

Male(s)

MAK_GOV_230117

Makere ward

23-01-2017

Male

MAK_GOV_180217

Makere ward

18-02-2017

Follow-up

Nyarugusu village

NYA_GOV_250117

Nyarugusu village

25-01-2017

Male(s)

Kasulu district
council

KAS_GOV_180117

District council

18-01-2017

Male

KAS_GOV_010217

District council

01-02-2017

Male

KAS_GOV_090317

District council

09-03-2017

Male

NRC_GOV_260117

Ministry of Home
Affairs

Semi-structured
interview
Follow-up/
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview/
Small focus group
Semi-structured
interview
Follow-up/
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview/
Focus group
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview

26-01-2017

Male

KAS_CTZ_231216

Business - Trader
hardware shop

Semi-structured/
unstructured interview

23-12-2016

Male

Humanitarian
Organisations

Government/
Local leaders
Makere ward

Government of
Tanzania
Host
Communities
Kasulu Town

1

The first part of the code is the place in which the interview was conducted (KAS = Kasulu. MAK = Makere.
NYA = Nyarugusu. NRC = Nyarugusu Refugee Camp). The second part is the interviewee, observations and
informal conversations (AID = aid worker, GOV = government officials/local leader, CTZ = citizens, INF =
Informal conversation, PO = participant observation, FG = focus group, INST = institution such as religious
institutions or schools). The last part includes the date of the interview or encounter.
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KAS_FG_261216

Focus group

26-12-2016

Males/females

Semi-structured
interview
Narrative/life-story

26-12-2016

Female

KAS_CTZ_030117

Business - Whole sale
traders
Business - Trader
electronics
Elder - Self-employed

03-01-2017

Male

KAS_CTZ_070117

Elder - Retired mayor

Narrative/life-story

07-01-2017

Male

KAS_CTZ_120117

Elder I -Retired civil
servant
Elder II - Retired civil
servant
Agencies - Local
driver
Service - Employees
guesthouse

Narrative/life-story

12-01-2017

Male

Mapping/Follow-up

01-02-2017

Follow-up

Semi-structured
interview
Focus group

18-02-2017

Male

10-03-2017

Males/Females

Agriculture - Elder
Businessman/farmer
Agriculture - Farmer

Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Focus group

30-12-2016

Male

05-01-2017

Female

09-01-2017

Female

24-01-2017

Males/Females

Informal focus group

24-01-2017

Male

Semi-structured
interview

25-01-2017

Female

Focus group

26-01-2017

Males/Females

Unstructured
interview/
mapping
Semistructured/narrative
Semi-structured

26-01-2017

Male

18-02-2017

Female

08-03-2017

Female

Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview/ small focus
group
Focus group

15-02-2017

Female

15-02-2017

Male

02-03-2017

Females

06-03-2017

Male

Focus group

07-03-2017

Male

Semi-structured
interview

07-03-2017

Male

Semi-structured
interview
Semi-structured
interview/
Small focus group
Follow-up/Mapping

22-12-2016

Male

23-01-2017

Males

27-01-2017

Follow-up

Unstructured
interview
Focus group

27-01-2017

Male

27-01-2017

Males/Females

Participant
observation/
Informal
conversations
employees agencies,

25-01-2017

KAS_CTZ_261216

KAS_CTZ_010217
KAS_CTZ_AID_180217
KAS_FG_100317
Makere Ward
MAK_CTZ_301216
MAK_CTZ_050117
MAK_CTZ_090117
MAK_FG_240117
MAK_CTZ_AID_240117
MAK_CTZ_250117

MAK_FG_260117
MAK_CTZ_260117

MAK_CTZ_180217
MAK_CTZ_080317

Service - Selfemployed
Agriculture - Farmers
Agencies - Local
drivers agencies
Retail - self-employed
(+ mechanic stepped
by)
Youth (+aunt stepped
by)
Agriculture/business Businessman
Agriculture/Business –
Farmer/Elder
Service - Selfemployed/owner hoteli

Nyarugusu
Village
NYA_CTZ_150217
NYA_CTZ_GOV_150217
NYA_CTZ_020317

NYA_FG_060317
NYA_FG_070317
NYA_CTZ_INST_070317
Local
Institutions
Kasulu

KAS_INST_221216

Makere

MAK_INST_230117

MAK_PO_270117
MAK_INST_270117
MAK_FG_270117

Agriculture –
Retail/farmer
Farmer/
Community leader
Agriculture -Retailshop sisters
Men Nyarugusu
(youth)
Men Nyarugusu
(elder)
Church elder Business

Bishop Pentecostal
Church Kasulu
School teachers

School mapping
teacher
Elder Roman Catholic
Church
Roman Catholic
Church - Employees

Participant
Observation
Nyarugusu
Refugee Camp

NRC_PO_250117

Office of MHA
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-

Common market

NRC_INF_PO_020117

NRC_INF_PO_030317

NRC_ INF_PO_080317

Meetings

MAK_PO_170117

MAK_PO_220217

NRC_AID_CTZ_160317

Informal
encounters
markets/bars/
hotelis/other*

Passing through the
camp during
visits/going to
Nyarugusu village
First visit market /
informal conversations
Congolese +
Burundian Refugees
Informal conversation
refugee + Tanzanian
resident;
mapping/interview
Congolese couple;
informal conversations
Burundian refugees.
Informal conversation
Congolese refugee
men/traders/researcher
Makere water scheme
meeting villagersagency-government
Meeting agency and
leaders host
communities &
informal conversation
prior to the meeting
Good Neighbourhood
meeting

MHA, refugee
president
Participant
observation

Participant
observation/
Informal
conversations
Participant
observation/
Informal
conversations/
Mapping

02-01-2017

Participant
observation/
Informal
conversations
Participant
observation

08-03-2017

Participant
observation

22-02-2017

Participant
observation – attended
by translator
Summary

16-03-2017

03-03-2017

17-01-2017

NRC_AID_CTZ_081216

Summary past Good
Neighbourhood
meeting

KAS_INF_111216

Informal encounters
aid workers at
guesthouse + tour with
translator and aid
worker friend
On way to interview informal conversation
translator
Informal
conversations/hanging
out Makere
Church service +
border visit Burundi
Nyamugali
Week in Makere

Participant
observation/informal
conversation

11-12-2016

Informal conversation

26-12-2016

Informal conversation

04-01-2017

Participant
observation

08-01-2017

Participant
observations/informal
conversations

23-01-2017/
27-01-2017

KAS_AID_INF_030217

Drinks UN employee

Participant
observation/informal
conversation
Participant
observation
Participant
observation
Informal conversation

25-01-2017

MAK_PO_260117

Encounter refugee
selling aid products
market Makere ward
First visit Nyarugusu
village
Late lunch in hoteli

NYA_PO_150217

Informal conversation
Nyarugusu village
leader
Informal conversation
cars translator
Informal encounter
Rwandan
trader/informal
conversation translator
Drinks UN employee

Informal conversation

15-02-2017

Informal conversation

15-02-2016

Informal conversation

18-02-2017

Informal conversation

18-02-2017

KAS_INF_261216

MAK_INF_040117

NYM_PO_080117

MAK_PO_230117;
MAK_PO_240117;
MAK_PO_250117;
MAK_PO_260117;
MAK_PO_270117
MAK_PO_24011

NYA_INF_250117

KAS_PO_150217
MAK_INF_180217

KAS_AID_INF_180217

08-12-2016

25-01-2017
26-01-2017
03-02-2017
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KAS_INF_030317

KAS_AID_INF_050317

Informal conversation
impact agencies
translator
Having Sunday
afternoon tea with aid
workers

Informal conversation

03-03-0217

Informal conversation

05-03-2017

* There are many more but those that were
most referred to in this thesis are mentioned
here. When referred to one-off informal
conversations the date is given.
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B. Kasulu district map
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